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ABSTRACT 
· This ·stti~y w_as. unde.rta~en to determine 'the._·optnions of 
. 
dUtrict coordinators and . teachers at the s'enior high-· schoo1 · 
\ . . ' 
level in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador concerning 
.. . ...... .~ . . . 
. ~~ 
selected general issues of business educatio,n in the areas of 
. •. . ' ~ . . . 
·( 1) · 'Curriculum· stru~ture_ , ( 2) curriculu.l!' ~on tent, ··( 3) · instructional 
·-r . _,... . . 
' • ' • ' I • ' • .mate:.;~·als -and ~etl)ods, and ( 4 )· teach~r , Preparation~·: .'rhe stud~ . 
• 1 •• 
was alSo designed to obtain an evaluation .of the ~eneral · pus~ness 
. . . ' 
·dnd typing cours~s of the reorganized htgh. school program • 
~Th~ da.ta . fo~ the-..---:~tudy we~~ collect~d through .. a questiQnnaire ·. 
" . . . 
personally admin.ist.ered at three ~~g~o~a;l Business Education. 
Workshops· in OctobeT, 1984. · 
• tl • 
. , ·~ 
An agree-disagree ~arrangement wa~ utiiized 'wherein respondents 
$' '. 
. 
indicated their opinion on each issue •. Th~ raw data for each 
. . 
of the, gr,oups were converted to percentages for reporting ·pu_rposes. 
Based on the findings of the stud:f•· it was concluded 'that: 
.. ' 
The majority of_ th\ .teachers of the business education . 
'Courses at the seni~ high school level ·have an academic 
lo 
. . . 
backg'rou.nd and· limited experience in . te'aching these courses. · 
. ' .. ,. - . ' 
2. While there was definite agreement among dis,trrict· coordinators 
and te.ache~s that w the ove:.all quality of the general ' bus-iness 
courses was very ~ood, there was · a consensus th,~ t. changes 
should be made in these courses .. · 
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3. 
. . , I 
There was substantial agreement a;ong . the" distric~ coQrdina~_ors 
-~~~-
"'·!•• ,. .. and teachers that,. problems ·are being encountered. 
.. .. . . . 
I ' " 
4 ~ · I There is a · need to develop an' in~reased awarene&s of currlc~lumi , . 
,., .. ~t~uctur~, cur~ic~lum content, and · instruction~! materials :· . 
, . . .. - , II • • ' ' ' 
l • . .• 
and methods iri b':J_siness educa~ion cours_es not ?~_;y __ amon~ . 
. \ . . . . -. . . -------- r . district coo·rdina.rors and teachers but~a-lso in , the educational . 
--- ' . 
. . ~ . ' td . ----------- ! • \ : 
·' community at · large ~------ :-- · ,. ·'\. . " 
I .- . ----· I •. 
S. · There · i~ -~ _n:eed·~or_ imp;~o~~d rreparation of teachers of 
business · education · cour!ses at the. senior high school leve.l. 
• • . ~~ .\ I . 
6. · . ·There· was interest · and 'support· among district coordi~~tor.s 
·." . " . ' 
' . . 
... ... . ' . . . 
. and t;each~rs fo~-- t_he _past ~mplementatloJI, · .pres~nt · cont~nua_tlon, 
• ; I ' 
and )future development of· business education . c_ourses ~t 
\ 
the ~enior . high scho.ol level. . . . -:l . 0 
,. '-," t . 
~eaction, ln~eraction, and action must 
those in th~ield of· business ed~cation. 
~hey must continue to react ·~o current issues in business ... -
- ' 
education, interact to coordi~ate· and influence cour~e : o(ferings, 
and act to promote business education courses. A number of 
. 
reco~endations · a~d · suggested topics for further research ai:e 
offered. .. 
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'CHAPTER ONE 
' ' I ~ 
. " .: INTRODUCTION T.O THE, :PR'OBLEM 
'· 
. ' . ' 
.. I 
. ' 
·. · . 
. . 
· .. · . 
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. ·I : • 
. ..,_ 
: ·rn ' tod~~ •·s· .socie~y ·~very person :will b.e i'nvol ved in the · ' 
' 
, business and ·econmnic.'iworld ·in ~ which he 'lives, our c~~ng .ing -~: 
i!: ' I , . ~ ' 
society. w.i'th its multi:i1ational corporat.ions; .mun'icipai, · provlncial, .. 
• • I ~ • ' ' ~ t f ~ I • • ' ' ' • ' ' • 
; and fede.'l::al ,:.d~ fici't,. )?udqet:s i: see:_s~w monetary pol icie~;. and; ··:·.-
. . . ; . ; ' ; :. . ; .· ·. .·. . . , •. - · : . 
. high inflatl:on; hi9.h . ·uneinployme'):lt, and' h~gh 'int~r~st ra~es r.equir'e~ 
• • : , • • • -~ • • • • • ~~.. .... - "' . : • : · • • : • : · . : : • • • • • •• • • • • · - .;,' • • • J • • • • • , - ~r · ... 
· a 'wel1-informe·d .citizenr.y. · . As consum~rs_ ; people~ deCide 'how'·: i •· 
• • • • • •• ' • " • \ :: • ' . .. ' ' : •• .' , 1,1 • • : • • • ' • • ' • : : .. ' • ~ ... . ·~ . • ' • 
·~o use ·the~r con_sumer purc,hasing power~, ·.'As work~rs,, · people.' . · :·: 
o'l, , t • • I , ·, " ' ' • , ' • 
_. judge wha .t good~ .0~ servides t_o . produc;e · for '· the.ir·. community. ; .... . . 
•I ' ' ' ~ ' ' 'lo..,. • I • ~ IQ • .. , ' ~ •' • r' : ' ' ,~ '~· 
As _ citizens-, people util'\~~ dec'ision-ma_ki.ng. ·powers _ to.make \a : " ': ·· · 
.b 0 -
0 
~i' I D 
bette~ 1 i / e ;."for th.emselve.s -_an(?,'~her_s. : · 
Na'}::t·ssy·, ~ Malsb~.ry; a~d - -tonne · (19.77) st~ongly -suggest tha~ ·. 
- . ( . 
· b~siness · edl.ication rhas .a valu~ple -role in ;today's sooie~y- : . u · .. 
. To be.· eco~omica.ll~ lit:;at~ and i~formed ~iti~ens· , 
. wis-e consumers and competent workerS', eac~ person · 
must have some understanding Of the world _lOf business 
an~ _ how 'i ~ functions. Everyone must' poss€1SS at least 
minimum knowledge; skills and understandings with 
which· ,to· make judgements ne~ded . in ~our . dem,qcrat~c 
and ~conomic soci~ty : .and to •make contributi.ons to 
the' world of work. (p'. 1) . . ' . . 
. .. . . 
~ '' ·. 
· ' 
;·· Numerous professional or_~·an"i zations':.~nd aut.hors have ·· .. rer-Q·gniZed 
) . ' . . . . : '·'.. . . . , . ' . ,: . 
and written .about ·the value of business education·. in the 1980:; s • . 
l . ~. ·. 
' A stat~ment : by the American; Pol ·i ckes Conmiissiori ' for ·Business 
' , I , ' , I • , , ,. ' j • ,I, • ' ' ~ f • , • ' 0 _''4 
and Economic E~uqation, ·issued in 1981, poi~t~ out .bhat·;. .. 
. " ' 
' (!> 
Business e.ducat ion is a signi fi~ant "part._.of: t'he _ Americ~n .: 
edu~ation syste;m. There are · f9r-ee~_on· the·. cont;~I!'Pctary" :. · 
scene )hat ' ind1.cate business- etfucation' s colit.rlbUti.on · , • 
can become ,even· more effective in the future. -~we ·· · 
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- The concern for the .ec.onomic well-being of -ihdi~ id~al~ 
should result in assurance that students will leave 
. school w"i th personal economic com~etence; 
-The typewriter keyboard nas· be.come uniyersally accepted 
.as a communications tool: every student should develop 
a ·basic keyboard~ng skill. 
.. . 
Th.e frequency of small business bankruptcy .and failure 
indicates the need for education ~n entrepreneurship 
while students are torming.their: ~htiosophies :about · 
private enterprise .and learning _basic ·.t)rinciples con-
'cerni g ·business ownership and marragement. . . . 
-:-:The im ortance of posit·~·ve i~terpersopa l and le~~ership ." 
· .· s .k.i lls in the lives of men and women in business ·employ-
ment has been proved and the .. conditions to dev~lop these 
·abilities and• skills should · b'e provided by all bu~iness 
education programs. · 
(Business Education torum, Novembe~, . ~981, p. 6) 
~A state~en~ b~ -the Canadian Association of Business Education 
I 
Teache~s reinforces their co~nterpart's be l ief in the value 
.. 
' ~ . . . . 
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; I , 
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I 
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I" · 
. . . ·· .
.. 
· .. . 
. , '· 
. ' · < • 
.. . ::··. of business educat;ion. Their latest official pronouncement 
' 
. : 
issued ip 1J83 states: · 
... 
' . 
The ·Canadian. Association of Business Education Teacher s 
believes that business education contributes to the 
-opjectives"of general education, including t he develop-
ment of individual capabilities, personal autonomy 
and rational decision-making and that it 'complements . 
the disciplines and other subject fields. · 
The purpose~· of , bu~ in~ss eduqation--a~ !. 
- To develop in all students an understanding of ~ur 
economic system and it.s opera.tion: · 
- . }, . ~ . 
:- To · .aisis~ students. to~ acquire the basic skills and 
.kn~wledgt and atti'tud~ for employment in business __ 7
To assist studen.ts in further ~ducat ion .and especially 
. in bus i .ness and ~,elated fields. .. . 
, 
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.. ... 
~ · · Calfrey C. C~~houn, ___ past .. presid~nt of the United ' ~tates 
.Natio.nal Business Education Association, points · out that every- ; 
. . : ; : . . . . . . . .. . . - . } 
one .. need~ ·an unde~~.:ta~ding of :the ·~us i.ness . . system. · ·He note s f 
. .. . - . . I . r. 
a society-wide trend' towards consumer and· economic literacy ': 
... a~d ·~ha~ ."Y?';ln~ . p~o~le who hop~ to ·iparticip~te effe.ctiv~:~Y · in 
' . ·. ; 
the "bu~iriess world- and ma~e ·ose of that ~orld an~ its . products 
. • • 4\ . 
in the.ir per.sonal lives - need to .. acquire an active and criticai 
·~conomic . ~nte.lligence'" (Synoptic~ 1982, ·pp. 12-13·) : ~ 
Lucy I. M~ Milne, eminent business educator,. in'an add~ess 
to the canadian Association .. of Business .Ed'ucation Teachers' ! . . . •, 
Conference, Winnipeg, 1975, gave a justifiable reason for the 
.. 
study of business education: 
: ·· 
A high percentage ··of the student population e.vent.ually · 
becomes involved in varying degrees of business acti-
vities either as .a ~areer or as a consumer. It is 
'a function of ed~cation to prepare youth to. cope with 
these conditions. · (Report, CABET Conference, p. 29) . 
. . 
, . . . . 
The consensus of . the.se writers' opinions is that business 
educati.on. can play· a very important role . in· educating students • 
. The need . for researc;=h in the business _.educa t io·n · area .has . 
. . . 
' • · I • . .. 
been stressed in profes·slona:l. literature. · In th~ yearl~oo.k 9f 
the \ational ··ausineSs . Education AssociatiOn, Van .Hook . ( 1~6·) 
. · points ·~ut . certai.n topi~s as l~ck i·~g • a~·~e~~~~t ampng educators. 
Anyone .possessing more t~an ·a nodding acquaint:~nce 
with the basic 'business ~ourse could ver.y quicldy 
list scores of issues ·related : to this topic if ~skedt 
Should i~ be .a requiied . course? At what level should 
if"be offered? What instructional techniques are 
most effective? .... The : list is virtually · endless., 
Everi a casual reader of professionjl ritera~Ure will 
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\ I , 
re.cognize these issues as old, familiar friends .•. They 
. are :issues that have been debated for years ana rema'in 
large l'y unresolved. ( p. 178) · 
------.. J; 
I 
·I 
I 
A study to · investigate : the variQUS business -education issues .· · 
I 
should help to provide direction for · this c6rnponent of · the cur.riculum . 
·. ~ . : 
in N~wfoundland and Labrad9r . schools. 
·Statement of the pr·oblem 
. . 
' _, 
.· 
. ' .. ~ 
. i 
.. ·~}1-' : .. " . . . . . -" 
~his study was undertaken ~ith the following purposes: , 
1. .To ddent1fy th_e maj'or bu.siness education issues. 
.. 
· .. 
'· 
. . . 
! 
.. 
. ·. 
; I 
2. To select th~ major business e~ucation ' issues. 
·' . . 
3. .To obtain the opinions of distri'ct · coordinator's and · 1 
tea·chers of business education courses at the senior high school • < 
6 t· . . 
-level regarding selected.· issues in the areas of: 
.. 
(a) curriculum structure, 
(b) curriculum content; 
I . 
·• . ~ 
· (c) instructional materials and methods· ~ f . 
(d) teacher ~reparation, ~rid ~ . .., : -
. (e) evaluation of specific courses. 
4. TO discover areas of agre~ment and d~sagreement among _ 
the professional :g~tiups in the siudy. 
5 • .' To d~velopt an . awareness · among district c·oordi'nators·, · 
tea~hers, teacher educators, and curricultim speciai~sts a s to 
the si~ilaritie~ and . difference~ of opinion r?~~tdin~ cur~e~t 
business educat~on issu·es~ 
. ... . : . 
. · . . 
' , .. . 
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Research Questions 
.. '! ... 
More sp~cifically, the study attempted to determine the 
"----- . . 
op.inions of business ed'u-c~tors in five areas concerning current 
issues. The following areas and'~lssues · were investigated: 
. , 
' 
' Issue 
·curriculum structure 1. Should .tt)e course service the educa-
:· tional 'needs bf all st~dents? 
' 
.. ' • 
I . . . 
2. Should the course contribute to · I 
\ 
. ' 
.. ' 
. . ' 
t~e gen~ral educat~on of stu~ents? 
•1 . • ' 
I · 
. ·j' ! ~ ' . ·. } • 
. , 
' . 
:J.' .' 
. .. 
· curriculu~ Content 
, -
Instructional Materials 
and 7~thl 
... 
I . 
' :-
.. 
. . 
' . 
,. 
. 
• f ~. 
3. Should the · cours~- be r•quired of 
all students? · 
4. · ~hould •oa(ly surviv~l Skills" (e.g •. , 
writing a 'Ch'eque, answerin_g'· the 
telephone) be inqluded i'n the general 
business courses? ~--
5. Should the emphasis be on . the education 
of -students as consumer!;!, _workers 1 
and citizens rather than on the· . 
development of basic consumer skills 
(e.g., budgeting, purchasing insuran<?e)? _. 
I 
6. Should the course be restructured 
to eliminate overlapping ~onte~t 
(e.g., money manageme~t) _ be[ng taught 
in other courses? 
7. Should l9i\gu·age and communication 
skills b~ evaluated as pa_rt of .the. 
course? 
9. 
10 •. 
Should a te~tbook be_th~ primary 
instructional resource? · 
Should a student workbook be the 
·prima.ry _ source of class. activitie,.s 
a.nd a's,ignments? · · . ; ·· 
s'hould
1
' short-ans~~r tests. (e.l.", ·multiple" 
choice,· ~ true-false) receive g eater . 
e~phasis in assigning grades / han . 
other evaluati6n · ce.g., ~ssay qu~stions~ ­
_research projects)? ·· 
. ! • • '• 
; ~ 
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.· 1 . 
""'I 6 
ll •. Are: · c~rse'· materi.~ls (e.g., reference 
· m~terials)~approptiate1 
.Does· non-teachin·g ·work : exp~r.ier:t€:e 
·in ·business i·ncrease teacher effective-
. ne~s? · .:. (>. 
1'2 .• 
.. 13~ Sho~ld university meth6d~ co~rs~s .. 
, i11 the. field -be niade_. availaple,? ._ 
.). Conclusion · ~I. 14~ . Is ' th~ qualit~ of the · c~urse at 
. 'present ·very.· .. good ,19verC!'ll '? -· .~ .. 
. .-
. ~ 
•• . l • 
15~: . Should chang~s- in' t"he· course ·be : 
· · made? · · i 
I .. ... . 
.• 
.. ·, 
. . 
... Significance of the Study · 
~h~·current business edu6~tiori · cour~es a~ the senior high 
school le.vel were inc.orpor·ated into the curriculum at the. commence-
. ... . . 
me_nt of_ the reorga.rliz~d . high-- school ·program in the 19a~:-a2 school 
year. These ·courses have :now beerr in existence for four years~ 
-... . • -f · . _· . 
Because no suryey of district administ!='ators ~nd t~ac~~r:S 
I 
has been undertaken regarding thea~ courses, it is hoped -that 
this ·s.tudy wil-l have the fo_llowing s ignifi~ance: [ 
.. / '-...,. - 1. This study shouid prqvide the ·Fa_culty of Ed~cation, -
I 
j . 
' Memorial Univ~rsity of NewfoundlandJ the Division of Instruction, : 
·'· .. · . . . :~ .. . ·: · ·· . 
Depar_tment .of Educatio~; ancf other interested group_s :w_ith infor~a-
..: . . 
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tlon · ~hat ~ill assist . them in trai~i~g teachers; ~d~i~istering . . ~..;-_·.- ... ,. ~ 
\ 
.· ' 
... 
__  l __  
... 
. ·. 
cou~ses, · and arranging workshops• 1"·-:--:---
2. Th'is study . shouldgive business education teachers, · 
' . ; I 
•chool administrators, and proyinci~l ed~ta~ion curriculu~ planners 
a better understanding o~ the -- curra•nt is$ues in buslness education. 
·• 
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~.ince the findings of this stu~y indicate that some • · 
changes couid be ·ll)ac;te · in the curriculum· content andl instructional 
.. ~ 
'l'!_t'aterials and . metho~s a~:eas o£ the_ general business., course . and 
"" ··-
.: . . r 
· in .. the instructional materials and !'l'ethods area of .. the .. typing ~ · 
. ' . 
. . 
course·, the'y ,could . serve as .a ·l?~s _is for declBion-riuik:i..ng .for 
. 
l strengthe~ind_ ~hese.·. courses. ~ •• - - ..5.. 
·-- .-:-.... ~-- . 
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.. . ' .. Definition of 'Terms 
• I • 
· The following groups and terms have ·be.en. used in ttils ~t~dy:. ~ 
-r... 
District . . coordinators 
.: 
. -. 
,. 
I ' 
r 'eachers 
i!j• 
. -~{t ' 
ri· •. 
. ' 
~ · Business . ~ducation 
. I 
Ge'neral Busin.ess 
~ 
.! 
· lit 
1-. 
I 
I 
I j' 
' 
• .... ! 
•.. 
This group -consisted of,persons 
who have the .responsibility ~ 
for i~plementing, directing, 
... . . . . 
![f. · a~d ·"g~i~ing _bus iri~~s · educatio~~ 
b~u:.ses for th1 seni~r high ~chool' program lof studieS. 
This group:.consisted of persons 
· :~ . inyoived i~ !~he teay~ing . ~f · ... 
th~ general ~us.inesq ('"d typing 
courses · for the · _~~nio( hi~~ 
. I 
.r' I 
,. 
·school· program of studies. 
ausiness e~u~ation is ~omposed 
I , 
of co~rses designed tp provide 
education for busines~ and educa-
tion about business. 
,, 
General gusine~s i• .an ~lective : 
cour~e at the seni'or h~gh sch?ol 
. I 
I 
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level de~igned to edu~ate .. s~udents 
about business •. 
Typing 
/~ . . 
··.·· ~Y.ping is ·an elective co.':u:se 
·• at the senior high school lev~r · 
designed to train·students in 
' J . 
.. ·. '_ typing ~kilis • .. 
.- . 
: Ass~mptions, o~i~mit~tions · and Limitati6ns . 
, I , 
· ~'j.. 
. As·s.umptions 
' . . 
. ·. · 
It was assumed. by the . researcher that general business . 
an.d typ.ing ed1.;1cators held considered ·qpinio~s rega,rding the 
.. . ~ 
I • 
current issues of business education. The researcher also assumed 
they would ·be willing to ·share th_eir opinions, discuss their ~ 
· !> , .. 
·concerns, and judge the issues~ 
' I 
\ . 
Delimitations · ~ ' · 
- .. 
/. 
.-. 
~ ·. . 
~ . 
' :. 
The Department of Education conducted thrr e : regional workshops 
for disfr~c~ - ~oordi~ator~ a~d teachers o( .business edu~~tion 
courses. during October, 1984 • . These workshops were ' pl'an'ned 
· I . • . 
for ·one day each on a r~gio~al .·basis. .·. !· · · 
The purpose of .the Work:,shops w:Os to pJ,ovi~e· , ... fo~ .th~ first 
time~ inserv~ce 'for ,- the .senior high . school · courses of'ryping 
' 
.-. 
1102 and Typing 2102 a~~ Ge~~ral ~usin~ss .llOl·and Gene~ai e~~inesa 
I . . . 
2101. The times and places 6f · th~ work~~ops were: 
•, 
st. John~s 
Gande'r 
Cornet: Brook 
.. 
' 
' I. 
ji!'.·. 
. i 
October 1 ;: 1984 
October 3, 1984 
october 4, 1984 
"' 
.. 
Airport. Inn 
Albatross Inn 
Glenmi~l -: Inn 
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.The researcher was requested by M~. Scott Ma-rshall, the· 
• • \ 1\ .. 
' . 
vocational Educat;ion Consultant _of the Departmenf Q,f · E~ucatio~·.' 
to give a one-hour presentation on •Evaluation Techniques for 
.. . . . 
Typing 1102 · and 'fyping 2102. • She was also asked. by Mrs. Patricia 
navis, . Progr.am Development Offic~r. , · Division· of Technical and 
Vocational Education, a"d chairper~on of a grpup discussirin, 
. . . . . . . _(' . ' . . 
to· be_· a ~o:..chairp_erson of the group discussion.; _ 
.. 
/ ' 
· .The re_searcher accepted t .he . invitati_o.ns t~ •give the ~re~~n- · · 
. ·. :· .. 
I . • • ... • I: .:;: 
t ·ations and the opportunity to be' an . integ.ral part of· the_ group ·.. . : 
discuss ion •. : ' : ' 
·, 
.. . 
These workshops presented a unique. opportunity to determine 
~he opinions 6f ·business educato~s. Th~ res~archer reque~ted 
. ' 
· permission from the Vocational -EdiJCation Cons)Jltant .to administer 
. . . 
a · questionn~ire on the current issues in business educatiori . · 
~ 
~ at each of the workshops. Mr. Scott Marsh~ll, the Vocation-al 
Education consultant, . kindly a_gr~ed ·to this request. · It ·was.·,_ 
therefore, decided to l .imit · the: personal input. to the participants _· . :: 
. :. 
·· · . .. ·, . 
of the buslness ectucatipn workshops. ·· . ' 
·Limitations 
·."' 
Opinions may be· obtained through a_. variety p.f methods. · 
These data-gathering techniques include group di,scus·sions·, personal 
·interviews, and questionnaires. The . q~estionnaire method· i'n 
many situations is considered t ·o be the most practical. Dlat;:,ay 
(1982, p. 156) ci~es -Hillestad (1977) in s~ggestinp that the 
survey method · of research: ·. 
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. ••• is · ~ valuable exploration ~ool foF findin~ 
out what people know, .what they like and . . 
dislike, what "they think (a~titudss ahd . 
beliefs),- what has taken place and :what 
I , is !happening now, ~he .status quo. some 
of 1these things .are best found out by the questionnaire. ~ · · ! . 
Kerli'nger ( l _97J) does not shar.e such e~.thusiasm for this 
. ·' 
research: method• H~ notes ~ha~ ·its advantage~ are: 
1. ·! Wide geographicai sampling 6f schools can be easily 
accomplis~ed, 
- ...... 
; . 
2. ,Greater . reliability can be ach._ieved by .- us·e .t>f closed~type! 
... .., ' . ' 
( ' ./ ·.' 
· i t~ms ,"-,_J: 
3. Honesty and frankness can b• enc6ur~ged~ 
4 ·~ ·Administration to large numbers can .be relatively easily 
.. \t • 
achieved, 
5. Economical sampling can be obtained. · (p. 4S7) 
. 
However, he"points out that the "disadvantages of the self-
administered instrumen·t seem to outwe.ign its advantages• {p, 487). 
. · ~&tes tha~ the dis~dvan~age,s are~ 
~ - -
.. . 
.. .. . i~ · - ~ow . perce~ta~~ of ~et~~ns • 
2. 
'3. 
\ 
La'ck of uniformity fn interpretation . of items. 
. - . 
superficiali~y of response ~ue to ~~ability to get 
bene~th the response -surface._,:_ · }P~· ~B.?, 483) 
Having noted the comments of research specialists, a determined 
eff.ort was made to .mawimize the advantages and minimize the 
. . 
disa¢ivantages of the quest.ionna.ire. .The advantages of wide 
geographical sampl~ng, un.lformi ty, honesty and frankness, admini-
. stratton,· and economical method: 'of ' ~ampling were addressed. 
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,_wide geographical sampiing was ob-tained through the dls'tr(-
·• J . . 
_\but ion of_ the ql:l_est.'io~na·i~e at ~he regi;onal -~rkshops. The 
. . . 
~ . .,.;researc~~r was able to gather data froni every r ;eg ion of Newfoundland 
\ 
. ! , ' .. 
. 
1 
and ~abr,dor._ An exa~ina·tion of the ' aJ~e~d~ance7ter ·at the 
. workshops -revealed that: participants carne. ·from the- Avalon, Burin 
l I I · 
.and· Bonavista .Peninsulas, ·cent·ral Regfo·n, Port- au Port and western 
. · R~gions, N~rthern Pe·n~nsu.l~, .and. Labr~dor. · ·Twenty-t~o school 
• • • f .;:,·;- v 
: ' . 
. boards and ·six distt"ict voca~ional sdhool.s we~e repr~sE:mt~d 
at the workshops. I 
the questionnaire. Closed-type items ;,~~e ~ho·s.en . ~~r ; 
items : . ~sed were based ·.Of) information 
·.·• f .. 
gathered from a study 
. . ' . . 
• . 
The · 
co.nce~nlng cur.rent ' issues in busin~ss education. . It was hoped 
·· · · , · · -· · r · · . 
~~at ~reater _·~_el~abi.lit~ _would be/ achieved by ~hoo~ing the items · 
in th~s manner. · . . . -
I 
' . 
· HoriEfsty and frankness were encouraged • . (This statement 
is based .on ''the evident w~l~i~griess of the participants to res~nd 
; . . 
to the ,-_qu~st ~o.n.naire). A .high, perce~tage df returns was realized. 
Ooly thr~e ·persons: decli.ned -to participate in the study. T.hey, 
eithertverbally or in writing, expressed their regret to the 
_re~~:r ~.her fdr no~ ·completing the questionnaire, citing lack 
of fam liarity with the issues and courses as their reason for 
-
not responding. , · .. . 
. I 
. ~~ministration Qf the .queet-ionnaire was easily achieved 
by the researcher personally within ~ short period of time. 
The sampling method was economical both in a financial 
sense a!'ld in _a t,ime-fram~ sense • . ·a~cause it involved direct 
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solicitation 
·-
·. 
by the re~~archer to the participants; postage 
costs were nil and the questionnaire was administered and returned 
within a limited time. frame. 
The disadvantages of low percentage of retu~~~, , lack of 
. 
universali-ty in "interpretation of .items, .and superficial!~ 
.. ,.. ;.:-. ~- . 
. . . . . .z,.~--
_of , responses were corisid.ered by the -r-esearcher. · · .. <~ ·~ 
' ' .~.i 
The low percentage of returns disadvantage was lessened 
• • • • 'J • 
by_· realizing a 97 .o percentage of returns. · This rate ~s in 
· keeping with Kerlinger' s re-commendation that every effort be 
made to obtain returns of at leas·~ 80 qr 90 percent or more; . ' · 
The lack o.f uniformity in interpretation of items was noted. 
-As a result, an attempt was made to assure f~ce-validity and 
relevancy o~ the specific items ~y cohducting a pilot study 
as describ~d · in Chapter Three. No further claims as 'to tne 
reliability or :v.alidity of the instrument are made. 
The superficiality of response was conside'red. The group 
discussions at St. John_'·s~ Gander, and Corner Brook were tape-
~ecorde~i.' With. the per:missiOJ1 of the chairman of the workshop,' 
~ i. 
in an attempt' to get beneath' the response surface arid ascertain 
-J th~ true facts or opinions. 
Overview of the Study 
\ 
~-
Chapter One has defined t..he-'-Problem, descr~ibed i t s b.ackground, 
and outlined general paramete'rs of the . study. 
Chapter · Two fpcuses _on a . ~~view o f .literature and resea rch 
related to busines~ ·· educat i on in ·general and the general business 
. ' . . 
. I 
·P-it 
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; · ·. 
and tyj,ing courses in particula:~ t also .· includes a brief 
review .of related courses offered in other · provinces. 
Chap~er Three presents the procedures followed in· constructing 
the instrument and in -~thering and treating the data. 
·CJiapter .·Four. presents the findings . of the study i..n--tab.le 
. fo~ . wi t;.h explanations, and provides excerp.ts : from the group 
' ... . . : ' 
I I • 
discussion~ of . the -wprkshops concerning· th.e specific courses 
ur{der study. · . . 
··.,: . . : 
Chapter ·Five provides a . summary: of. the . . study, the conc·lusions· 
·reache~, and the recommendations made. A section is - included 
to examine the relationship b~tween this study, related courses 
in other province~~ and cu~rent research. 
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.,./~: . ·\,ttHAPTER_tWO. __ _:~---~--
~~···· .. - ·--:;jJ. ......... .,.... ... ---
. ..----· 
REVIEW OF R.ELATED LITERATURE · 
__ j 
. ~· Introdubtio~ - ~:---· 
: .-- . ~ . -
The re\1'iew · of re.late<;l li·terature and . resea·rch· findings·--- ·.· 
will present the str~ctu~e of business education in o~der to 
give. an overvie·w 'for t.he study, the histor.ical background to · 
'indicate some ·of the events that have inf_lu.enced its · development, · 
a.discussio.n .;,f the specif\fc business education course·s · to limit 
'l • • . ' 
__..._. 
the study~ and a summa~y of related courses : offered in oth~r · 
. _____ ... ---·-· 
provinces in order to obtain an if'rl:erprovincial perspes:.t:.ive.-·------:--:-:·---
. - --------- . - . . . 
. Basic to any area o~ study is the d~finitio~ of terms. - Beca~se "business educa~i~n" ~a~·· be defi\ned .vari.ous1~, the ·meaning 
. . I . 
of the. ·term as perceived for this study fidll be outlined. 
The'broad overview is that business ~ducation . is h~lping . 
~ ' ) 
to make students-aware of the btisines~ 6( life. Tonne and Nanassy _ 
. I (1970) articulate a · two-.component purpose: 
v / 
Business· educatiGI~- .is school li'~-~-ing . ·· 
(1) 
. . 
'for competency . in b~siness occupations - \ this 
learning involves 'skill learnjng and the,. eve"lopment· 
of occupational intellig~nce··and 
to make.· stud~l')ts' tietter consumers.·o.f the services 
of .business and better members of'the economic . 
community. (p. · 12) 
. . 
; • 
l .. Geraldine Farmer, past president of . ~he Canadian Business 
~ducatiQn Teachers Ass.ociation, ~oncurs with thi~? two-:-fold comp~nent. 
concept. She emphasizes~ 
~h~ two dominant purpo~~s of business educ~tion.~n~ 
~ 'the secondary school are .. 
.. 
·· . .. ' 
'- ~- ~ 
~-
. ,, 
. - . ~ 
... . ....... .... . .. , , A.I...t."::~' "' ' .... " ' ' , 
• • I' -,....---------· · ·· ---------_,.., ,...., . ,..Jili .. ~,.:,~!'Wfogp . .--..,n~""'il'QAI....,.,.?f"!'.::"'. -. ""'--~ .. ~ "1~ .. ·.( 
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. -~. - ~-
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(1) to provide_ voc~tional e~ucation and 
(,2) to c~mtribut·e· to :the general education. of all 
- high s 'cbool'students. (CABET Conference, .. 197.5 ' 
Report, p. 95-) - · 
r 
I 
I' ; 
I 
I 
succinctly, ·business education is education; FOR .busines~ 
' ~ . ' . . 
. ·I The Structu.re of Business Education 
~--~~~~~--~~~~~~--~-------
·. : , ,' 
. · ; 
.... 
. .. I~ order ..... to presen~ . an o~er~i~w __ of th~ 'structu.re.( of bu~·i :n·~ss . . 
. . . ed~ a· model~~  as c1te? by Tonne and _ Nanassy . ( 1970, p: _9 ) 
. ,__.:...-·_.'..--·--'-~:---:-a-rid __ presented by the J.6in't Council on- Economic Education will . 
---;-· - - . .. - -
. , 
be· utilized .• iTheir approach e-mphasizes _the concept that business . 
I • ' 
' . educ~iion is education ab~ut business and educatiori f6r business. 
'.\' ·_/ 
,. 
' 
· A BUSINESS :. EDtJCA'J;'ION . . .. 
' ,f: 
... 
- .. ' ~ ' ·. - . . . , . I I 
-· 
J I -
1. Gene·ral Business _ Edu.cc;ltlon · 1-
-
· I Job Training fo~· susiness I 
. 
-· 
. . 
a 
.·, 
Basic Business· Prevo'Cational Occupational . Special Skills 
Education for r-'- B:usines"s Intelligence-a r-- Training, ·such 
. 
.. All'. Education for · ·specialized as Typing, ... 
Thos .. e .Plan~ing Phase of Human Rec.orping, · 
to _Enter Relations selling 
Busin'ess 0 
' 
· . / As can be seen f J om · ~his 'graPhic pres~ntatio_n, . business .. 
eduiation has · two COI'I\ponents: General Business Educa·ti~n and 
•' I 
Job T~aihing~ for Business. ·~ · j 
~ 
JOB TRAINING FOR BUSINESS · ha_s as its purpose the·. providing of 1 
occupational Intelligence and specific Skills Training for 
I . . r 
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• ~rnployll\ent-entry. It is delivered in Newf~undland and Labrador 
·· following c~rnpletion of high school by sixteen district-vocational 
. .: schools, two community colleges, 'and a number of private schools. 
. . . 
·. GENERAL AUSINESS EDUC.\TION · has as its purpose the providing 
of Basic Busine~s Educ~~io~ ~ours~s ~nd Prevocational Business 
. . E:~uca.ti~n ~ours~s. Th~se two types ' of courses are delivered 
I 
·at the'pro'vi.>nce's high schoolsand district vocational schools. 
..... .. . 
. ' 
.. ,·' This study is primarily' concerned \l{ith Basic Business 
; . I •,. 
. ' 
· .. ~\\ . ·.' . 
•. 
.. 
.. 
;· ·:'Education .courses as taught in Newfoundland and Labrador schools 
.r \ 
. at the secondB:ry level. 
. . . 
. f:·J..(,_ ·" ' Histor.ical Review of Business Educat'ion 
· ·~~ . 
" A .review of the deVe19pmel\t of b~si.ness education was under-
taken to a~ertain some of the events that have influenced b'usiness 
D, ":> I ~ ; educatio~ i6 general and Newfoundl~nd in part i cular. 
' ' 
.1 •• 
Early Vocational Beg innings 
Simple record keeping is ?roba~ly as old · as business itself. ·· -· 
8aked ··clay tablets recorded the sale ·of land,· houses, and agricul-
! . . 
tural goo~s. (M6relari~; f970, p. 19). 
j , 
' i . 
wa~ ~iven[ PY means of 
Informal vocational training. 
' ,. ' \ 
. . 
the apprenticeship system. ~1ide~ce ·of ( 
).eg~l arrangements is contained in _the Code of Hammurabi, develope~ ~ 
/ 
ove~ four thousal')d years . a_go, which provided that a master craftsman 
; 
I 
adopt a young man and teach his trade. (Tonne ansJ Nanassy, · 1970, 
·· p. 15) 
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" . . I . ·· ·In the moderh· era, incr~asingly a need was :perceived for · 
f~act;.ica·i, busin~ss-~r:iented subje.cts. in No~l:h ._Americq. ·In 1:~23, 
g • • • , • 
bookkeeping was added to· the curdculum. of the·· first Amer!ic.im · 
· public high school. Possibly the· firs't general busin~ss high . 
. ·. 
. . 
. . 
school textbook, Introduction t6 Business; ~as written. in f~2~ 
by P:· ~ •. ZuTaveJ!n wi ~h the pu,rpos-e ~of e.duca~in9 the · stud~nt \ · 
as a consumer. (ria~ghrey and ·Baker, '1982, pp. · 4-~). 
. ' . 
. . 
The subject of bookkeeping was· joined. by tl:le .\w·o ~ktll 
subj~·cts, · shorthand and _typing, in the 1860'.s arid 1870's. 
w . . 
,. • • • . , • ' !, • I •. ' 
. · .The . . 'forerunner of ·the .modern speed-wri-ting· systel'l) . wa.s .first; . · 
. . . 
, • ~ \ . . ... - . ·, ... . 
. published· by the Abbe Duploye, Cur~ of . Monnlgny-en~Arrousaise · , 
n .. 
_France, in 1862. 'John Matthew Sl.oan l~teJ; adppted the system 
and his first textbook is ~aid t~ hav~ been publis~ed . in Dubiiri 
, .. . I , \ 
· in 1882. (Ford, 1981, .P• 49_). One of the drawbacks of this 
efficient ne"l'J syst~m ·was ·that · Wh'ile shorthand w,riters could 
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take not~~ as fast as a person cou.ld talk, .they ·could only ·· transcribe . 
these notes at a slow handwriting pade • . The syst~m did n~t # ) 
. 
ihcrease in imp~rtance ~ntil th~ lnventio~ of the typewrite~. 
Because handwriting i~ a slow metho9 of recording, many 
. . ' ·. . . 
people attempted to invent a · writ i ng machin~. As early as 
.,., 
. ;., ~ 
January 7, 1~14~ Queen Anne· granted a . patenf to Henry Mil~ · fqr j' . . . 
· a writing machine. However, ihis machine and,subseq~e~~ ~odels 
~ere :cu""bersome arid unwi'eidy, :and it was not ontil.' ,Chr~s~opher. 
Sholes and two friends ~eveloped their · first working model i~ 
1867 and received Ci patent ~n . . l873 that a typewri~er bec:.am~ .. 
0 
a reality. 
... . 
Two e~,terprisiri'g · entrepreneurs, James Densmore . a!'\d 
I . • 
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' G~orge Washington Yost; ·_ real~zed the· machine's potential and 
~ 
purchased ~holes' patents for about $12,000; Tl)ey· proceeded 
to inte~est E, Remrngton .& Sons of. I 1 ion, New Yo.rk, manufacturers 
. . . 
of f irearrns. _Remington Model No. 1 t ·hus became the first type-
wri t.ing machine m~nufactured for the purpo~e of commercial sale • 
(Moreland, 197.7; pp. 54-55) 
. . 
However,. not everyone . was pleased with the .new . invent ion. In 
.fact, it may have caused the · beginning of the paper expl_osion 
'and the burge0ning · pape~ demands of bureaucracy. According · 
, " ' I 
.- to Richa_rd Current, a c~rtain .. judge complained that typewtit-teh 
. ' .\ ... . . . . 
. ~ ~ 
papers wer;e ~clogging the court~. "Fq~e-rly, whe·ri attorneys . 
• : " • 0 ' • • • 
themselves ·.wrote what they had to submit, they_ were mercifully 
brief," he said. Now- that they cquld dictate ·~o.... a typist fhey · 
wer.e much wordier than they needed to be and the poor judge 
. ~ound. it har~er . tc\ keep up wit~ hir' ·_docket~. 
September, 1980, p. 4) · . · . 
. . 
(Miller, ~e~o, · 
... ~ . 
. . 
. Wnen the typewriter was first introduced to the public 
in'l873, 1the . slow and ·inaccurate "hunt and peck" ·method ·was· 
in general use, 
... 
Frank E. McGurrin was th~ first to develop 
' . 
"" . 
0 
. 'an "all-finger" system. The general attitude was one of indiffer- ··· 
. ,. 
. ,. ' ' 
ence toward this new method ·until July 25, · 1888, ·when the ·first 
recorded typewriting cbntest was h!;!ld _in Ci!fci~nati.. Frank 
McGurr:in, · the '.'all-finger'! typ·ist, · competed agaipst a "hunt. 
-· · . . and .peck" typist ~nd won the. contest with ease. His methdd 
I 
·. :.· 
of. keeping ·his eye~ 'on the copy .. _was.q~ -icklf. adopted by te~chers ~--~.': 
I • 
.:If . 
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of. type~riting and ·.touch typing" was 
methodology. (Moreland,, 1977, p. 58) 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
. I 
. . ·j 
establ.ished as the better 
~~ 
With the perfection ot'th,e typewi-i'ter an,d · its new methodology, 
t .· .... . 
business educ~tion in the schools was developed. 
1 Th~ two-fold components of bu!?iness education,. voca_tional 
training and general business, were given impetus in 1938 by 
the u.s. Nat.ional' .Education Policies Commission when it publ'ished · 
... 
i ~s Educational Policies Commission Report,_ which cited· . "economic 
efficiency" and "civic responsibility" -as· basic · purpose.s of 
education. (Daughrey, 1-974, P.• 25)~ . In 1949, the·NASSP devoted 
an entire ·issue to business ·_education, reinfor-cing _this two-fold 
·concept. ( bal,lghrey and Baker, 1982, p. 7) · 
Newfoundland Vocational Beginnings· 
The development of business education in Newfoundland has 
been similar to that in other areas in North Amer i,ra .• · ~he ·subject 
of bookkeeping was the fi:rst business e'ducation subject taught 
in Newfoundland schqols. Ford 1 (1981, p. 44) reports that: in 
... 
.· 
' . 
,. 
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,, . 
. ' 
.. ,. 
! ·. 
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~ ! . ' 
. , . 
,•, 
' . 
' . 
1880 . t;.here were three students enrolled in bookkeeping at St. ·Anne's ._, 
· School, St. Lawrence. By 1898-99, Sloan-Duployan shorthand 
was _included among the range of subjects available for Newfoundland 
· students'; 
Shortiy after the success of the · newly-in\lented typewriter, 
Sister Mary Joseph Fox of the Convent of Mercy in ·st. John's 
purchased ~n 1898 a single Remington ~ypewri ter for her class 
. ' 
of ·five students. (Ford, 1981, p. 55). She there-by estaQlished , 
. ·. 
·. 
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\ 
1 the beg in'n'ings ·of the' fi,r~t ·commercial department · to· ·be set 
. . 
up :by the Sisters .of · ~et:cy· Jn Newfoundtand~ (McCormack .. , ·1955, 
p-. 35)" 
· j 
I 
I . 
·I . 
.. ·~ ' 
·' 
The courses in bookke~ping and .shorthand i~cr~ased . in popu-:-. ·-·~ 
·larity. · The Annual Re~ort of the o.epartment of · Education, ·. 
Newfoundland, 1920, re.cords that 'the Church of England, ·Roman , 
r·, ' 
c~ tholic, ::Methodist,, . ~alva tion A.'rmy, Presbyter'ian, 'and Congreg~'tiona·l . 
~chools had ~up~ls . enT~led · i:n bookkeeping or shorthand~· The 
. total recorded 1n the leneral Su~ary ' . . June 30, 192~, , for these 
· ., .courses was .2,737 students • . (p. · 74) . · · . . · · ·_ 
~ '. I • ~ • , -. ' ' ' • • ' I ' f' 0 ' •:• 
. "inter~st in . v6cational · e~u'cati6nal obj'e~t~v.es.· f'irst . appeare'd .... . ; .. 
. i . . ·. ' 
in the 1930's. A report on certain'Aspects q 'f the Educational 
. ' I 
' ' 
._System of N~wfoundla.nd {written ; by c. A • . ·Richardson in,l933) 
._-_ . 
. . 
... , ... 
' .- .-
draws the . conclusion ·that "the · educational curdculum of Newfoundland ·· · 
. ' ~ . 
suffers from the grave defect that:: .. it is not, in general, related 
. . ... . . . . ,; .. 
t'o .the . probable future lif.e of.;the child" (p. 8)~ . . 
This does not mean training of a highly ·technical 
or specialized nature, · though a certain degree of 
this may . in some circumstar;~ces not be amiss 'Ouri{lg 
the last year o~ school li f .e. . But the school may 
play its most ef-fective part in the preparat'ion of· 
children for their future, indirectly by introducing · 
into the ordinary su.bjects of the school curriculum 
material orelated in ·Various ways to th.e occupatio.ns 
~hey are lik~ly to eolTow, and directly, by a_ffc;>rd i ng 
opportunities for pract.ising . simple crafts which are 
definitely related· to the more complex technical pro- · 
cesses with which the ·children will later on have 
. to fami.liarize thel)lselves., (p.: 5) 
f A"beginning int'o t~&s area of study had already begun in . 
1 . d h. 1 , I . ( l ) ~ ' Newfound an sc oo s.. Doyle ~78 nc;>te~ that a .~ep~rt o~ the 
Examinat-ions conducted by the· Council of Higher Educati'on, 
. . . . . ' 
. • : 
. . - ~ 
. ; 
~· I ; 
..  
I · . . :. 
. •. 
·* 
... 
·/ 
' . 
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~ewfound1and, 1932, stated that ···economics ·had been incorpo_rated 
into th_e _curriculum of ' the schqo1s for g~ades VII to XI for 
-~~.---~-the first time. (~. 23)' 
.! :· 
,. 
.f 
,. 
A perusal of the Examiners' Reports for the Econom-ics Exami.:. 
natiQn, 193~, ieveals that the Grade IX paper "appeared ~oo 
diff ic4). t" and that "the number of candidates who cou~d not 
I . : 
·!tell the diffe~en~e · between direct and indirect . taxation was . 
ldisappointingly .g'reat.·" · However, the Grade X answers were "quite . .v 
... satisfactory" ( p. 2.7). . II' 
· Little emphasis w~.s plac~q . on teaching students .as consumers 
0 • • "'c, •• 
Or WOrkerS·, and the CUrriCUlum remain·ed the Same Until the 1960 IS 
· ·. .. and . 1970's.~ The Advisory Committee .on Curr- ic~ulum, in their . 
. Sec'ond Interim Rep!rt, June 1965·, c~ent that i~ the ~·eachi~g 
of social icienc~s in high schools ~n pptf6n in economics was· 
I 
offered in Grade XI and that "most students go through high 
school· with ... " very little study of man-in-soci~ty from a ·scientific 
rather than· a historical view point ·and some with none .at all." 
. . . . 
~t was the comm'ittee' s ·opinidn that 
. , I .. it was "an educational '• 
a't'om~ly of the first. order" <jP• 8) • They proposed a cbrriculum 
which included the topics'of "public finanaing~" · "the world 
of·work," "producet' and consumer," "empl?yer an~ employe_er'" 
· and "personal .-financing." 
Warren "'( 1973) re~orts that in the 1960.' s a· major pollcy 
. . .. r~ ~ . . • 
. d.eci~io~ was made to\~onstr~ct. district ·vocatio'nal schools admit-
-..., . 
ting student.s only afte~ . the COJT~Bulsory school-leavin9 age. 
. "> 
.This meant that vocational and technical· qourses would not then 
r.; • . 
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',I 
. . I' 
. ·be offered at the secondary school leveL (p . 27). : ~owever ~ I 
a meeting was held . in Septe~ber, 1~69, which had a far-reachin
1
g 
• • . I 
effect on the Newfoundland an~ Labl;"ador ~ducat ional system. 
Members of. ·the Romcim .Catholic School: · Board for the District. 
of Concepti~ Bay. Centre 'and · the Integr~ted School Board for . 
. ~ \ . . .. 
·. 
... 
the · District of Conception Bay South met to di~cuss mutual problems. 
"Wi t .h a dropout rate .o~f fifty percent, there . . was .a f~eling of 
. . : . . . . ' . . . . '~ ~ " , ."'. . . 
urgency that someth.ing should be done". •CTask F~rce, 1975, Append~x 
~· • 't. ' \ " 
' I 
c). 
i 
i . 
.... , .. • 
•• c... 
~ 
' 
There . evolved from · this meeting - ~ Planning Commi tte.e with 
. a . mand(!te to· design a· pilot p.roject ·for the· i'ntegration· of academ'ic 
and vocational secondary education' at· the . District ,.·'vocational 
: . . ' . . \ ' . . : . 
School, Concepti~n Bay So1,1th. tricluded in the pr·e-vocational · 
Qpt ions preae,nted by this committee was a course entitled Bfsi-
ness Fundamentals, which was first offered in the 1972-73 _school 
.. 
\ year •. . Business· educaf. ion at the general ·educational level had 
arri ve'd iri Newfoundland--schools. 
'!; 
Concurrent w-ith the pilot. project, a Task Force was set 
up ·to "make .a det·ailed survey of the concept_ of . inte~ratin~ . 
~ ' \ . . . \ . 
academic ; and vocational . education at the secondary scl)ool.. ~e~er, 
~ . . ' . . 
to examine all tne implications of ·the proposed integration, 
' I f .: :. , : • \ ' ' • ' ' • 
and, in particular:,. to draw ~~ guidel fn~s for· th~ adm~nistz::~tion 
.of the program" (p. 2). The Task Forfe ~poncompletion · of .their 
j GO ' , -
·survey recommended "an expansion to the eleconda,ry school program · . 
. , . i I 
.:-· .. . of more vocatlona'lly or ient~d subjects" 
. . . ~ · . 
( p. 29) • 
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•. 
The latest major reorganization of. the , secon'dary school 
. ~ -
. . 
program was undertak~n in 1981~ The phil~sophy of the Task 
Force that students· s!t'ould receive a 'general education ~as con- . 
' .. 
t ·inued.-. · Four business education courses were brought into the 
~-~ 
!i-
curriculum: General Business 1101 and ·General Busin~ss 2101 . 
I ' 
and Typing 1102 and Typing 2102. This is th~ state of general 
·"' business education at the moment. 
.· .. 
Discussion of . the General ' Business and 
Typing courses 
. ' 
A review of ~elated literature-will exa~ine the· ~eneral 
' ' 
business· and ·typing courses in gene·r~l ·and· the Newfoundland · · 
C<?Urses in particul~r in an endeavour to determine their relevance 
for students in the 1980's. The format for the -discussion of 
the specific business education courses will follow the design 
' . \'\ 
of the questionnaire developed for the· study. · The areas to 
' . . - ! 
be reported are: curriculum structure., cur~icu~um content, 
. . . . . ' . . .. ' . . : \ . 
instructional · mater;ials and methods, al2d teacher P.~eparation. · · " 
. Anne Scott Daughrey (1982) w.r ~~es· that i n orde~ to unde~~ ~tnd 
the definition of general :business it shoul d be considered with i n· 
. . . ~- I 
' . ',•: ' I 
· the framework of general education. She defines general education 
as: 
'. 
lj {: 
I ' • # that part of the total educational program prov1ded 
to help all students obtain the b~sic. knowledge, skills, 
abilities, understandings and attitudes that 'will : 
enable them to become worthy human beings and effective 
members of !society. (p. 1) 
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General Business 
· oaughrey (1982) also offers a definition· for : 9en.er:a ~ business, 
. and, while she wa:.s referr;:-,ing. specifica'lly to the· Qnited States,· . .. : ·· 
1 
her <?oinments are .applicable to Canada. . ·. 
Gen~ral .bu~iness is ·.that . bro~ area . . of knowl~dge that·,·: · 
. ~eals with the .American enter'f>rise ~ystem, _identifies 
and explains the role of business .as an American economic . 
: . institutiqn,., and provides content and experiences ·:: · _ · · 
. ·that prepare individuals for effee.tive participation: 
· ·as.·, cltizens, workers and consumers- in American society • 
· Moreover, basic business is a part · of the gen~ral. · . · 
' education of all individuals becau~e its content helps 
·. them · develop an understanding of. ·busin~ss as a basic 
" :J.nst.itution in the Amedcan soci:af ·process; of the · 
·:role .of business in the economy, :·a~d of ·individualsl 
economic roles in relati<?n · to both• their. personal · 
. needs and to the economy. as a whole. ( p. 2) 
. , . I i . 
j I ' 
.: ' 
.· . 
Thfs course ·falls within the framework of Education ABOUT Business. 
I 
! . . • . . 
~ C~l~o~n ~1980') notes the general bus'ines.s cour.se is "primarily 
con~erned with building ·a ·· firm understanding of the business 
and economic environment ' in . which a.ll of·. us live• (p .• _501) •. 
. It ,is CO~C?nly agreed among profess.ionai authorities that 
the ove"r:all purpose of the ·general' business course is to· promote 
eco~omic understanding. 
, . 
Historically, there .has been a trend to move from economic · 
objectives to sod.o-econom--i-c-objectiv~.s··. Douglas r Blandford, 
.. 
and Anderson (1957) st.ress ·the e'con6mic element · of the course ~·. 
. . because "the content is v_al·ylble·. ·for a~y student to maste~ in .· 
his basic role as a "responsible citizen in our economic · society" 
( p ~ . 269). . ' . . ' ·. . . . ' . . "\ . ' 
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. . 
The Joint Council · on Economic· Education in 1971, 
-in the National Busi~ess A~soc .iation Yearbqok ( 1976), 
' . . . . •.. • . 
. it ' ~.~ ..... . 
as. c 1 eu . •. o ·. · ~ ' ! ' • .t: " " 
off&.rs 
·a frame~orJ 
the primar1 
for analyzing . the business curriculum,· whicttbroade.~s 
economic objectives. (p. 30) 
' . . 
EDUCATION ABOUT BUSINESS 
for all !students to 
. 
1. Improv·e the understanding of business and its relationsttip 
,,. to the ; total economy. 
2 ·. Develop personal · consumer competence and to relate the 
role of the consumer ~0 the total ecoromy. 
3. ·Develop personal use s~ills related to business o9cupations. 
_' Duff, · in his. study of current textbooks and other . literature 
• • • • ltl • • 
related to the co~rse, has compiled the most up-to-date soc1o-
economic objectives, which he presented in the National Business 
Assocta'tion Yearbook, 1982. He_ believes that the ten ob~ectives 
. i_dentified below appear to .be the most important for the general 
business course in ~ the '1980s~ _'(p_. 88) 
After successful completion of a general business 
course, a student should be able to: 
' . Ident~fy and describ~ the major pur~ose of an economic 
.'system, determine the specific. questions an econ~m~c . 
slstem must answer, and compar:e and contrast the pr inci'-
pal feature~ of a market, centralized and mixed economy 
' ; • If 
Identif~ and describe the basic characte~is~ics and 
fun~tions . of the private ·e.nterprise econdmy of the 
Un-i -ed States · · 
. ~ . 
De~ ribe ~~~ role of bu~iness, government ~nd hu~an 
res urces in our. privat:'e enterprise economy and explain 
the interdependence among the three .sectors 
" ... . ---- -----
• 
. •' 
.. _ . . 
· ·~· 
. ·- · 
. _;, 
' 
. . , _ ____.,_ ____ ~. 
, • I ... 
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oe.scribe and evaluate the ways an i~dividual can contri-
bute 'to our private enterprise economy in the roles 
.· of producer, consumer, and citizen 
Identify the reasons and develop a plan "for efficient 
use of money resources by individuals, business fi~ms 
and units of government 
Identify the risks against· which persons most commonly 
need protection and explain how risk sharing provides . 
a means of protection · · · 
Describehowbanks, .creditand other financial institutions 
affect individuals, business firms, units of government . 
a.n~ economy as a whole 
I 
Describe the role· of savings and investments in our . . 
. private enterprise economy and t'identify ·.ways· a:nd pfaces 
of saying· and in,vest·ing · · ·· · . 
.. . . ·. : . 
Ide~tify . the rights .and ~esp~ns'ibj.llties of ·consumers, 
and sources and uses of consumer info_rma_tion and protec_tion 
.... 
. , ... 
II 
... 
In keeping with the .research method of examining structure 
th~~ugh an 
a Tdy of 
analysis of 
the general 
course .objectives, the -researcher · .conducted 
and specific obj'e.c·t~ves: of t-he two specific 
. :::i ~·· under study: General Business 1101 · and General Business· I . ' .. 
The course description ( 1982) for General Business 1101 
states that the general objectives are: 
t;_Q; examine the relationship between the b~_sines ,world 
and the individual and to introduce the . tasks· performed 
by office personnel. (p. 3) · ' · · · 
It would appear that this course places, its ma;i.n emphasis . 
• 
on . personal-use skills performed by pers,onnel in business offices. 
This is further revealed by . its sped fie obj~ct i ves, ·which 
. are: 
I 
I 
l· I . 
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I 
/ - / 
t .o introduce s~u ents to the relationship between 
-the individ';lal .a d the business world;: 
. ' 
to provide stud nts with information about various 
types of bus in sse~,. career oppo'rtun ities, and · 
educational iquirements; 
to provide infbrmation about s~ecif'ic tasks performed , 
by various bu!siness personnel; 
I -
to examine employer /employee rela'tionships in 
the areas of job applications, job ~ nterv_iews, 
an~ job performance; 
5. 'to provide a·n overview of the commuri ication skills 
used in business offices; and 
.: 6; to introduce:: students to specific business skii'ls. ' · 
( p. 3) 
An· .-exam in~ t ion of the course description ( 1982) 'pf:. the 
. . . . . 
General Business 2101 cou.rse reveals• the purpose: · 
to provide a study of the business world, the i nterna 1 
functioning of busin~sses, and the impact of internal 
functioning on personnel relationships within businesses, · 
It is intended that students · will discove·r· and develop 
special.interests, talents and abilities; develop : 
k~owledge and skills that may be used .fqr persona1 . 
reasons or to prepare. f_or further studies; learn about 
working conditions and requirements in ~he busines.s . 
world; and understand the organization and martagement . 
of businesses, . (p. 3) i 
This · course has a wider economic empha-sis, as revealed 
~y it~ spec,ific objectives, which are: 
1. to introduce students to various types of ~u~iness 
occupations, respective job. requirements and entry-
le~el skills: 
2. to give students an insight int~ · tyj;jes of business 
organizations; '. 
3. to introduce students to money manage~ent and 
to bas_ic business finahcial r~cord-keeping: 
• 4. to provide students with infp'rrnation about ·the 
management ~nd organization of ·business; 
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l 
5. e 'd to prov1 e 
and 
stude~ts Lith an introduction to. computer..s: 
-
.·· 6. to acquaint students with types, conditions and . . . . ,· 
branches of legal contracts • . (p. 3) -~ 
·. I 
. I 
Curriculum ·content I 
~--· 
Nolan, Hayden, and Malsbrary ( 1967) note that: 
Two dt the greategt ~robi.ems which arise are the· s~l!3ction 
of cdlntent out of the· ever-growing body.-_,£ hu.man . knowledge 
that is available .and the organization of tha.t content 
· so thlat the student may learn and be able to ·apply · 
what ne learns. (p. 68) • C 
. . 
.The Task · Force on "New Concepts and: S .tra~egies for Business 
. . . 
Education" of the .National Bu-siness Education .Associat-ion grappled 
. ' 
with these probl~ms, and in the-ir ·Report: ,·' 1983, st~es·s ,. that . 
business education must -offer courses ·for stlM'lents that will· 
. . 
orient them to careers in business, make them economically aware, 
make them contributing citizens, and provide t hem wi th _ information 
to fulfill their personal needs and responsibil~ties. (p. 88) • 
.. The.Y, f!-trther make the,. sal ~en~ po~nt that. " in order to _do this, 
business · education courses must be uncomplicated, 
.. ' . 
yet comprehensiv~ 
and above all, relevant. They must contain realistic skills 
and related meaningful knowledge" (p. 88). 
A review of the professional li tera'ture of bus i ness .educ"ation 
indicates that for quite some time the common means of assess ,ing 
the content has been to e~amine textbooks' in general bus-iness. 
Historically, there has been a common cqre of top i ~s cover'ed 
; 
in the cpurse, with· topics changing ~s :the emphasis has shifted 
· from ·economic to socio-economic content. 
'. 
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l 
· .Doug las,, 'Blandford, and Anders!)n ( 1957) p'oi.nt ; out ·,tha't · 
the .one thing· common to most texts has been the twelve .. topics 
. . 
typically taught.:. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
·9; 
10. 
:n ... · 
12 • 
Relationship of the individual to the business world 
Economics relationships . and free enterprise 
The role of the consume-r in business 
The use of cr_edi t 
Insurance and r.isk management 
1 
Money and banking .. services 
savings and· money management · . 
Travel, COffilllUhication and tr;ansportatio,fl services 
Consumer aids and prot~ction · l 
-Government relationships to b .usines s · 
The free enterprise system 
Econom.iq_ ci-tizenship _ in a free enterprise· eco~omy, 
(p; ·. 271) 
, . 
··;· .. 
Jones (1975)', in a sprvey entitled "A ~tudy of lhe. Content · 
in Selected Textbooks for I th': Commonly .9ff~~ed Bas :Lc. Bus i ;.ess 
courses irt Seconda;:y scho?~s," found that si·x topics· formed 
the nuclei of basic business content. . These topics were: . bus i-· 
. ness problems, money management, busin.~ss ·management, legal,!, . 
. l eco.nomic, and rniscell·aneous topics. 
. ~ -
. ' 
Brq.wn (1977), author of. the. Delta Pi Epsilo'n Teaching ·Guide 
Teaching General Business, believ~s the fqllow~~g t 'opics should 
be include_d: an una-ersta.nd. ing of how · th~ bus. ines.s system .opera te;s; 
' . . .. . 
the . role of business and governm~nt; the· interdependence <:>f 
. ' 
~onsumers, business firm.s, and go·vernment; plus ttie • typic'al 
units pre_viou·_sly 'listed: money and .. qanking; the wise use· of 
' . . .. ' ' . .~ 
money, crE!dit, insurance, saving ~rid I i nvest~~nt, forms o'e ·. business 
••• ' t ' • .organiz~ t i6ns, career info_rrnation, a~d rights .and responsibilities 
I 4 • 
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, ~ ~~~indivi~ual in the .consumer marketplace and in the ~conomic 
_system. (p. 8) 
Duff presents in · the .National Busine~s Association Y_earbook, - ... 
198~, relevant d~nten; - of general buslness. p6ursei (p. 89): 
' : ' ... 
·· ... 0 •· 
)· 
· ·: · 
.. . .• ' 
..... 
. . . --
. . 
.The following list of content topics is representative 
. of the topics wHich are included in general business courses 
ln the early 1980s, No attempt has been mad~ to _prepare 
~ priority ranki~g. The topics are li~ted in ~he ~eneral 
brder . presented in one textbook, but t~e,outline. is not 
~n excict ~utline from any of ehe curre~~ ·texts: 
·, THE ,PRIVATE ENTERPRISE ECONOMY 
. . ·. 
· The Nature of Economics and Economic Systenis . . .. . 
··Our Private Ente.rprise Economy :'(Features, ~erformance, 
. Problems) · 
·The Nature of Business 
Production and Marketing in Business 
Gove~nment in our Economy 
MONEY_, BAN.KING AND CON~UMER · CREDIT 
The Purpose of Money 
~anking and Bank Services 
Getting and Using Credit 
I 
I 
·coNSUMER ' DECISION MAKING AND MONEY .MANAGEMENT 
The Copsumer in Our Economy;• Making Consumer oecision·s 
Consumer Spending in . the Marketplace · 
Sources of Consumer rn'for,maUol') 
~rotecting Consumer RiQhts 
BU ·I~DING FIN~NCIAL -~E:C~RITY . · 
Protecting Agaist Economy Loss . ~ 
.Insurance (Auto, Life, Health, Property,_ Income 
Savings and Investing .: 
' . 
PLAN~ING YOUR CAREER · . . .. 
' 
careers· and Your 
careE!'r) . 
Career Potenti,al _(Preparing · for a 
.. ~ . 
Fin<;ling 6nd Keeping a Job 
Labor Unions and Collective .Bargaining 
. . -
.... 
:i.. · 
,. 
, ; ' . . . ':-
•. 
... 
• ' 
. ... . 
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II . 
He wri tts £ · ' · 
A· compa ison of the content of gener~l· business· textbooks 
over th years reveals the switch in emphasis to studying 
topics from an economic point of view ratner than 
~a skills development point of view~ Instead of teaching 
facts ~nd - spending time developing sklli in preparing 
business forms, innovative. approaches to teachi:ng : ~., 
economic concepts and understanding become the concern 
of the good general business teachers. In the ·classrooms 
of these te~chers, students spent little .or' no time · 
.on activiti~s such as t~lephoning, writing ~hecks, 
planning travel itineraries and· other busy work. · · (p. 84 ). 
,, 
.. 
an apalysis ·'of textbooks,· the researcher cbnd~cted l ~tu~y· of ' 
the content ~or ~he general business courses of the Newfoundland 
. . 
and Labrador . curri~ulu~. 
~he content · for the General- Busiriess 1101 dotirse i~c1udes 
. live units. The units and topics · covered are: · Business. and 
I 
· You~ ' Office Personnel; · Employee/Employer Relations; Communication 
. . 
Sk. ~lls, including . internal/external co~munications, introduc;:tiOfl:• 
. ''-~ 
. 
.,... 
to shorthand, telephone duties; machine dictation, . t~lex machin~ - . 
usag~, a~d prqcessing incoming/outgoing mail; ·and Other Office 
\ Skills, including introduction to data processing, filing, recep-
tionists' duties, and duplic~tion met~- . • 
\ . -
It would appear the major emphas~s . for.this~ course is s~udying 
. . _J . . . . . 
. topics from a skills devefopment rather thar1 a~· economic point 
of view. .· .. 
The content for the General Busine~s 2101. course includes· .. · 
· --six -units, .The units and topics covered are: Your Career in 
Business~ Forms of Business organization1 Financial ~ecords, 
. f . •• 
• 
J 
.. I 
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including introduction to the balance sheet and income statement, 
:,, .money management, and banking in business; Business Management, 
including functions and business activities; .. Computers, including 
the role, .parts, and features ~nd computer applicati~ns; · and 
Business_La~, including types, compone~ts, and bre~ch of contract. 
It would appear th~t the major emphasis for this course i~ s~udying 
topic·s. from: an· economics · point of view. 
. ,· 
i 
I " 
I 
Instructional Materials and"Metho~s 
. i 
· Instructional materials consist of textbooks, workbooks, 
~ ' . 
supplementary materials, and multimedia. · us~·d· ' to ' _ass.ist. s:tuden.t!s ··.:· 
tQ develo~ bu~iness kn~wledge, skilli, and ~ndersta~dinq ~eces~ary· 
' . ~ .. . 
·for successful personal-bus.iness living. The textbo.ok· proy'ide_s · 
a c'oordinating link betwe.en st;.udent and . teacher. workbooks, 
materials,and multimedia expand thi~ link; 
Liguori ( 1969) p.oints ou·t that ·the textbG>ok is· .-~nly one 
,wo •' 
basis for learning. He sta~esi •. 
. . 
It provides the . tool for arousing s .tudent interest . 
and thinking, 'promoting student judge_ment, presenti'ng 
basic facts, and opeping new avenues of stud~· . . (p. 144) 
The -Dlabay (1980)·study found there ' were . . two philosophies rega~din~ 
. . . . ·. 
I 
instructional materials and methods • One stressed the.rnore 
. . traditional a~~roach of the use of ' ~ textbook and workbooki 
., ,._. __ .. . . . ·. 
I 
the other stressed the mor~ cont~mporary approach of .use of 
pr~tests, value exercises, 'and competency-based edu~a~io"ri. · 
· :o · Mal~b~ry (1974) in an ex~minatio~ . of studies (Cooper, 1969; 
Nelson, 1970; and Brown~ 1971) reported thpt the g~neral busine~s 
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teacher should not restrict his teaching solely to the use of 
a textbook but that his instruction must be enriched through 
the use of multimedia and materia~s~~nd through exposing s~udents 
to busine~s and economic real-p·f.e_ exper.iences and aGtivities. 
(p. 12) 
A wide range of instruction~! materials is recommended · 
by· b~siness educat ~on puthor~t~es because business know~edge 
.. · is. toq· broad, skills too va:r;ied, ·.and uriders};.and.ing ' too. important 
\) . · · ~ fo~ . instr~ction to be limi~ed ~d 'one source of !~formation only: 
An examination of the course materials outlined in the 
course descriptions for the General Business 1101 and General· 
. •:) 
Business 2101 · cpurses · reveals. that both courses have the same 
·· stip~lated textbdok, tea4her's guide, and s~udent workbook. 
Howey~r, classroom sets only are. provided by t~e Department 
of Education • . ~he content of the Gener~l Bu~iness 2101 course 
/ . . . 
is·· not. f'\Jlly covered in the· stipulated textboo.k; Reference 
\. I 
mudt be made for some topics to additional textbooks. supplementary 
.. ·
- ~ ' 
instructional materials 1or both courses are of a limited n~mber. 1 
~ 
Teacher Preparation · 
Th~ importance ~f the teacher in helping students to develop 
business knowledge, skills, . and unde~~t~nding is well recognized. 
The Task Force on the Integra~fO·n of Academic ·and Vocational 
. . . . ~ · . . .; . . . . 
Educat~on in their .Final. Report ( 1975) comment:· 
.. ~ . . 
·.:. · 
If we are to _place the same.· degree of import:ance o~ 
. vocationally o~iented subj~cts as we dd on academ~c 
subjects in the high school program, it will be just 
as important to have .prop,rly trained persons to .te~ch 
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the vocational subjects as it . is to have them properly 
trained tOo· teach .the academic: subjects. (p; 26) 
; . 
T~e proper trai~ln~ for .business educati6n. teachers. includes 
I University COUrSeS, inserViCe ,education; · and ' related WOrk experi-
ence~ The rask Force considered 'university courses a iitat :. 
component -of teache~ preparation~ Their conc~rn is reflected 
' ; 
' 
.. 
1.. . 
in Reco~endat~on ~~· 15, which re_ads!· - ~· . ,'. 
Th~ Task Force_ r;ecommends that no fur~her expansiOJl:· .· \ · ..
· of the pre-vocational program- take place until ·a degree . 
level teacher training program. is des igne.d for teacher~ _ ·
in the program. (pp • . 30-.31) , ! · · ·. . ·· · ' 
. • ! . 
' ' . 
The Newfoundland Teachers Ass~iation Committee for the 
. ~ . ' " .. 
Reorganized High School· 'Program in· ·their Brief--t:.o - ~J:le · Ne\\Jfoundlan_d 
Department of Education. ( 1984) rec.ommended that ·t:h-e :·o-epartmer;~ · · . 
· of Education assume a greater . responsibility for_.~ea~her inservic~ . · 
education~ particularly for 11'eW courses,_ 
'The Vaughan (1982) study conducted to develop a comprehensive 
list -of· competencies deemed necessary for secondary school tiusine~s 
, . . - - .. - -- ~ - . - . . . . 
teachers in North C~rolina found 'the competencies that yielded 
the M_ghest ·scores by supervisors and teachers ~er~ . busi.ness 
' 
work experience· ·and business mathematics • 
. Memorial University of Newfoundland offers a degree and 
dipioma · i~ vocat~onal ~d~cation. ' Howe':'er, admission. r.equireme~ts ~ . . · 
. include· occupational training an'd work experience in an occupational 
area. The major i ty of t~achers 1of the business edu6~tion courses 
·· ~auld be unable to meet these requirements. 
. . . 
. . ; 
It would ap~ear that university courses, inservice education, · ~ 
and related work experience are considered by North American 
. : ' ·"':" ~-· 
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•. 
. .. ·. 
educators to be key factors ' in contributing to effective· teacher 
preparation of business education teachers • . 
Typ,ing 
The ability .to type is a skill that most peopl.e .will need 
. 
at some time. Rowe (1976), a prominent business · education authority 
and au~r, commented on its universality when he wrote "i't 
'·' 
can be stated with confidence that ~yping is a skill designed 
' r for everyone" ( p. 107). 
Traditiona~ly, typing has been a ' vocatio~al · s~bject faught 
I . o • 
to typists and stenographer~ ~o enable them to c6py busine~s 
m~ter'f~ls ·. originall.y,- the use of th'e typewrtter to. prellElre· 
pe~.sonal-use · mater~al·s was limited_. .In fa?t; Tonne, Popham, 
!. . 
and Freeman (1965) . ndte ·ihat ~oodro~ Wilson drafted .the ~robosal 
. ~ 
·-
for .the League of Nat.ions on the type.wr~ ter. •but. his ability 
to do so was so astonishing that the draft is a museum piece• 
J ( p ·- 111). 
~· · 
'! 
j .· 
1· . : . 
j 
But times have changed. The editors of Time (October 11, 
1982) describe a . situation that has implicatiori~ ~or the te~ching 
~ of the universal keyboard: 
'-
.. 
An eight-year old types (italics 'mine) i'i\structions 
th~t bring forth on the screen a figure of the space 
shuttle, col'umbia," (p. 10) · · ·: \ 
A "hunt~and~peck" two-f i nger technique will activate the 
keyboard, but prop~r keyboarding skills will assis~ ~he s~ude~t 
throughout : his 'life. . In recognition of this fact, numerous 
arti~les have been appearing in business education j9urna1s · 
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36 
of late, all add~es~~ng the concern of providing touch-~ystem 
keyboarding instruction fQr· all ~tudents at all ages. 
The term "keyboarding" is it reiati:vely new word; ·and si~ce 
keybo~rding and typing courses .are not the same, detini~ions 
for each will be give~ here. 
Keyboarding is ·a course that presents only the ~eyboard 
to persons who want to use.the "tbuch" sys~em . b~ . a . · 
machine which has a uni~ersally-accepted co'nfigurat'ion 
of alpha-numeric k'eys. (Dickey:-Olso':l,.· 1982,. p. 1) . 
Typing is a_course that presents a p~~gram for developing 
typing accuracy, speed and productivity. (Rowe, Lloyd · 
and Winger, 1966, p. 3T) · · 
St~inbr6ok (1984) coniiders keyboarding a basic skill,· 
because ~persons "in all walks of llf.e ' should haV:e· S0)11e skill . 
'· 
with a keyboard whether that of a typewriter or c;:omputer" (p. 327.). 
.· . , lA p~ru,sal of the professional literature (Douglas, ·Blandford; 
and Anderson, 1957: ~ calhoun, 1980) . reveals that more students 
have been and are enrolled in .typing than in any other business 
-
subject.· ~owe, .Lloyd, and Winger.' (l972) s'upport this finding. 
in their textbook, Typing 300, when t~~y inform students that 
. .. 
"mo~e . t~an •5 million beginne!s "learn to type each year" . (p. 1). 
Hist6rically, typing ha~ had ·increas1ng enrollments. Thia 
fact : 1s applicable · ·to Newfoundland and Labrador schools, as 
is borne out by the statistics presented by the Depac·tment qf .. 
·Education: 
. . 
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Course 
·Typing 1102 
Trping 2102 
·-' 
. .. . ·. 
(Sc~ooi ·services 
· .. 
Enrollment 
' 
·1981-82 
1,438 
1982-83 
.. 
2,304 
787 
1983-84 
( . 
1984-85 
.4,467 
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of . Educa~ion, · 1984) Division, oePartmelt 
Curriculum Structure ( ' . . 
: As has 'been· previously ·noted,· :typing ~bs ()jigin.ally \aught 
a~ a vocational skill.· Gradu~~iy~ t~e _ goal of . Jyping was broadened, 
so that in .1957, ~;>ouglas ·, Blandford, and Ander$.OQ note: 
' . 
T~ping i~ being identified more_an~ more as general 
·~ . . . 
.· education -.with ·the result that -the majority of . persons 
now enrolled in the course are interested _solely in. 
developing. typing skill for personal use. (p'. 95) 
-. ·~ . . ,, .. 
· -
' 
.. t ' I 
~By 1967; Nolan, Hayden, ~nd Malsbra~y were questioning ~hether 
. . . ' I . ' 
typing could be considered as a strictly business subject because 
' 
of its many personal uses. (p. 19) 
. : 
· Rowe articulated··in ·the National Business Association Yearbook, 
1976,.- two major pu~poses for typing:-
as a tool of. lit:eracy ~here ~kill acquisition can 
provide an additional dividend ' through the lan~uage­
·a·rts, and 
a's a - 'vocational s .kill much sought after by bqth ·men 
and women. (p. lOi) 
,_ 
. .~ . 
f 
Tonne and Nanassy (1970) introduced. a third purpo~e by 
insisting that provision must be made for those -who do not know 
~t the outset what use they will m~ke of typing. They-point 
' 
-- out the r esponsibility of te.achers- tt>-.pr-ovide career . information 
to assist students i n occupational choice. (p. 291) 
• . . 
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were taken into account by Rowe, Lloyd, These three ,urposes 
and Winger ~1972)~~ authors 
.land schools,· Typing 3.00. 
o~ the authorized textbook for N~wfoun~-
\-
·· the 
~ ; 
They d~signed their textbook foi 1 
/., 
' · 
Personal u·se stude.nt· t 'aking typing: to type his own · term 
papers: 
. . · career 'Education student taking ty.ping to find o~t about 
office work; a~d the 
·office Trai'ning student taking typing to obtain c_onomica.ll~ 
viable skills. · 
Th~ Program. of :Studies ,for the Reorgan~ze~ High School 
. I 
· of Ne~~oundland and Labrador, i9i4-1985, lists tw6 typirig courses; 
·. ~ ~ I 
T.ypin9· 1102 and Typing 2l02 • . An examinati;:Oh. of the ~ours~ . descr~p-
tions (1~82) reve~ls: 
The ~ain object.ive of Typing 1102 is to develop el.ementary 
skills in operating a typewriter for personal use 
. . and to provide a foundation for further study in the 
fJeld of business education. {p. 3) 
The course description .for the Typing 2102 course states:· 
The_purpose .of this . course is to continue the ~ development 
~f typing ability and to introduc~ additional terms . 
and activities relate~ to typi~g. (p. 3)' . 
It .would ' appear that ~th thesf courses are· related to 
the perso~al-use and career education purposes.as outlined by 
Rowe, Lloyd, and Winger. 
curriculum Content . ·'• 
. I , . ' 
.A study of t~ p;rofessional · l~.terature and current typing 
.... 
textbooks rev'eals that there is a common core ~i thin the . beginning' 
. . ·. - ' ~ ' 
typing . I cours,e . Calhoun (1980) states that · the content of the 
. . 
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. . 
beginning course · usually include.s learning ·the keyboard~ 'developing 
.. 
spee~ and control, applying typing skill to simple situations 
suah as letters or enveiop~s, centering, writing reports or 
p~pers for other .cours~s, proo.fre~ding, .~o~posing, and learn.ing 
t6 take care. of the typewriter. (~. 179) 
/:_; ..i· 
' . 
An examination of the course content as prescribed by the 
;. 
course ·descriptions . for Typing 1102 and Typing 2102 and the 
-· 
content 9,f the aut~orized textbook, TYping 300, reveals a similar 
.content as . recommended by C?lhoun with the except.ion of composi'ng 
. . . . 
~t the ~ypewriteri· which is not incl~ded in the content .of these · 
' ••. 
. . . 
However, it should be noted .that the Typing 2102 course courses. 
. ' . 
· does include ·an ·obje.c'tive "to. emphasize the ·importance of pro().f:....· . . 
: reading and . ~diting" ·(p. 3). · 
· Instructional Materials and Methods 
. .. ' 
Historically, typing.' instruction · has changed as a result 
. of resea,rch in the psychology of. skill building and changes 
in t ·echnology. Increased attentit)n to number. ·.writing, bel~ef 
in performance goals, need for .typewrit~r composition· skills, 
and individualized instruction are some of the changes that 
·. 
·have occurred in the fieid~ • . 
. • 
~hese· cha~ges ire refl~cted in business education methods 
·: ·books (Calho~n, 1980: N~nassy, Malsbary, and Tonne, 1977~ Tonne 
and Nana~sy, 1~70)~ in .. teacher gui~~s (Typing 300, Te?cher's . 
I 
I 
. .. 
. 
· 1 ·Service Manual, Rowe, Lloyd, and Wi~.g~r, 1973): ··and in research ~ · 
!' . 
. find in~.~. 
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,. ' 
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"' first-year 
, 
major factor 
number keys 
was one suggested by typing textbooks. It further reported 
' ' 
that res*arch was not being disseminated.on an extensive basis 
.to classroom teachers. West (1984), _in a study of American 
high school typing teachers, found that about half lacked knowledge 
.ot current proven ·, practice_s of typing instruction. 
The fin~1\gs discussed in ,~hap~e~this thesis will 
' indicate that current ~racti~es i~ instructional materials and · 
., 
methods have not been at~ended to by business educators in the 
Newfoundland· a.nd -Labrador educational setting. 
Teacher Preparation' 
... The professional dutfes of a typing. teacher include planning 
-
units of tnstruc'tion, ; selecting instr~ctional techniques' methods 
and media related .. to the course, and evaluating performance· • 
. . . - . . I .. 
The prepar;-ation ~ecessary· to facil~tat:e · these activities is · 
. .. . 
' . - t · . 
usually provided through university courses and/or inservice 
education. /' 
I 
The teaching J~ a skill subject such as typing ·is based 
on psychological pri nciples of skill ~uilding with classroom 
procedures built .around these· principles~ Methods of teaching 
the keyboard, rate of presentation, and ~etection of behaviors 
t _hat inh.i·bit deyelopment are part of- the techniques, methods, 
and strate~ies required to teach ~~ping succes~iuily. 
.· ..... 
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Inadequate training ~nd insuffici~nt knowle~ga ~kn lead 
to feelings of ' frustration as evidenced . by the comments of a 
teacher cited by the Newfoundia·nd Teachers Association Brief 
0 • ' 
·.t;o the N~wfou~dland Depart~ent' of ~ducat ion ( 1984) : . f. 
I am getting tired of teachin courses in the ~rogram 
·that · I have no training for s'mply because the schedule 
demands it. This year I am slated to teach Business 
Education 2101 in which I have an adequate background ~ 
· but linked to the course is Typing 2102 and I don • t 
know how to type! (p~ 4) 
~yping . has become <}. universal method of coinmunicat.ion. · : ~ ; · ·.· 
. . 
. Prqperly trained teachers are ~.quired so ·that this ·medium .can ~ 
be used successfully • . 
• 
Related ~usiness Education· Cdurse~ 
Offered 1n Othe~ Prov1nces 
· In order to examine curricula of the other province~ and 
to dete~ine its correlation with related contemporary research, · 
a concerted effort was made. by the researcher to obta i n provinci.al 
~~urse outlines for q·the business education courses ·under s~udy. 
This effort in~olved writing a re~uest letter on August 14, · 
1984, ~o the nine other provinces, which el{cited four replies: 
writing a. follow.-up letter ·on October l ·S, 1.984·, which elicited 
two additional replies; and placing telephone -calls on October 
22, 1984, which . restilted in ~eceipt of the ~emaining course 
outlines by November 10, 1984. 
~ 
\ 
An 'examination of the curricula reveals the followi . ng facts: 
1. Nine provinces offer business education courses 
as part of their program of studies. . · 
. ....... 
. . 
.. ~~----.. ···- -·----r- .._......, ............. ~ .. ;e:.--.-.~~ ""'1"7":~--- ... -· .... 
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2 • Nine .provinces of~ei' ·job t~~ining for business. 
e~~catiori courses arid eight provinces offer gerieral 
business education courses. ' 
J) Five provinces offer :the genera l· business course 
to all students on an elective basis. 
': ~ l : 
· ,i ~. Eight provinces offer the typing course to all . 
::.1 students on an elective basis and one province 
·-i! 1 : off~rs th~ typing course as part of · their job -- ~· I! · training for the business education . program. . 
. · A unified structure for business educ{ltion is adhered to 
.· . 
. ~i .the Departments ~f Education across Cagada. An ~~a~ple qf 
' . 
· the re~dgnition given tha m~jor goals.gf bu~in~ss . ~ducatiori 
' . . . : : . 
is evident lri the Curri.cuium G~ide {198 2) of . the . ~·rovince of 
••• • • # . • 4 
f . . ' ' • , I 
Saskatchew~ ( 
. \ \ 
· '· • . . I 
· Busi~ls_s(E;>iucation ·is a.n i'ntegral part_of t~e t:otal 
education program encompassin~ the objectives of self-
r ·ealizad.on,_ ~uman relatto·nships, _ economic ·effiCi:ency 
and civic responsibili·ty. '(p. 1) · 
The Business Education Curr•iculum Guide ( 1979) for the 
Province of British Columbia specifically refers to the two 
rn~jor purposes of business e~ucation. 
. \' .. 
b 
In teaching student~ about business, teach&rs -are 
preparirig ' them· to handle their own aff(lirs ~nd to 
function as informed consumers and citizens. r n 
e~ucating students for business, te~chers are assisting 
students to develqp the concepts applicable· t9 .all · 
forms of organization: government, -institutions, . 
labour, and communit~ agencies, as well as prep~ring 
the·m for entry into and advancement in jo~s and · careers,. 
(p. 2) . 
The Public School Program Guide (1984) fo~ the Piovince 
. ' 
of Nova Scotia indicates the d~livery \system by which· thi~ · type 
. . 
of education i s achieved. . ! 
; 
There are two phases of business 'education: individual 
business courses ~nd business seq~ences. Each has 
··-· -· - · · -. -~ .. -~-·':'!"":" "'"'"'...-- --'--- --c---
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a definite purpose .and each may play an important 
part in the achiev~ment of the general aims of education. 
Individual busine$s courses are desigr:te<\:Jto contribute 
to basic education for all students, regardless of 
career · plaris, an~ busfness sequences are intended -
,to ·prepare stude~ts for .bus i,ness and off/ce occ~pations • 
.,(p, 11) I . 
. . f h . 1 . ·. . /d . 1 d h An exam1nat1on o t e curr1cu a recetve revea e t at 
. ,·~ ... .. 
the cu~riculum structure pf thi~eneral business and typing 
. 
courses is in accord with~ contemporary research in the field . 
. :: Emphasis i~ jplaced on the socio-economic structure of the~gen~ral 
busir;ess cout;;Se by th~ five.:.pr;vipces offering the course • 
• I 
·. 
. ~- ·. !he ·curr~cul~m· .Guide (1982) ··. f .or the · Province of Manitoba notes 
-· . that their General Busine_ss 101 course , . 
. -
provides insights ' into principl,es and practices commonly 
encountered not only · in vocat·fonal business but also · 
in personal consumer s i til at ions.· · ( p. 1.) · 
. .-
0 Mr~ Th~mas E. Tidey, Education Officer, Curriculum Branch, 
.Ministry of Education, Ontario, and imme~dia.t:e past president 
. . 
of the Cana~ian Associatiori of Business •Education Teachers, 
points out i~ his letter da~ed · - september 1~, 19~4, th~~ 
We are presently ~evising our entire secondary school 
program in business studies. Final · curriculum documents 
will not be availabl~ until the fall 'of . . 1985. 
He did~, howev-er, forward rough .drafts for that provin<fe • s Intro- . 
' . I 
duction to Business course, noting that the document reflects~ 
the general ·direction the province is _proceeding. 
The curriculum structure of this · cour~e has a socio-econom.ic 
emphasis as can 'be recognizeq by the following .g~nera;t object i ve. 
· This ~ou~se gives ~tudents an- unders~anding ·df the 
inte.r'action of business, government ·and the 'individual 
· .ih ···our economic system. · ... S~udents are 'introd.ucea ·to 
· ~· . 
. , 
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the personal and business relate~ skills, kriowl~dge, 
~ttitudes a~d 6oncept~ that will help them to b~co~e 
successful participants in our e.conomy. (p. 1) ! 
' I 
' ~ I 
• 
'The curriculum structure for the typing cour~e is linked 
ai th~ interprovincial level with the curfent t~ends in the 
~i~ld. The Curriculum Guide (1981) of 1 th~ Province of New Brunswick 
for the typewriting 102 co:ur~e states the personal...;use . and caree.r 
.. . 
... .,· · . 
education purposes suggest~~ by textb.ook' authors •. 
.. 
This couise wiil provide ~tudents outside the Business 
Education Progra~ with .a lifetime ~kill to serve their 
personal typewriti:ng neecis. and to p.rovide a deci'sion:-making 
aid as to whether or not to pursue a - vocational ·career • 
s,. 
. (p. 11' . . .• . ' ' . . 
The ~urriculum tuide (1984) for this province's Typewriting 
103. cours~ ' also makes not~ of the em~~ging role of the typewriter 
as a · communication tool and· the . subsequent compatibility of .. 
typing skill and literacy • 
Today the,typewriter is a basic · tool of communication 
and a too of literacy. The competent typist is not · 
a mer~ r~bot · but a thinking individual who is skilled 
_ih the .use of language and in forms of communication. 
(p. 2) 
An examinaiion of the ~uriiculum content 6f gen~ral · business· 
.· ., .. 
· and typin~ courses. revealed that th~re is a d~ft~~te connectio~ 
.. . .... .. . . - . . 
· between the . to~ics as outlined in ~he curriculu~ gu{des and 
I . .. I !t ' 
the . ·.top.ics as recommended in th.e professional 1 i terature • 
.. . 
. ~ The Curriculum Guide (1984) of cthe Province of Alberta 
for their Basic Business 20 course has the following topic headings, 
Canad i an business, consume r cred i t, insur~nce, economic concepts, 
small business management, managing techniques', and perso.nal . . · 
finan.cing ' planning.· The ·curriculum Guide ( 1982) of the Province 
' . . 
..• , . 
.. . . 
_ .... ...... ....--.. 
' • , l 
" 
. ( ' 
' 
._) 
~ -
•' 
·' 
. 
of Manitoba for their ·Genera!' ·Business 101 course has a s 'imilar 
basic core of socio-economic concepts. 
the curriculum content of the typing course for the nine 
provinc~s was found to . be similar to that recomm~nded by textbook 
authors and typing authori tie.s. The researcher noted two curriculum 
·trends in the content qf the other provinces. The first was 
the wide use of the term "keyboarding" ra_ther than "typ.ing." 
. . . 
The second was the incl~sion of composi~ion skills at the ' ty~~w~i~er ·_ 
. . . 
·as , part of · t~e course content. . The reason for the first tre.nd 
can be found in the introdtiction of . ~he Pllot Curric~Iu~ Guide 
., 
(1984) of the Province of Prince Edward island for th~it new 
Keyboarding/Personal Typing course. 
Keyboarding is;a skill that almost everyone must use 
at one time or another - - in school, on the job, .and 
increasingly in the home. Keyboarding skills are 
fun_damental to using a typewriter, a microcomputer, 
or a word data processing machine. The ability .to 
operate the .keyboard by •touch" is rapidly becoming 
a fundamental ~ducation ~kil~~ (~. 1) _ · . I 
The subsequent need for the second trend is' covered - .i..n the specifiC~ 
~bjectives of the course: 
perform proofreading/editing and composition tasks 
at "the keyboard in an on-going effort to imprQve these 
skills. 
The instructional materials and methods presented in the 
. . 
Busi'\e"ss 'Education Hanua~s- and Curriculum Guides · for general _· 
business _and typing by the other nine provi"nces are i·n the opinion 
,of the researcher of a very good quality. The Business Education 
Manuals. would be particularly helpful for ad~inistrato~~ coun-
sellors, and teachers in providing a schematic ~v~rview .of business • 
. ~ . ' ' 
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education, a ~~an for· .implementc:'tion ·of the· courses, a~d .. a brie·f ~· 
description· of.\ specific cours.es. The Curriculum Guides are . 
' · prepared not only to help and guide teac.pers, but .also to. promote 
' . 
professional creativity and judgeme~t. A decided effort has 
.· -· ..... :~ . . . 
· ~-~ --~ been made to provide t~achers . with extensive listings of print 
' -. 
. ~ . 
and . ~on~print ijftructional .~aterials and a comprehensive synopsis 
.· of methods. · for~ .~r~s~nting course content. 
The res.earch~r foun~ two references to the impor:~a. n~e of. I . 
teacher p~eparation in the curricula received from other provinces. 
. . ..... . . . ' . 
Both th~se references were' made in connection with the typi ng 
course. The Curriculum Guide for Division IV Typewriting (1979) 
for· the Province of Saskatchewan made the follow.lng pertinent 
remark: 
Teachers assigned typewriting should have .a working 
knowledge of the subject and be capable of·demonstrating 
.all typing skills and activities: (p. 3) · 
' .. 
Hi_storically, the general busine.ss and typing courses have 
~ffered. basic education tf students in Canada. ·'These · ·courses· 
m.ust' cont·inue to develop ~ur most valuable natural resource: 
the skills and abilities of our students as they enter the ~merging 
post- industrial society. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
._ 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY . 
This study was designed to determine and compare the opinions 
of district coordinators and teachers of business education 
at the s _enior high school 'level in the Province of Ne~foundla,nd 
and Labrador regarding selec-ted general issues o .f business education 
. . . . ·. 
in the areas of ( 1) curriculum structure, ( 2) curriculum ' c~ntent, 
( J.l instructio~al 'lna·t~rials and methods, ( 4) teacher preparation, 
·, 
and (5) evaluation of spe-cific_ .courses. _· 
The Instrument 
... 
The development of the instrument or ques.tionnaire us'ed 
in this study involved three main procedures-. T)lese procedures 
. ' 
. • I 
consisted of Identification of Issues, Validation of Issues, 
_and_ Reliability ·of the Instrument • 
. . " 
Identification of Issues 
.. 
The/ first proc.edure . involved a review of pr-ofessional litera-
; 
ture /nd re~earch f i.~dings, The review of profess-tonal literature 
was conducte~ to obtain an overview of business education from 
' the perspectives of textbook and method book authors, curriculum 
·•· 
authorities, and educators. The basis for the literature -search 
was the •General Business• and •Typi ng• entries in the Canadian 
Business i'Educa tion Index, 1979, and the ERIC data' base for the . 
years 1965-1983. 
I 
' . 
• . · ---: ··· - ··--~~--fl'lli\&4!!1!'. &-"'1,1.'Ti tr!!J4!~ . ,.*~- •-..---,· · ~· - · · · · ··· · -:~· .. --:-·-···· ..  -~~ - ---ooi----
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.. ;rhe r;e.view of research findin-gs was · undertaken · to iden-~Hy 
. 
issues -of interest to business education researchers~ ·' The ·-b·asis 
for the search was the •General Business• and "'Typi~g· _en.tries 
in the Research Summaries in Canadian Business ~duc~tion Index, 
0 
. (979, and the Comprehen~ive Dissertations Index for the years 
.. 
1954-1984. 
Ft'(Om -the . various readings·, __ issu_es were ident~fied anc;l -narrowed 
"' 
. . 
. by the researcher for the final . se:lect ion -p~ocess. 
Val!dation . of Issues . I . 
...,.: 
• 
•. il . 
Th'e second ·procedure was the s~lection of issues·. · rs··sues 
were arbitrat:ily ·judged -by the rese·ar~he·r t~ be the. most -applicable 
t~ · the business educat1on progra~ of ~tu+_ies~---~~-·· N~·wfoundland 
and Labrador high schools. 
( 
This method of decision-making _was used because Kerlinge·r · 
I · i' .. - · · 
. (· 197~) po~nts out that ·•content v~Jidation consists essentially 
~ jl:Jdgement. Alone or. with . others, one judges the _ . r'epr~¥Qtativ~-- ~-/-· _ ·: 
. nes-s of the items• (p. 458). 
Fifteen issues were finalfy selected. Tnis number was 
. considered to be the maximum· oeca·use _it was important. to keep 
the questionnaire short in light of the workshop agen~a and· 
• · the nee~ to cover the issues · adequately. 
The general . format of.. tt}e questionnaire was t;Jlen ar.range·d. 
For ease of completion,' the quest ionn~ire was comprised of two 
components. .The first consisted of Characteristics of the ~espon­
dents, and the second consisted of the Current Issues in Busin~ss 
. . . -\ 
· ···::· 
· . . 
. , 
' 
.. 
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Education. An · agree-d~sagrt• arrangement w~s utilized because 
·it w~s judged to be an · ~ffitient. method ef obt~ining !~formation. 
Respondents were asked to circle a number from 1 (strongly agree) 
I 
to 4 (str~ngly dis_agree) that represented their opini.on of the 
issue. 
Having selected the issues and format for the quespf:mnaire, 
.a concer~ed e'ffort was' made to achieve reliability • . 
.. 
. Rel-iability · of Instrument 
·:·~- ~ ·Finally, th~ consistency of ~eas-uremen~ or · reli~bility 
of the .questionnaire was addressed. Kerl inger· ( 197 3) · sug'ge:~ts 
that , unambiguously .wri t.ten i terns and clear instructio-ns · increase 
the consistency of an instrument. (p. 454) 
Two procedures .were initiated' to make th.e· instrument more 
reliable. First, So bolster ~eliability the r~searcher a~apted 
a_study by Dlabay (1980) entitled "Identifica~i~n and Comparison 
of ~he Opinions of Bas{~ pu~in~ss Authorities, State Curriculum 
Su-pervisors, and High School Teachers Regarding Selected Basic 
Business Issues." 
.. 
Second, t~e researcher conducted a pilot study to ensure 
t~at the i terns on the questionnaire were unambic;;Juous and the 
instructions were clear. The instrument was field-tested by 
admiriisterin~ ii to a jury r~present~ng district coorainat6rs 
and teachers. Two school administrators . and four teachers of 
business education and/or related subjects at Holy Trinity School, 
~ ' Torbay, were r~quested on September 25, 19,84, to, comp).~e the 
. !(':"'"' . 
,·.~. 
• 
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questionnaire. The jury was also asked to indicate ·whether 
, ' 
or not- the instructions and items were clear. 
' ,, 
- . 
The purpose of having' the members of the jury answer the 
I 
questionnaire and make comments on its wording was to assist. 
the ·researcher in reducing ~rrors of measurement. As a result 
. . 
. I 
of the pilot study, two minor de let ions were made in the Character-
. . . . i 
· ist.ics ·of Respondents component and question number 5 in the 
I 
Curren~ Issues component was reworded. A · copy of the pilpt_ 
study questionnaire ·has been inc_lude~ . i.n Appendix A. 
·. 
Collection and Treatment of Data 
Source 1 
This .study W~S conducted rn the PI!'OVince of Newfoundland 
and Labrador with district coordinator~ and teachers o~ business· 
education courses in the senior high sc~ool program. Because 
the researcher )lias requested to make an hour-long presentation 
. . ~ ~ . 
· at three Business Education Regional Workshops in Newfoundland, . 
it was deemed advantageous to adminster. the questionnaire .dur~ng 
the workshops • . 
Accordingly~ the instrument was administered successively 
at St. John's, October; 1 , 1984; Gander, October 3, 1984: and 
I 
Corner Brook, October 4, 1984. The agenda for the workshops 
permitted• (under similar conditions) administration of the instru-
ment between the opening remarks by the Chairman at 9:30a.m. and 
the presentation scheduled for t.he researcher at 10:00 a.m. 
Th·e questionnaire was easily completed and returned py the : workshop 
I 
·I 
\ 
I 
' ' i ,, 
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, 
participants within this time .·frame~· A ·copy of the que_stionnaire · 
,, 
has been included in Appendix B. · 
- A positive attitude towards the questionnaire was evident 
. ~ 
d1,1r,ing its administrati,on. 
I . 
In 'fac_t, it was noted by the chairman 
that it probably helped the scheduled group discussions because 
-the participants were pla~ed irt a position of thinking about' 
current · is~ues and courses of business educati'on • 
. - As a ~esult of the interest in ~he questionnaire, a relatively 
high response rate was realized. Table 1 gives details regarding 
the . total number of questionnaires administered, the number. 
·returned and ·the percentage rate~ · · 
.. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF OUESTIONNAlRES ADMINISTERED TO 
DISTRICT COORDINATORS AND TEACHERS OF BUSINESS EDU~ATION, 
NUMBER RETURNED AND PERCENTAGE RATE 
• Questionnaires- Questionnaires Ret-urn~d 
Occupation Administered - Number Percentage 
· '? District Coord ina tors 17 '16 94.1 
Teachers 84 82 97 .• _6 
Total ' 101 98 97.0 ' 
I 
' A disadvantage ot any questionnaire pr~viously cit~d by 
.. ~· .. 
\ ' Kerlinger was that of a low •response rate. _He recommends that 
"every effort should be made to obtain returns of at least 80: 
' 
f -
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90 percent or more• (p. 414_). The 97 .• 0 respo~se t;"ate of this 
' study is -well within his recommended . range •. 
Fo1lo~ing the collection of data, procedures were commenced 
for their statistical analysis. 
Oat~ Treatment Procedures 
. : 
For the purposes of drawing conclusions regarding the research 
~ 'questions, the following _ procedur~s were \.'undertaken. · 
' Since the questionnaire consisted of two components, Char-
~ ·" 
. acterist ics of Respondents ·and Current Issues in Business Education; 
eac_h ccmpo'nent was analyzed separately. 
The fir~ t component, Characteristics of · Respondents, was 
, . 
. divided into tw9 section~: . occupation arid -.Experience .• . From 
the Occupation section, the numbers of district coordinato~s 
• , - • I 
and: teachers were totalled to determine the percentage rate 
--o~ th~ questionnaire. The results of this analysis have been 
~~esented }n . this chapter • 
.. From · the Experience section 1 the te~ching experience. o.f 
teachers was to"talled for .their ·Major Subject Area 1 Spec i:fic 
Business Education Course Tpught (Typing 1102 and Typing 2102 
. . . . 
and General Business 1101 and General Business 2101) to determ.Jne 
the teaching background of the respondents. The results of 
.. the ~·tatistical analysis for this section are presented in Chapter 
Four • 
. The ~econd component,- Current Issues in Business Educati'on, 
comprised the major portion of the questionnaire. 
' 
' ' 
' \ 
It was divided 
' · 
· .. . 
' ; 
:-.. 
,. " . .; . , ·:- -.:..·-:." · ---_:__~-.~. --:r---~""-(l"-.f ......... t;ll8111cP:I;a.•....,,.'.:1"1. i!L!r::;uo......,'*''ll'!.:!lr.fiiY,.;,\-.--·-•'-----1 , . . 
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l 
.irito sectio'1~ rela.ti.ng to . the five area~ und~r st:udy • . ·The procedures 
. followed incJuded the pr~paration of a freque.}cy dis.tribution 
for each item, the conversiory of the-· raw data to percentages 
for simplification of report:ing, the ·formation of a conclusion 
criteria rating s~ale, and the development of tables to .show 
the rating assigned to each item. The results ·Of the statistical 
\ . 
analysis for this component a~resented in Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
"\ 
PRESENTATION .AND DATA ANALYSiS 
. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a descr+ptive . 
, . . 
. analysis of the data gathered fr.om· a questionnaire administered 
on October 1, 3, and 4, 1984, to ditstrict coordinators and teachers 
of business education courses in the sel)ior high school progra~. · 
for the\ Pr~vince of ~ewfoundland and Labrador • 
. i 
Th~ de~ign of the questionnaire i n,corporated two components: 
I 
Character is.tics of . RespOndents and Current Issues in Business 
·Education. 
. . . . ' . " . 
The format of ·the components .Wlll' be outl~ned, followed 
. ·. 
I 
by the findings for the specific ··courses under study: 
... 
General 
Business and Typing • . .· 
.. , 
Format 
Characteristics of Respondents 
• 
The· first componen~ was divided into two s.e·ctions: Occupa tio·n · 
. . 
,, and Experience. Utilizing. the •occ·upat-lon• heading, data ·were 
. . . . . 
totalled . to. obtain the number of. · district coordinators. and teachers · 
. I . 
completing the qu~stionnaire. This procedure was used in order ' 
. I 
to obtain the per9entage rate for the questionnaire. The results 
of this calculation have been presented in Table 1 in Chapter 
Three. 
Util izi.ng the "Experience• h~ading ' · ~ata were totalled 
... 
in order to obtain . an· overv i·ew of the· respondents' teaching 
. 
assignments for the 1984-85 school year. This procedure was 
. . 
used in order to present the major teaching . assignments and 
· . 
.. ~; .. . ~ ' .' 
.. 
•" -·---~ - ._ .__, __ , . _ _ .. ~· .,:~; ,'i · _:.·-·--~"''"T', ---,. ......,._..,...,.,A1~-.,.... ............. i-P..,Ci-:-·..,.,t .... · --....;, . .... .,.., - ·-~ -~;:,~ . . ~ . -
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r 
.·' 
the specific business education ··lteaching experience as - expressed. 
in years. 
For ease of format, major teaching assignments were grouped 
in accordance with the Program of Studies for the Reorganized 
High School Program for the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, 
1984-1985. (p. ivl 
For e~se of repor.ting; subjects were grouped uhd er their 
. 
departmental headings. For exam~le, teache.rs reporting ·"History," 
"Geography,• •social Studies," and "~onsumer Studies" as their 
major subject ·area were grouped under the heading "Social Studies." 
; 
Likewis~,-the entry "Business Education" includes responses 
s~ as ·~usiness Education, II "Prevocational," and "General 
Bus· ess.'" Teachers with a dual teaching assignment werl:l listed 
with a .diagonal used to indicate a dual teaching 
-: 
For example, "Mathematics/Science" indicates a person. 
teaching both Mathematics and Science. The subjects . were rank-
ordered fr_qm' the greatest number to the least._ 
The specif~c business education teaching expede.nce for . 
the Qeneral business and typing courses were grouped accor<;Jing 
to 'the number of years teachers have had experience in teaching 
l . 
these courses. The' "one to three years" category was -used because 
the courses have be(!n implemented into the high schoo~ curriculum 
for tl}ree years • It was -also deemed necessary to include the 
I . . , . . . . 
.. 
•over three" category because prevocational _ .teachers have 'taught · 
. ' . 
the courses prior to their inception into the high school curriculum., 
. .. 
• I 
, . 
' ... 
. 
' . 
. ' ' 
\ . 
. \ 
•• -. . 
5_6 
Current Issues il) Business Education .... 
. · · An· inspe_ction. c;>f the proJess i_ona~ literature . on the development · · ; 
.of the genera~ business and typing courses reveals differences 
of opinions concerning fundamental issues. in the areas of (p 
curriculum structure ·, (2) curriculum content, (3) instructional. 
. . ' ,, 
materials - and methods, (4') teacher preparat:l'on, ·and (S) ' evaluation 
of speci fJc courses • 
. . ·· I . , p • • 
. The second component of t:he que~tionnaire, · current Issues 
in BU~iness Education, sought to obtain ,t_h~ opih,io~s . 0·; ;rofess ion~l 
~d'uc~t~ors in Newf~undland and Labrador cdnce rntng f i'ft~en ;elected . ~ 
. ~ 
issues. . The ·format of the quest i_onnai·r~ wa~ ·arranged wl th the . ·, ·· 
dual C'Oncerns of completi~n pract icabi 1·ity and reporting s!mpl icity 
in mind, 
.. · ~. 
scale 
, . 
choices For ease of completion, a r.a ting was used .. The 
for each issue were assigned values. For example, 4 = ·Strongly 
; ~ Agree, 3 = Agree, 2 = D~sagree and 1 = Strong_ly . Disagree. · In 
this mariner;' individua'l issues were scored in such a way that 
) 
•, 
·-the higher the score ·the more positive the opinion and the lower ' . ' 
· the score · the more negative the opinion. Because responden.ts 
d.id not make a choice on some of the issues, a •No qpiiJion" 
entry is included in the findings. 
The •criteria used for purposes of drawingconclusions regardihg 
the research questions ar~ presented in Table _2 • 
.. . 
' ·, 
. ' 
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·, 
·, ~ 
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-P~rcentage. 
75 - 100 
J 50 74 
' 25 -. 49' 
Q. ~ 24 
.. 
'·. 
-.:57 -- ~I 
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CONCLUSION CRITERIA 
.. 
.. 
. . ~., . 
! ' 
.. , 
! : 
• q • 
conclusion .~ IJ 
. ' 
S1,1bs tant'i al agreeineht ;ex.isted 
. ·. 'among --tbe.. :group~ 
· t •. 
" Definite agreement e')Cisted 
amo,ng the groups " . 
Some ag;.eemerit e~.{~ted amen~ 
·\ · · the· group's .1 · 
'· . 
' ,tJ~'' . 
Little agreement ~kisted ·. 
. among the groups 
. ' 
•, . . 
; ' 
·, . 
Fol: ease ·of r.eporting; the~ questionnaire w~s · d~videg into 
·· the fiv~ · areas . uh.der ·study, percen~~ges we;~ derived from the 
. . • . ' ' • ; b, ... ' . . - . • ' 
' ·· ' ... 
responses to the rating scale; and ttie ' · :~e·sults were ' tabulated 
' fbr presentation purposes. 
. ·The results of the questionnaire 
· 'be discussed. · i~ de.t,ail. 
-. 
';/ · . 
·-- . . \· ¥: 
fpr . ~~~~ .. sub· ct wil.l-
General Bu~i-ness-
• .. 
.. 
'character1stics of. the Respondents · . .. 
. ' · 
... 
The resu 1 ts . for, the calculations of the ·exper ±-eilCe of the 
• 
respondents ar~· preseri~ed in Table 3. 
tl 
Findings 
. 
· The findi_ngspf the Summary o,f' Actua-~-Tea~hers of General 
. Bus-iness ·will be discu~sed · in sequence ~ol'lowing. the headings 
of the table. 
J 
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.. 
Major Teaching Assignment(s) 
The results -of the .tabulations for this heading indicate 
. . ' ' that 52 general business teachers completed . the questionnaire. 
The majorfty had a background in Business Education (10), 
Engl.ish (9), and Social Studies (9), followed .by Mathematics . 
( 6 ).,- and Religious· Education . ( 3) •. : The · remaining seven teachers 
had a wide teaching b~ckground. 
General Busin~ss 1101 Teachin~ Experience 
The total number of teachers of this . course . complet l ng 
/ . ~· . . . 
· the questionnaire was 47, of which 21 had ·ol1e··ye.ar ·of 'experience-
• 
· and 9 had three years of experience. 
"~er.al Business 2101 ·i'each'ing Experience 
The total number of teachers 6f this course complet~:,ng 
. '. 
the questionnaire was 33, of which 18 had one year .of e~P.~~ience 
·c .. _ • 
and 2 had . t~ree year' of expe~ience. 
These statistics ~ould app~ar to be in line wi~h the £act 
that ~hiJ cour~e is gradually ~being introduced in~o the · curric~lum. 
Teachers wi-th lack of experience would be more 1 i.kely to at tend 
a workshop. 
.• 
. The diversi.ty of teaching exper.ience ·and the limited experience 
in "teaching. c:1eneral Business 1101 and _General Bud'iness 2101 
' . 
~ill be also ~· reflect~1d in th.e "Teacher P~eparation" section 
of the Current Issue,' in Business Education component • . 
f' . ' 
.. 
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TABLE 3 
·. 
SUMMARY: .. ACTUAL TEACHERS OF~GENERAL .BUSINESS. ,. 
1. Major Teaching Assignment(s) 
i. · General Business 1101 Teaching Experience 
3. General Business 2101 Teaching Experience 
Characteristics 
' , Numb~r of 
Teachers 
1. Major Teaching Assignment(s) . 
. Business Education 
· ~ Engli$h 
' ·soeial s~udies 
Mathematics 
·' Religious Education 
English/Business Education 
'French' 
FrenchABusiness Education 
·Li1lrarian · 
Mathematics/Science 
Physical Education/French 
Social Studies/Science 
Science 
· Incomplete 
• Total Number of Teachers 
·.-------
.. 
• 
2. General Business 1101 Teacbing Ekperience 
One Year 
Two Years 
Three Years 
. Over Th~ee Years 
Incomplete -
Total Numbe~ of Teachers 
.. .... . 
3. Genera-l Business 2101 Teacning Experience 
.. 
one Year 
Two Years 
Three Years 
Over Three Years 
Incomplete 
Total Number of Teachers 
1 .· , 
• ; • f ..... ,.. 
.. 
•. 
r 
\· ' . 
10 
9 
,_ 9 
6 · 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
' i 
1 ' 
1 
1 
7 
52 
21 
13"' 
9 
3 
1 
47 
18 
9 
2 
. ·~ 3 
1 
33 
- . .. . :.: . 
o ' 
.. '
.. . .- . 
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Issues in Business Education 
' 
'·· 
The first ~rioriti of curriculum planners is to decide 
the overall purpose, write the specjfi6 ~bjectives, and designate 
the status (elective/core) of a course. 
Curriculum Structure 
Three research questions (Numbers 1 - 3) were incorporated · 
.' into the questionnaire in order to determine the · structural 
.. 
concerns· of•·educators. Each research question w-ill _be treated 
separately. 
..I 
Issue No. 1 The course should service the- educational needs 
of all students. . . 
The goal of the general business course has been a subject 
of controversy for a number of years. Frequently, this course 
is believed to serve ~est the educational needs of low-ability 
stu~ents. Trad{t i onally, there has been a "dumping ground"· 
image associated with business education in general and the 
J •. 
general business course in particular. ·while it is true tha~ 
.. 
low-ability students will require basic businE!SS knowledge;_ 
d~ .is equally tru~ th~t basic business knowl!dge wilr: be tequir~d · 
·::·~Y all students as they assume the.i r pl~.ce in society as consumers, 
I_ ' • 
i work~rs, a~d citizens. 
The first research -question was designed to' deter_;mine 'whether· 
. . I . 
the tradi~ional image of ~usi~ess education i~ still applicable 
to the Newfoundland and Laorador. educational ~etting. 
' . .. 
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i . . ,~. 
T~ble 4 indic~tes th~ op1n1ons of the r~spondent~ concerning 
I 
this issue. i 
The results reveal that th~ two gr~ups were on the "Agree• 
end of. the scale: 81 percent of district coordinators and 75 
percent of teachers agreed with the. ~oal ~f the general business 
• 
course. 
It ,is interesting to note, however, that 13 percent of 
district coordinators and 2~ percent of teachers disagreed with 
the statement. This could indicate th~ belief concerning busin~s~ 
I 
;ducation as ~ dumping ground for low-abil~ty students still ; •, . 
exist~ in the minds of some educators. 
rssue 
• . 
\.' 
TABLE 4 
.RESEARCH QUES';['ION NO. 1 
Rating Scale 
... 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree· 
No Opinion 
:J . . 
District 
coordinators' 
Percentage 
25 
5~ . 
13 
0 
6 
N'o. 2 
-
The course should contribute to 
of students • 
One of the major aims of the educational 
' 
.. . 
Teachers' 
Percentage 
35 
40 
21 
4 
0 
the general 
., 
system is to 
· .. 
education 
prov~de 
students with a g~neral education. As previously noted i n Chapter 
Two, ~enerai edu6ation is helping students to obtain the basic 
. ~ . . 
. . ~ , 
. - . ' ' ' . . ·.~ . 
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knowledge, un~erstan~ing, and ·attitudes that 'will .enable them 
; ~o bec.om·e consumers, workers, and citizens; 
. The s~cond research question was i'ncluded to deter'm!»e 
. , . . 
. - ·· w~ether the general purpose of the general business course was 
. . ~ .. 
rec6~nize~ by ~he respQndents. 
T~ble 5 indicates the opinions of the respondents concerning 
this · issue. ' 
\· . · The results reveal 
.ener~l educ~tional aim 
,. . 
that bo~~ groups are supportive of ihe · 
-~ 
of the co~"rse, with 94 perc":!:'_t of ' dis .. trict 
· -~oor:d.inators and 90 percent of teacherf 1 replying ih the aff1rmat'i ve~ 
' ~ .. In fa~t, 33 percent of the teachers elected •s.trongly Agree• I . - . ._ . 
as their choice; ·One can readily see that the general educational · 
purpose of the general business course is recognized by the 
respondents ·. 
' .. 
. r 
TABLE 5 
RESEARCH OUESTION -NO. -2 
Ra.t _i ng Sca.le 
strongly Ag.ree 
Agree . 
· DisagreE! · . 
Strongly Disagree 
. No ()pinion 
\ · Di strict 
Coordinato~~· 
·Percentage 
19. 
75 ' 
o· 
0 
6 
. . . .. 
. ~b 
_co;---. ~. · :--~.:-~·-~ .. 7· ~·:v~ ·: " 
·::· .~ . 
. ... 
Teachers ' · 
"Percentage 
33 
57 
6 
4 . 
' 0 
...... 
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Issu·e No. 3 ' The course should be required of all students. 
.... . . ' 
The general business co~~~e is a part of the business educa~ion 
curriculum across Canada. The .emphasis on this course has run 
' 
the gamut from being considered a nice, easy course for preparing 
. . 
~tude~ts for the world of work to . being c6nsidered a vital componeryt 
-of instruction for a large population in . our schools • 
.. This issue was addressed in the third research question 
. . .. . ' \ 
in an attempt to determine the status responden·ts assign to 
this course. 
T~ble 6 ind-icates the opinions of the respondents concerning · 
this ·issue • 
The results reveal that both · groups disagree substantially 
(69 percent and 7~ percent r~spectively} with the concept that 
this course should be a requi.red subject. This fin,ding is in 
accordance with the status of the course . across Canada. At 
the interprovincial level it is offered as an elective course. 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
• Agree 
TABLE 6 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO.- 3 
District 
Coordinators' 
. Percentage 
I 
, 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
:· .·No o~inion 
6 
19 
19 
.so . 
6 
.. 
\ 
.. 
.. 
. 
• 
. . " ---·~- -- .. ,. .., . ....,..~~- ··· ·~ PI\.-· \•" -~~-..,., ~~ 
' . .- . ' # 
. 
' .. 
.... 
. .... 
Teachers' 
Percentage 
4 
21 
44 
29 
2 
.. . 
'. 
,_ 
. . 
; ( 
,· 
. . 
.. . 
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'l 
In summ~ry, there · w~uld appea~ to be · substan~ial a~reement 
among the groups, concerning the curriculum structure of the 
gener~l ~usiness cours~. The consensus was that the course 
serves the educational nee.ds of all students, ·contributes· to 
the general education of all students, and should not be a required 
course in the senior high school. 
The day-to-day reality of the classroom revolves around 
the question: What did -you learn i~ school today? . Te~chers 
and district : coordina·tors are' therefore, concerned about the 
·~ skills and/or kno~ledge to be learned by students. 
Curriculum Conteni 
" . Four research questions (Numbers 4 - 7) were incorporated 
into the questionnaire in order to determine the content concerns 
of educators. , 
Issue No. 4 -
In order to function effectively and efficiently in the 
0 . 
· world of work, certain basic skills are requ~red. These skills 
ar-e usually labelled •daily survival skills• and · include writing 
a cheque, answering . the telephorie, and . •getting along• with 
others. Sometimes thes e skills are more · important tnan job 
employment skills, since frustration and disharmony in\ the work 
.'.: I • • 
.. 
~lace · Can cause . loss of employment. \ 
The fourth resear~h ques~iori was sele~ed to determine 
.. 
' 
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65 - . 
the responde~ts' opinions ·concerning the inclusion of personal 
living ~kills in the general ~usiness cou(se content . 
Table 7 indicates the opk nions of the respondents concerning 
I 
this issue. 
t.;._ 
• . 
The inclusion of "daily survival skills" as part of the 
course content received substantial support from bot~ groups~ 
This issue recorded two of the ~hest percentage scores .for · 
the questionnaire: the .highest affirmative percentage from 
. . \ .. both groups (100 perbent an~ 92 percent. respectively) and~he . 
high~st "strongly Agree" .category score from the teachers -
59 percent. A possible reason for this strong support could 
-be that the respondents feel ~ore comfortable \with this aspect . 
of , the course because of their own personal use of businest 
·sur6ival skills. 
, 't 
TABLE 7 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO. 4 
.. f f • • • 
Rating Scale 
.Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
• 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
37 
63 
·o 
0 
0 
. . 
·-..-;- ~ ~ · -. . ..._.. ........... ~ 'l"'tf'C Q'.:rf'["' ........... ""'- ·~·-·---
Teachers' 
Percentage 
59 ~ 
33 
4 
" 0 
• 
. . ~ 
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Issue No. s. - Em hasis should be the education of students 
· as. consumers, wor ers an 
; on the development of (e.g.~ 
budgeting, purchasi·ng 
Historically, the emp~asi~ of the general business &ourse 
. . . 
h·as been ceintered on economic content. As has been noted in _ · 
·Chapter Two~ ·the social an~ economic factors influencing business 
ha\re been impiemen'ted recently into the course. This shift 
. 
. 
in,emphasis has apparently provoked an ongoing debate among 
business educators. ,, 
I· • 
The fifth research question ' was designed -to determine the · 
respondents' , opinions concerni·ng .' ttie'' inclusion of so~io-ec.onomic · 
.·' c_oncepts · into the general -~usiness course . content_ • . 
Table 8 indicates the,opinio~s of the respondents concerning 
this -issue. 
The results reveal that there was definite agreement among 
the respondents with the shift in emphasis for the general business 
course ( 69 percent and 67 percett respectively), It should 
be noted, however, that 31 perc,~t of the distri~t coordinators 
and 31 percent of the teachers. d'isagreed with the statement. 
· rt would appear that the shift in -•mphasis ha~ not been _perceived 
' . . 
by, a number of educators. 
' , .. 
This is understandable because the respo~dents likely w~uld 
I 
have had littLe contact with course guidelines of other provinces. 
' 
-that would keep them abreast of new develoPments . l n the field • 
.. 
" . 
··~ 
.. 
.. .... __ 
. ' 
•. ~. 
" • • 
~· : 
. '. , 
· I 
' 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agre~ . 
Disagree __ 
• - 67 -
. jTABLE 8 
RESEARC QUESTION NO. 5 
. District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
: : 
13 ,. 
56 
31 
S~ron~ly Disa~re~ 
No Opinion 
-
0 
a 
Teachers' 
~~rcentage 
..__ 
•21 
46 
23 
LI 8 
2 . 
. , 
. 
~ 
· Issue No. 6 · ~ The course should be restructured to eliminate : 
overlapeing content (e.g.,' money ma~gement) being 
taught 1n other courses. · · · . 
One of the tasks of the curriculum developer is to have 
as little overlapping content as possible. This is difficult 
in introducing business education courses because these courses 
are, interrelated and cover a wide range of topics. An examinat•ion 
by the researcher of the cour~e outlines for the province's 
consumer economics course revealed content overlap~ing coul~ 
be an issue. 
. . 
· The sixth research question was designed to determine .whether 
conten,t overlapping was a concern of the respondents. · · 
Table 9 indicates the opinions of the r~spondents concerning 
\ 
this issue. 
""tl 
The results reveal there was substantial agreement among 
'the groups that the course should be restructured to eliminate 
overlapping content (75 percent and 79 percent respectively). 
a greater reaction from the teachers - 58 percent 
~---,.,.~~-...,..,.... ....... ------. 
. . 
• 
... ··:-
.. 
. • J 
. ~ . 
· I 
.68 -
stron~~y agreed with th~ research questiQn~ · This would seem 
quite logical because they have ~o cope with students saying 
.. 
"we did that last year." There are two philosophies concerning 
this issue. One · is' that similar content can be giv.en a diffe.r:ent 
perspective by each course- and that repetition ·can aid s~dent 
learning of important topics. T~e other is that- with the ever-
expanding content, a~ailable courses can be strelgthened by . 
~dding new topi~~- It wo~ld · appear ~hat the maj1rity of the 
respondents would ~lect to help students acquire a ·wider· ~nd~r-
standing of the various aspec.ts of the business world by restrU:c-
turing the ·present.content. 
TABLE ·9 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO. 6 
Rating .scale· 
· Strongly Agree 
Agree 
D~sagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
25 
so 
25 
0 
0 
• 
Teachers' 
. Perce,ntage 
58 
21 
19 
2 
0 
' . . 
rssue No. 7 - Language and communica.tion skills should be evaluated 
as part of the course • 
. . 
' Proper spelling, grammar, and sentence structure have long 
been stressed by business educators. This is so because it 
is generally .recognized tnat the ability to express oneself1 
• 
' 
·. ~ \ 
, 
' 
........ 
. ... ·· 
r· .. 
I 
I 
; 
.. 
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/ 
clearly in written and ve·rbal form is a desirable asset in the 
woild of work • 
The seventh research question was designed to' determine 
th~ respondents' opinions concerning the inclusion oi language 
and communication skills in the evaluation of the general business 
course. · 1 
Tab~ indicates the opinions of the respondents concerning 
this issi.Je. 
There was substantial agreement among the .groups (82 p~r~ent 
and J5~percent respectively) that language ~nd co~munication 
skills should be evaluated as part of the course. This ~inding 
has · important implications for students since, much of their 
career success and life. satisfac'tion are ba~ed on how well they 
can communicate. 
l· TABLE 10 .• . . . 
, _ RESEARCH OUESTION NO. 7 
• 
· Ratin·g Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
38 
44 
. 6 
12 
0 
Teachers' 
Percentage 
) . 
17 
58 
19 
6 
0 
., 
In summary, there would appear to be substantial agreement 
amo~g the groups concerning the curriculum content of the ge neral 
- ---:· ·· . ~ , .......... ........ . ~.-·~ ~~- ·~-·· .... 
/ 
., 
.... 
. ~·· 
.J 
,. 
' · 
· .. 
. . 
• .. 
~ ..  
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' · ' business course. The opinions of the respondents for this section 
was that "daily survival skills" should be included as pa.c't 
· of the course conten't; emphasis should be on the education of 
students as consumers, workers, and citizens; the course content 
r , . 
should be restructtired to eliminate ~verlapping content; and 
· that language and communication skills should be evaluated ·as 
__ part of the course. 
Instructional materials and methods· used . ~o . d_eliver a course 
play_ a key role in how. receptiv.e administrators'·are to- its imple...: 
mentation and how enthusiastic t~achers are t'o its continuation,. 
' ~--Th~ judicious selection of textbooks, student workbooks, evaluation 
str~tegies, and refer~nce materials constitute an integral part 
.. 
of curriculum development. 
Instructional Materials and Methods 
Four . research questions (Numbers 8 - 11) were incorpor,pted 
into the questionnaire in orde~ to determine the instructional 
materials poncern~ of educators • 
.. 
Issue . No. 8- A textbook ~hduld be the primary instructional· 
resource. 
While a~l cours es have a stipu) ated t~xtbook, .there are 
conflicting opinions as to its use as a _pri mary in~tr~c~ional 
resource. There are those who believe in the . unity of~sentation 
. . . J 
that the use of a textbook can facilitate. Conv~rsel~, t~ere 
are those who believe in the flexibi~ity and originality o ffe r e d 
by the use of div~rse instructional material s . 
·-- -~  -~,.....-------· --·;•-.. ·--·---- - -------
. 
' 
• < 
... 
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The eighth research ques~~on was selected to determine 
the respondents' opinions concerni~g the u~e of a textbook as 
t~e ~~rimary instructi?n~l resource. 
·~ T~ble 11 indicates the opinion~of the r~sp~ndents concerning 
this issue. 
At ·first 'glanc~ · there would appear to be a consensus arnon'g 
tha ~roups on t~is . research que~tion, · with both ~roups indica~ing 
" . they feel that the textbook should . be.the p~irnar~ instruction~! 
. 
resour1 thus placing themselves on .. ~he .affirmative·: end ·of 
the sea ~ ( 69 percent ·and 69 percent ... res. pectively). ~ever, 
a close examination indicates that the result is not at all 
straightforward. Approximately 9ne-third o~ .the respondents 
( 31 pe.rcent and 31 percent .. respectively) preferred the · more 
flexible approach as. 6plased · to t.he ~ractical and conveni~~t 
·method of using a textbook. 
• 
TABLE 11 
.... 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO. 8 
~ating. Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
. ' . 6 
'R . 
.• 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
a· 
69 
25 
6 
0 
-~-~ ~-- ...... ~ ~~f"'t,. .. ~ •• 
. I 
Teachers' 
Percentage 
21 
48 
27 
" 4 
0 
.. ' 
. ;-· 
• ·.' r "' 
·; 
'· .·.~ 
.... 
.~· "" , I , o 
I • 
•' 
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Issue · No• 9 - A student workbook should be the primary source 
of class activities and assignments. 
There has be.en a trend lately by autho'f.·s to supplement · 
,, ... 4_, 
textbooks wt''th student workbooks. Their purpose is to save 
. (f 
teacher· pre aration time and provide st~dents - wi~h ready-made 
class actiJiities 'and assignments ·.<-
. I 
. . 
' ' 
_ . The . n .~nth research question was designed to d·etermine the 
. ,.~ : . 
responde~t~· opinions concernin~ the use rif a student workbook 
as the primary s'o,urce . of class activ_.ities and assignments. -. 
·, 
Table 12 indicates toe' opinions of the respo~dents con9erning 
this iss.ue. · .• 
. 
There was a 22 percent difference of opinion between the 
groups o.n this issue. Thirty~seven percent of the district 
' ~ .. . 
coo~dinators and ~9 percent ~f the t~~chers were on the "Agree" 
• 
end of the scale. There appear to b~ ~wo phi~osophies regarding 
this issue. The district coordinat6rs te~ded t~ favour a more 
l theore~ ical, contemporary ·apph1a~h '· while the teachers tended · : 
to t .avollr- a more practical, ·convenient approach • . · This might · 
be e'xpe"tted', as both groups are viewing the resear'ch question. 
. · ·from different perspectives. 
·.,·_ 
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TARLE 12 
RESEARC~ OUEST~ON NO. 9 
• 
R~ting Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree . 
No Opinion 
District. 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
,6 
31. 
50 
13 
0 
Teacher~' 
·per.centage 
9 
50 
31 
6 
4 
•, _ 
. ... . 
c 
Issue No o ~Zt answer tests (eo !!o ; mu lt ipl e-cho ice, . true-
false) should receive greater emphasis in assigning·· 
grades than other evaluation (e.g., essay questions, 
research projects). . 
. . .. ""'.) . . 
.. . , ' . 
The classroom test acts as an eva~uation device, teaching 
·device, and guidance device. To achieve these purposes, careful 
. 
construction of tests requires a selection be~ween short and 
longer-type test items. Knowledge. of fact~ and determination 
of learning progress may be achieved by choo~ing multibl~-~hoice 
... 
_and true-false test i'te~s~ prganization of thinking:·~_nd clarity 
of expression may be ac ieved by choosing essay-type items. 
. I 
9 
T~e tenth research question was selected to determine the 
f,. 
· respondents' preference in the use of test items • 
. Table 13 indicates the opinions of .the ~e~pondents concerning 
this issue. 
The most important fac~ to be reported here is that in 
an era when teach'ers are of ten cons ide red less work-oriented 
than their predecessors, the majority af the respondents (63 \ 
\ 
.. 
. ··' 
• 
I • 
I 
I 
' 
J:· 
. I 
.. 
· percent and 63 percent r·espe.ctively) selected ·the more time-consumi ng 
\; 
evaluation-type test i t~m. This i~· notewqrthy because the major.i ·ty 
of the responden·ts are tectching in other subject areas. This 
. . 
result is also in line with Research Quest~on No. 7 wher·e the 
\ ............ .. majority . of the· respondents favoured language evaluation as 
.. ·· .: · .... - ' .. 
... 
.. 
. . 
part of the course •. · 
.. 
' 
\ 
Rating Scale 
'S~ongly Agree 
Agree 
TABLE · 13 
RESEARCH OUEST ION NO. 10 
District 
' 
. Coordinators • 
Percentage 
6 
25 
. 
, ·. 
Teachers 1 • 
Percentage 
10 
27 
Disagree 56 . 50 . 
'·. Strongly Disagree 13 13 
No Opinion 0 0 
Issue No. 11- Course materials (e.g., reference materials) 
are appropriate. 
. . 
The course descriptions for the two general· business cours.es 
under study outline course materials suggested for class use. · 
q I 
•Ava·ilability of reference materials, adaptability to st-udent 
. use, ari9 relevance to students 1 needs are important factors · 
to ·be considered in selecting appropriate course materials. 
' The eieventh re~·arch question was selected to dete.rmine 
the respondents 1 Opinions COrfCerning the appropriateneSS Of 
course materials for the gene r al bus iness courses • 
' 
' 
' l 
'\ 
~ .. 
. ·: ~ 
., 
' ..~ 
, . . 
. • . 
., ,' ' 
.. . :.:. _·: .:· ·· ·' 
.. . 
. . ~ ' . 
.,. 
.... , 
\ . .. ~ ' .. : 
• • ,I . . 
" 
. / .' . 
\ ·. 
' ' 
• 
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Table 14 indicates the opinions of 'the resP.ondents concerning 
I 
this issue • 
I' 
., ' I ~ 
While this topic received an overall affi.rmative response 
· (50 percent ,and 54 percef1t:·. respectively)_, a significant portion 
of the teachers (46 perc~nt) disagreed with ttie sta-tement. 
This issue emerged as one of the niajor concerns of · teachers 
during the wor.kshops • · grou·p 'discussions' . and 'will be · fur:ther : 
noted 'under the heading "State-of-the-Ar.t" at t!he co~clusion . . f 
of this chapter. 
TABLE 14 9 
. RESEARCH QUESTIQ~ NO. 11 
. ( 
· Rating scale 
. :strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree· . 
~trongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
.... . 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
12 
38 . 
31 
0 
19 
Teachers• 
Percentage 
. ' 
8 
'46 
19 
27 ' 
0 
~n summary, there 'would appear to be general agreement 
' 
• • ' I 
among the groups .concerning instructional materials and methods 
of the general, business ·course. The district·. coordinators ·and 
~ 
t:eachers tenci'ed to agree on the use of a textbook as a primary 
. . 
ins.tructional resource, the use. of a stude~t workbook as a primary 
I 
source of class activities and . assignments, and the type of 
test i tern to b~e · uti 1 ized. 
.. . 
.... 
H~wever, there· was a definite difference. 
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· of opinion concerning the appropriateness .of the textbook ·as 
a resource material. 
0 
Much has been written concerning what constitutes the. proper; 
. procedures for .teacher pr!'!parat ion. Many business edu'cat ion 
·• . . 
authorities believe t;.hat the person who has an awareness of 
the methods and . practices in teaching_ business courses and practical 
experience in business work has an added advantage in teaching 
students- about business. 
Teacher Preparation 
Two research.. questions (Numbers 12 - 13} were ·incorporated 
.. 
. 
into the questionnaire in order to det~rmine the teacher preparation 
0 0 . 
·concerns of educators. • 
...,. 
sue No. 12 - Non-teach in work ex erience · in business increases 
teacher effectiveness. 
' ~ 
·, . 
.The background of a teacher can p).ay· a key role in his/h.er 
teaching effecti.veness. The teacher who has gained business 
experien~e either through a summer job or volunteer. work can 
' • ; • 
• ' J' 
rely on personal experiences to enrich teaching. 
The tweifth research question was selected to determine 
I ... . 
•' . 
the respondents • op i nions concerning the effect,veness of non-
• .~ ,., ~ " I . 
•. ' teaching 'work experience in teachtng the · general bus-iness course. 
Table i 5 indicates the opini~-~~-- of the respondents concern·ing 
\ 
t.h is issue. 
·The f~ct that business . Y'ork ex'perience can be beneficial 
. • l 
• I ~· 
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to general business teachers was recognized by the majority 
. of the r~spondents ( 75 percent and 84 percent respectively). 
,_. 
TABLE 15 
' RESEARCH OU~ST~ON NO·. ·12 
~citing scale. 
Stron~1y Agree 
Agree · 
. Disagree _ 
Strongly Disagree 
~o Op_inion 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
6 
69 
. 6 
6 
13 
Teachers • 
Percentage 
44 
40 
14 
2 
0 
J Issue No. 13- Unive~sity methods courses in the field should · 
be available. 
-It is generaily acknowledgeo that metpods courses can 'prove 
~- to be ad~antageous to prosp~ctive and practicing teafhers. 
Each subject area, including business education, has special ' 
.. 
, techniques and strategies for presenting content. Methods courses 
• 
in the field meet a practical need of showing what, why, and 
I 
how to teach pertinent topics • 
• jThe thirteenth re~earch question .was selecte.d to determine 
\ 
the resp9ndents' opinions concernlng the prac~icability of university 
methods courses·\n the iield. 
Table 16 indicates the opinions. of respondents concerning 
this issue. 
This . issue had a significant level of support with 100 
percent of the district -coordinators and 90 percent of th& teachers 
. 
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believing that university methods courses should be available. 
This reaction is understandable, cons id.ering the fact that the 
majority of respondents have had 1 im.i ted experience teaching 
\ .44-('·... ,-
the general business course and that their ~pert ise is in other 
subject areas. 
TABLE 16 , . 
• RESEARCH QUESTION NO. 13 
... 
Rating ·Scale 
':'\ 
.Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
District 
Coord ina tors 1 
Percentage 
56 
44 
0 
0 
0 
Teachers 1 
Per~entage 
34 
56 
. 6 ' 
. 4 
0 
In summary, there WClS substantial agreement among the groups 
conce,rning the teacher preparation issues. Both groups supported 
the concept that teacher effectiveness is increased with practical 
.,.. 
experience in business work and that university methods courses 
should be available. 
The foregoing sect ions have .been concerned with general 
' issues concerning business education. The ~emaining section 
is concerned with the specific evaluation of the courses un'der 
study - General Business 1101 and General Business 2101. 
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Conclusions 1. 4 
Two research· questions (Numbers 14 - 15) were incorporated 
int~· t_he questionnaire . in order to obtain a rat1ng by the . respondents 
of the overall quality of the g~neral business course~ a~d to 
' 
: determin~ thei~ opinions whether changes should be made. Because 
of the close relati6nship between thel two research questions, · 
eac~ ·course will be treated individually. / . .. 
GENERAL BUSINESS 1101 
Issue No.: 14 - Overall, the quality of, the course is very good. 
Tqble 11 · indicates the opinions of the respondents concerning 
this issue. 
I I 
The respondents indicated definite agreement on the quality 
of th~ · Generai Business 1101 course with an ~ffirmative selection 
(68 percent and 54 percent re~~e6tivel~). Teachers were · les~·· 
favourably inclined •towards the course, ~ith 24 percent selecting 
. . 
the "Strongly Disagree" category. The possible ~easons of thi'S'-
result ·will be revealed under the "State-of-the-Art" heading 
of this chapter. 
A fact that should be noted is 'th~ emergence o.f a 13 p_ercent 
percen~age o~ "No Opinion" rating 'by ~!strict coordinators . 
In fact, the "No Opinion~ rating for this ~action is high~r 
thari the previo~s sec~ions. A,possibi1ity that could .account 
... , . .... 
for this fact is a· comment written py a district coordinator 
" on hi~ questionnaire in explaining why he did not~ complete Numbers 
, 
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ao· 
r· regre-t · that. :i: cannot · complete this question-
naire since I just assumed responsibility· 
for this curricul urn area and I am not thoroughly 
familiar with the course material. 
TABLE· 17 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO .• 14 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No' Opinion 
t 
or'strict 
Coordinators' · 
Percentage 
6 
62 · \.... 
13 
6 
13 
I 
. . 
) . 
Teachers 1 
. . Pe rceritage 
4 
·so 
18 
24 
4 
\' 
Issue No. 15 - Charig.es should be made . in the course. 
Table 18 indicates the opinions of the respondents concerning 
. .. . 
this · issue. , 
Only 'lirni ted agreement existed among the groups regarding 
the · question. of course changes. Fifty percent of the teachers 
·• 
felt changes should b~ ·made, but only JS percent of the district 
coordinators felt the same way. 
' 1 
As previously noted in this· sect·ion, a higher "No Op i nion" 
rating has occurred - 50 percent by ' d.i~trict. c'oordinators. 
As sugg'~sted earlier, lack of famfl.iari .ty ~i th 
.area ~~~ld be the reason for this high rllt~ng. 
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TABLE 18 . · ~ 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO. 1.,_5--
~) 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree :, 
. Disagree 
Strongly Dis~gree 
No Opinion 
GENERAL BUSINESS 2101 
District 
Coord ina tors 1 
Percentag~ 
13 
25 
12' 
0 
50 
• ~ • t 
Teachers 1 
Percentage 
28 
22 
30 
11 
9 
Issue No. 14 - Overall, the gua:J,i ty of the course at present 
is very good. 
Table 19 indicates the respondents 1 opinions concerning 
'thi.s issue. 
.. 
The quality of the course was considered to be very good 
by a slight maJority of the respondents .( 62 percent and .52 percent · 
<t1 respectively). Teachers were less favourably inclined tow·ards 
. ' 
' ' · 
the .course, with 15 percent strongly disagreeing with the statement . 
• 
Rating Scale 
TABLE·l9 
RESEARCH, QUESTION NO. 14 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percent_9ge 
Teachers' 
' Percentage 
.f 
. ~ ' -----------------------~--------~------~------~-------- · ~ ... 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree . 1 
Strongly Disagree 
• · .· No Opinion 
·i ' 
·' . 
t , ·· .. · ... . 
6 
56 
19 
6 
13 
.. 
.. 
, 
0 
52 
33 
15 
• ·o. J 
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Issue No. ' 15 - : Changes should be made in the course. 
Table 20 indica'tes the respondents I opinions concerning 
. this course • . 
' . The · results reveal a 26 percent d1fference of opinions 
betwee'nt'the groups. Forty-four percent of 'the district coordinators 
and 70 ercent ?.f the teachers were on the affirmative end of \ .. 
the sea e. The 50 percent "No Opinion" rating recorded by dl.strict 
·coorqin·ators ·concerning General Business 1101 has reappeared' 
for the General Business 2101 course. 
The lack of correlation between research quest.ions Numbers 
14 and 15 has also occurred for this section. sixty-two percent 
of the district coordinators rated the course as very good, 
but only 6 per:cent .felt there should be no changes in the course. 
Once again, it would appear the 50 f!ercent "No Opinion" rating 
( . ~ 
has skewed the rating. The C:orrelation of the teachers is, 
. I 
likewi'se, skewed with 52 percent rating t~e course as very g~~d 
and 21 percent believing QO changes sho·u ·la be made. 
.. . ·. 
TABLE 20 
' RESEARCH QUESTION NO • . 15 
Rating scale 
strongly Agree 
Agree. 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion · 
District 
Coordinat ors' 
Percentage 
13 
31 
6 
0 
50 
... . . . .. . 
Teachers 1 
'Percentage 
~ . 
37 
33 
15 
6 ' 
~ 
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In summary, · there was 9ef inite agreement .among the groups 
' . 
that the overall quality of the General .Business 1101 and General 
Business 210.1 courses was very good • 
There was some agreement among the d istrt' ct coordinators 
and definite agreement among the teachers th~ . changes shoul~ 
be made in the General Business 1101 and Gene al Business 2101 
., 
courses. 
Typing 
The .descriptive analysis of the data gathered· concerning 
the typing course for the senior high school program for the . 
Provi nee of Newfoundland and Labrador· will be presented next_. 
The same questionnaire was used for both the general business 
and typing courses. The format for reporting the first component, 
Charac-teristics of Respondents, will be identica 1. The format 
for presenting the second compol'}ent ~ Current Issues in Business 
Education, will be identical, with the exception of the _ number 
. 
of selected issues. Three curriculum content research quest ions 
· (Numbers 3, 4 and 5) and .two instructional materials and methods· 
research questions (Numbers 9 and 10) were eliminated be~ause 
- . . 
I .; " 
they were' not ' c~nsidered applicable to the typing _course. 
Characteristics of Respondents 
•\ 
The result;_s \ of the calculat-io~s of the experience of . the 
respondents a-re presented in Table 21. 
. . 
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· TABLE 21 
'SUMMARY: ACTUAL TEACHERS OF TYPING 
1. Major Teaching Assignment(s) 
2. Typing_ 1102 Teaching Experience 
. 3. · Typ~ng 2.102 . Teaching Experience 
Character ist'ics 
1 • . Major Teaching Assignments 
Business Education 
2. 
Social Studief' 
Eng} ish 
Ma themat iris 
French ~· 
science~~ 
Religious Studies 
Consumer studies/Science 
English/Business Education 
Home ' Economics 
Indu.strial Arts/Mathematics 
Ma-thematics/French 
Ma thema tics/Science 
Re 1 igious Studies/Science 
social Studies/Mathematics 
Special Education 
Typing/English 
Typing/P'rincipal 
· Incomplete ' 
Total Number of Teachers' 
~ing 1102 Tea-ching Experience 
·one .Year 
Two Years 
T~ee .Years . 
over Three Years 
Incomplete 
. Total Number 'of Teachers 
3. Typing 2102 Teaching Experience 
. ~ . . 
' ·One Year 
Two Years 
Three Years 
Over Three Year's . 
Incomplete 
· Total Number of. Teachers 
' 
... 
.. 
l ... 
. · 1 ' 
. , 
Number of-
Teachers 
14 
10 · 
7 
.7 
4 
3· 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 1 
·. 1 
: 1 
: 1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
67 
28 
14. 
15 . 
3 
l 61' 
24 
11 
6' 
8 
:1 
50 
.. ' 
! -
' . 
. ' 
,I 
,,. 
·- ~--:'" . 
4 ........ ,"-it·~ 
,· 
·' . '1" . 
, ., 
, t ,: 
·' 
:. 
-.. 
~-
., 
•·"' 
. ....~ . 
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--... ~. Findings 
The find :j.. ngs of 'the Surninary of Actual Teache_rs pf' '[yping 
wiil be discussed in sequence, follow1.ng the headings of the 
table. · ' ~# \--
- ~ 
the '.tabulations for this heading . indicate 
-.. 
Major Teaching Assignment( s) 
The- results of 
that 67 .typing teachers ~ompieted the q~estionnaire. The _majority· :. -.~, _ . 
ha,d a background in Business Education (14), Social studies .·_ .,: 
. . . . . 
_(10), followed by English (7), Mathematics {7), French (4), 
Science ( 3), and Re'l igious Studies (2). 
'• 
The remaining elev-en 
I 
teacheJS had a ~ wi.de - teach"ing backg:t;ound. There werE; nine teache'rs 
I 
who~ did not complete this se:ction. 
• · I 
Typing 1102 Teaching Experie nee , ·, 
Th~. total number of teachers of this course completing 
the quest iotln~ ire was 61, of .which 28 had one year of experie.nce 
and 15 had three year~. of experience.· 
. . ·' ) Typing 2102 Teaching; Experience 
p ': 
The total nlllllber 9f teachers of . this. course completing 
. ...., . 
the questionnaire was SO, of which 24 had one year of exper ience 
. . 
-and 6. ha._9 three ye,ars of experience. 
These statistics · would ,appear to be i;n. ·1 ine ~i th the '·fact 
·. 
' . 
that these ·course~ are gradually being introduced. into the ·curr·i- · 
' .. 
. cu·l urn. 
,, 
' ' 
·, 
• 
~ ....... "~'-r. .,. _,. __ ,.,. ... '' 1 •,-· __ , 
', 
• d I .' 
•, 
.. -
I t ... . 
... ' I< 
. 
'r 
,, ' 
" . 
. ' 
. 
) 
. '· 
.. 
. Piior ~o·i~piementation into 
I . 
a · curriculum ~ .the 
. I . 
overall 
. . i . purpose, specific·objectiOes, and ~esign~ted s f atus of a course 
.. . I . 
! 
are ascertained. 
Curriculum Structure 
.Th·ree res.earch 
I •• ques.tions (Numbers' ·Y'- ·3) were incorporatedb 
. . . \ .. 
· I . . 
into the qu~stionnaire in order to determine the structural 
concerns of edu.cators. 
I 
Issue No. · 1 The course shotild service the education·-needs 
of all students • 
. Hist_o_ri.cafly·, the. typing course has be~n 
1
associated with 
either a vocational image of training ·student·~ for -~y'ment 
.l?urposes or· with an •ea·sy course• image_ for students .of· ·low 
·abi-lity. 
' j 
? 
Currently; it is recognized in t~e profess~orial "literatu~e 
that 'the typewriter keyQoard ' has become a . key communication 
. ,. .. ~ 
tool and tha~ all students should ~evelop basic tiping skil l •• 
The first' researc~ .question wa·s 'designed to determine whether 
the .histori6al or the ctirrent image of typing is applicable 
to the ' N~wfoundland and Labradci~ ' educational setting. 
Table 22 1ndicafbs the opinions of the respondents concerning 
this issue. 
The results· revea1 that the two · gr~ups were on the • Agree"' 
end of the scale: 69 percent of the · district .: coordinators and 
, 
87 per·cen.t of th~ te.achers agreed t hat the . typing . course . s~ould 
~ervice the educational needs· of. all students. It i~ lnteresti~g 
·. 
) . 
' . ""---.- .--... 
' h 
. ... 
' . 
: ·' 
. I • 
'> 
. !· ; 
·. 
. ·l . 
_,:, 
. . 
--
. \' ' : .- -.-........--· .. 
: ; 
- B1 - . 
, . 
•.. 
I· 
,I 
. . .! 
i, / 
'· ; 
( . . . . 
to note, however; ·that 3i percent. o _f the district ~oo~din~tor~ 
. . . I 
either 'i:li~agreed o~ had" t:to ·o.pinlon · comp(\red to only '13. percent 
. of the teachers. This ~o~ld indicate the historical. imag~ _ of 
. the tyP.ing course still exists in._ the minds .of. some educatprs. · 
;·-
.;.· :~ 
II · 
~ating · · sc.ale . 
I . 
" strongly Agre_e 
Agree ~~ Disagree 
TABLE ~2 
RESEARCH QUESTION ·No.· 1". 
.. 
. District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
38 
31 
25.· 
strong1y Disagree· .. 0 
No Opinion · 6 6 
' ·' 
Teachers'. 
Percentage 
4'8 
39 
··10 
~ 2 
1 
.· ... 
.:;;"';;• ; 
: ·· i • 
. . ' . 
.-· 
.. · .. . 
I~sue No. 2- The course should contribute •to the general educati6n 
of students. ·, 
One of the ~~j~r · aims of the educational system is to · provi~e 
students with a general education • . As previously noted in 'Chapt r 
~ . n . 
Two, the goal of · general educ~tion is to help students ob_talin· ';J 
· · not only basic knowledge .but also skills and abiliti~s .that 
. : . . .. ' 
wil,l ~nable them to assume their place in society as ,umers, 
.r~' 
workers, and citizens • 
• 
The second research question· was determine 
. . . 
whether•, the ge.neral purpose of the typing course was recognized 
by '•the respondents~ ·. "' 
I 
Table . 23 indicates the opinio'ns of the respondents concerning 
'! .·, . 
this is.sue. ' I rt.. i I 
'· 
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~The results reveal that both groups agree with the genera.l 
1 
educq.tional aim of the c.ourse,, with 69 percent of the district 
• • . .... : J 
cootdina tors ana 9.0 percent of the teachers replying ~.n · the 
. . . I 
af.firmativ~, However, while the teachers are highly supportive 
of the gene.ral educational aim, the d ist.rict coordinators are 
apparently less sensitive to the is,!3·ue. 
· .. 
Rating scale 
Strongly Agree · 
Agree 
Disag'ree 
· TABLE 23 
RESE~RCH OUESTION NO .. 2 
District: 
Coord iria tors 1 
Percentage 
38 
31 
25 
. ! 
Teachers 1 
Percentage 
·-
I 
1 
I 
I 
Strongly Disagree, 
No Opinion 
0 
6 
'48 
42 
6· 
3· 
1 ..... .. 
. ~ 
Issue No. 3 - The course should be required of all students. 
Enrollments in typing courses ~cross Canada reveal t;hat 
it is one of the most popular busi-ness education cpurses. Two 
.. ,, 
reasons may be presented for th .. is · fact. The first is that it 
. 
is, perceived by many to be a fundament'al skill necessary to 
function in the business world of ~lectronic typewriters r .word 
-
.. 
o I 
.I 
I 
(l 
. processors, and microcomputers. The second is 'that it is consid~red 
'<' 
. 
.. 
I 
. .... ;.· 
~s a .t~ol facilitating' ·pe~s~nal. comm~ni.cation, These reasons 
raise a pertinent question: Does business ed.ucatiori have . the 
~bligation to· require all students to learn typing? 
" · 1 " \ . . 
~ · 
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·. ' This }'ssue .was addr~~sed in the th,ird re~~ar h question . . 
... I ~ . . . 
. . 
in an attempt to determine ·the status respon~ent place on this 
course • 
·' 
Table 24 indicates 1 the opinions of the respondents concern_ing 
this issue. 
The results reveal that both groups' disagr~ed. with the. 
• 
concept of having thts course be a required subject, with 69 
percent of the district coordinat-ocs and 67 percent of the ,teachers 
. ' 
vo~ing negatively towards the concept. These resu~ts suggest· 
that the cou~se should continue to be offered on an elective 
basis. 
TABLE . 24 I 
RESEARCH OUESTION 
•I 
NO~ · 3 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disag¥ee · 
No a ·p'inion ~, 
. ·District· . 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
6 
19 
19 
-50 
6· . .. 
· Teachers' 
Percent~ge 
15 . 
16 . 
4~ 
25 
2 
In summary, there would appear to~ general agreement 
among the groups concerning the ··. cu~riculu'~tt, structure of the 
.. . l . 
' 
ty"ping .course. H,Oitever, the level of agreeh•~~ vas different 
between the group~ concernin9 'two q~estions't-- -:\_ether _the . cours~ 
services the educati!:>nal needs of all . students, .and whether · 
, . 
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· it · contributes to the general . education of all students. · Both 
groups were in ~ agreement that it should not be a required course 
. . 
for senior high · school students.· 
The con't.ent ·.of the typing course calls fot students not 
. ."' . . 
~nly to·' ·type· but· a·lso to .proofread ~nd correct<·err.ors·. Thes·e 
. . 
o~jectives raise an important question: ' What· inter_dWciplinary 
. ~ 
knowledge is .~elevant -~~ ~h~ typing :course? 
· · Curriculum. Content 
. ·.; -. 
one research question (Number 7) was incorporated into 
· ttie;questiQn~aire in ·ord-er to determine the content concerns 
of educators. 
Issue No. · 7 
as part of the course. 
Language· .and communication skills should be evaluated. 
'As previous-ly note.d in Chapter TwC?, there is a ·consensus 
.. 
among business edu~ators as to what should constit~e t;he bas.ic 
. - . 
skills· to b~ developed .in a typing- course. 
' 
The ··seventh res\rch 
respondente' _opinions 
question wa·s designed to determine 
th~ 
- . .... 
concerning the inclus'ion. ·of lan_guage 
- ~ 
and communicat~on skills in the evaluation of the. typing course. 
!I • • • _ ... 
.. 
Table 25 indicates the opinions of . th~ respon~enth . concerning 
this issue • . 
i 
The results reveal that ~ relativ~ly low percentage (57 
' • 1 
percent and 38 percent respectively). o~ the ~w~groups agreed 
• 0 
with the' ,inclusi!ln of languag'e and co~unlcation .. skills in the 
/ 'I t I 
~v;luation of the typing course • .. Two ,go'saib'ilities may_ accou~t 
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:··for this low ~rating. The first ,is t :hat the .. ma.jor~ty of ttie · 
teac.hers have ~n1y . one ~e·ar·"'Qf · e~~e~ie.nce Uaching~the course 
. . . . . .. ~ . . . . . ' " 
· ~nd -. ha~e. ·an irs
1
•.ifficle·n·t acqua~n.tAnc~~h.ip _with .. typing ·pract. ices 
·in the field ."!- The- · secd~d is the ·research q'.lestion · was pos~.tione~-
. . i . - ti ; . 
following three ··• N/A" i teiris (Numbers 4 .-·· 6f. - This may h"ave --
. . r · 
~~ . . 
ca~s~d 'confusion, resul tin9 i~ the.~ high 
percent: and J·O: . perc~nt.. resp~ v~ly.') ." 
"No Op inion'f vote· ( 37 · 
. . . 
:_ . . ~ ·- 'TABLE 25 :· :_ . 
. . 
RESEARCH OQESTION NO. ~ 
Ratin'_g SCale 
Strongly· Agree 
,Agree 
Disagree· 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
. -
\ . 
Dis_trict . 
:·coordinators'. 
~ .Percentage 
. . .. 
'. :... 
13 .: 
44 
0 
6 
37 . 
· ' 
.. ' 
.. "' 
·.· . 
Teachers' 
Perce.nt~ge, 
16 ·. 
.:· 22 .. 
21 
1·1 
30 
In summary, there · was ·some agreement among ,the groups· that 
language. and communication- skills should ,be evaluated 'as part 
_o.f the course~ · · 
. . .: ·. ~ - ~ . - . .1 
Teacher discusSions in staff rooms. and district co~-rdin~tor~' 
presentations'_ a~ound . ,me,tlng _ tabl~s .quite ofte~· rev'olve ~r!o'und 
the top~c of the avail~bilit~, usef-ulness', and ' s~itablU~y · of 
i~structional materia-ls: 
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Instr-uctional .Materials· ·and ·Meth~ds 
Two re~earcti ;-qttestions (Numbers 8 and 11) were incor-por.ated· 
· into the questionnaire in order .t:o determine the ins~ructional 
materials concerns ·of educ~tors • 
Issue Nd. 8 ~ A textbook should b~ .the primary instru6tional ~ 
resource. 
I . 
... _. s~ud~nt d.epender.ce upon · a te~trook varies ~rom c~se to L 
~ourse . a.n~ teach~r to . tea~h~r. · Somi co!J.rse~ ~llow .'greater f.leld-
bilit~ than others. However, the ·typing cou~;"se at the beginni-r~g 
' , . " 
s~ages . of skill development relies quite heavily on textbook 
use. 
' The eighth research question was.-selected to determine 
the respondents' opinions concern'ing the use of• a textbook as 
. . . . . , : I o . 
.a primary instructiona~ . resourca~ . ' 
Table . 26 indicates the opinion~ o~ the responde~ts concerning 
this issue. · · 
I ! ' 
'i . • 
The results reveal a Aefinite lack of agreement between 
the groups concerning this issue ( 44 ' perce'nt and 71 pJrcent 
•.· 
respe_ct~ve.!y-)...-; _....- A fact which should be noted here is the · commencement 
·· of a trend of _.·a relatively h'i'gh ·(.31 percent) "No Opinion~ acore , 
. by the~~ district ~oordif)ator.s. A possiole explanation for this 
trend is that .thfit impl~m~ntation of' the typing course into the 
curriculum has been gradual. The district coordinat~rs ~ay : 
not, .as yet;' have :·had .an o(Sportunity to become thoroughly familiar 
. ' 
( ' . / . 
,with the . methodology~ prrc~ices, an'd resourc'es of the ~yping 
, . > . . ' ~! . ' 
.course. 
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TABLE 26 
Rating scale 
. . - - .. 
Strongly · Agree 
.. Agree · 
Di~agree , 
RESEARCH 
.. ~ 
Strongi~ Disagree 
No Opinion · · 
_, . 
. . 
OUESTION NO. 
' 
Distrfct _. 
Coordinators'· 
· Pe rce.n tage 
- 13 
' 3h 
25 
: 0 
31 
... . ·. 
8 
·i 
4> 
. " 
. Teachers' · .. 
·. Pet:centage· · 
34 
37 
'21 
8 
0 
Issue No.~ 11 - · :' · reference -materials) 
The course descriptions ·for th~ ~ypin~ courses -under s~udy 
~ . . . 
·recommend the u·se of the textbook,. Typing 300; ·a . student workbook, 
. ' . 
-1 
I 
Learning Guides and WorkinQ Papers for Parts 1-6: . and -supple_mentary 
. 
material for student and teacher reference. In ~act, the Typing 
I 
l.Q.Q;• textbook and -its related Laarning Guides are being used 
" ·· by fiye provinces to as•sist in thti . t~aching/learning proces~. 
The -eleventh' research question ·was selected to determine 
the respondents' opinions concerning the appropriateness'of 
Q 
course mate~iai~. -. 
. ... ···· 
'· 
Table 27. indi~ates th6 opinions -of the -r,spondents co~cerning · 
this issue • . 
. ' ' 
The resuJts reveal a signiffcant difference of ·ripinion 
(36 percent) between the two-groups, with 31 percent ofethe • 
district coordinators and 67 percent of the t~achers agreeing 
. .. 
.. 
that· the course materiais are appr'opriate. A 50 percent •No 
.. 
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j 
•I 
. .- ·~ . i' ~ • 
. Opin.ion"' score .h·as been ·recorded by the district: coordinators. 
0 The~e wo.uld ~ppear to be a · l_ink between their not be.ing thoropgh1y 
familiar with ·~he metho~ology of typing, as mEm.tion.ed in Research 
. ' Question No. · 8, and .this parti_cular ·resear'ch question. 
; . 
.. . 
. Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
~·Disagree 
TABJ:,E 27 . 
.RESEARCH OUESTION NO. 11 
I 
District 
Coordinators' 
Percentage 
12 
19 
19 
Strongly Disagree 
No Opinion 
0 
50 
I 
.. 
Teacners ·' 
Perce1tage 
. ·h 
18 
49•. 
. 13 . 
6 
14 
I 
, \ . 
In summary, there would· appear to be general agreement 
. , . . I 
I 
J. among the ·groups con'cerninc;f the. instruction::'! materials and 
' . /' 
~ I -
methods ·of _,the typing course. However, i- the level of agre1ement 
was di-fferent 
instructional 
materials for 
.t"t>r ~, ... .. 
concerning th.e. use of a · textbook as 
res~ur~e and the apPropri~teness , of 
the/ ~ou~se. · . · : '-. . .· 
a primary · 
' i 
the resource 
The two· senior high school typing' courses ·are ·taught at··: · · 
• .• 1 
the district vocational schools by· preowcational teachers and ·. 
. ~ - . 
at' the high schools primarily by academic teachers. A. con~H t ion 
of employment for a prevocati~nal teacher includes three y~ars 
of business work exper!ence' and professional educational t~aining. 
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A condition ot./ emploY-ment for · an academic teacher· ~-s _professional 
I 
educati_onal tr~·ining. 
I I . 
. ; 
' ! 
I 
'two . re'sea rch 
I 
.  . . I 
Teache,r Preparation ) . 
que_~tions (Numbers 12 and 13) were 
• .' 
inc'orpora'ted: 
~ l ' • 
into ·t.he .· ·ques,tionnaire in order to determine t .he teacher Jpreparation 
I ; f) 
. . ·. . i . . 
concerns· .of ~d1,1cators • 
. I . 
. : ! 
Issue No.: 121- Non-teaching .work exper.i'ence in ·business increa·ses 
, · teacher effectiveness. 
.• I . - . I . 
· The · inf,iuence ·of the t~acher can be lasting for stude.nfs 
.'of .typ.lng. '.)~orrect posture l- ey~s on boo~, and prope~ keystrok'ing 
are habits · ~hat will enable students to. utilize the . typewri·ter 
. .1 
keyboard efficiently- for a lifetime. The ;teacher who has ha.d ! I 
business work experience could be in a ~etter position to stress 
t 'he· ·importance of these skill development techniques. 
The . ·twelfth research question was selecte·d to determine 
• ' • I • • 1': 
the.· respondents' opinions concerning the effectiveness of non-
' I ft-- . 
teaching work experience in teaching the typing course. 
. -• I 
Table 28 inc;Ucates the opinions ·of the respondents concerning 
this · issue, 
The fact. that tiusi~ess work · experience can be ·benefic·{~·! 
' · . . 
to. teachers of typing was recognized by. the majority of ;: he 
.·. 
respon~ents { 69 percent ·and 86 ~ercent respectively). .Teachers 
·Were ·more supportive of the concept, with l7 percent strongly 
. . 
. agreeing. They may more· readily real~ze the short-te.rm effects 
that practi~al e~perience coul~ have ~n their . daily teaching 
·, _r 
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It s.hould be noted, ." however, that the . d ,istrict coordinators 
would more readily understand the l:ong-t_erm. problems ·of staffing, 
. r <l . fin~ncial }:'estraint, ·and. teach~~/pupi!f ratio. Tt\ese factors 
, . . • , . • . , r. , 
may have influenced thebir .thinking. 
TABLE 28 
RESEARCH .OUE:STI.ON NO. 12 ·. 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
·oisagree 
Strongly Disagree-
No Opinion 
District 
Coordinator·~' . ' 
Percentage ~ 
13 . 
56 
6 
. 6 
19 
-· • I 
.Teachers' 
Percentage 
.. 
.. 
. 
37 
49 .. 
9 
2 
3 
ISsue No. 13 ., University methods courses in th) field should 
be available. 
. . 
It· is widely recognized. that methods cours~s can . assist 
prospective and practicing teachers to demonstrate typing techniques, 
. . ' 
.. 
reinforce skill develop~ent r and evaluate learning. · 
I' 
The thirteenth research quest ion was selected-· to determine 
t~e . r~spond~nt~' opinions. conferning the benefit of university 
methods courses tn the field. . . ~ 
Table 29 'indicates the opinions of the respondents concernY~~ · 
. .. ·
.. 
this issue• 
This issue showed ~ubstantial agreement .among the gr oups, 
·with 94 percent of the district coordinat.ors and 83 percent 
I . 
of the teachers bel~eving that university methods courses should 
-, 
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i 
be available • . This" react ion is 1bg ical, con~ider ing the· academic 
backg~oi.md of ·the respondents and the.ir ·lack of opportunity 
. O· c:. 
to avail of bu'siness . education methods courses at the provincial 
level • 
I 
I 
TABLE ;29 
RESEARCH QUESTION NO • . 13 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
&.trong ly Disagree 
No Opinion 
~ 
•._. 
District' . 
': Coprdinators •. 
. Percentage 
50 
44 
0 
0 
6 
1: • . 
Te·achers' 
Perce . n tage 
· .. '37 
· 46 
9 
3 
5 
\ 
.  
In summary, there was general agreemen~ among the groups 
concerning. teacher preparation issues. Both groups supported 
. ' . 
the·. concept that teach~r effectiveness is increased with pr.actical 
experience in business work and .that university' methods course'S: 
.. 
should be available. I • 
\ I I . T~e foregoing sections have been ·~oncerned with general 
~· 
' 
· issu~s concerning business education. ·.T.he 'remaining section 
J , 
. is 'concerned with the specific evaluat1on of ,the cdurses under 
· .. study. - . Typing 1102 and Typing 2102. 
' . ' 
Conclusions .-
TWO research questions (Numbers . 14 -: '15) were incorporated 
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into the. questionl')a ire in order to obt~·in a ra.qng by the responden tq ( . 
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\i'. ~f ·· the! o~er,al:i~ qua~i::i:y of. the typing courses. ·apd . . . .. , --;/ ·to. determine ./ 
• ' • .. - ' / .....--- " I 
... • , 
· the_ir opinions "'hether changes shou'id be_ · iti~oe ~ 
; , ~ - ..... ; ·. 
TYPING 11·02' . ; 
. , 
. . 
, . ' • I ;. • 
·-Issue No. -14 . - overa·11, the gualitY'of""the course 
. •. ,, 
' ~ I ' ' . 
': Table·· 30 :indib,i t_e~ - ~he· opinions oi the respon'den't 's c~ncerni'ng 
. ~ .. 
_this: 'issue. · . · ~- , :•. ·· ·'. · ' 
• • • • • ·I ' • .. ' '' . . : . : • • • • ' • • • • • : . .. _ : ; : ' . • •·• • • • • I 
. . The results rev·eal\ tJ::la t both gr-oups rate ,t~e -e:ours~. highly 
.:(75 ~~~q~~t-an.d 9i. p~r·~~~~-- J:~~~~-c~·i:~-~~y). : · ~h;e:_ i~ . p~-~·~-~n~ ~.:~.N~ --- .. : 
' • ·.":'. I _.. • ,' ' ~ . 1,' · , ·: ' · ~:' .~ ' ' I • • , • , : , ' ' · •, ·~ · , ;., ·~ · .. · ~· . ··'. ' : : • 
'· opini_on" ·sco~·e of : the 'dist'rict _ ' coord~nators ha,s.,s~eweC1 ' the'rati~g, . 
,p . . . .. ' ~.1 ~ . • • • '• • • , , 
. Perh~ps . a more real is tic in~cirp_i--et:.ation of · th·i~ re-sult· is hh~t ' 
"' 
on1y ~ ferc~n t of bo~h .·~<~~~.-d is~(Jr'e~~ with t{ quali·t~ of ; · ' 
the coU:i-se. :' ' . . 
' . 
· TABLE 3·o_ 
·RESEARCH QUESTI9N NO. 14 . 
Rating ·scale 
... 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
. ·nisagt:ee . . . 
Strongly ~isagree 
N6 Opin i o'f . 
Distr:ict 
. Coord ina tors' 
. · P_ercen~age 
.·ll 
62 
6 
. .. 
.o 
19 
.r 
4 
• • ~·; r 
Teachers' 
Percentage 
15 
76 
·5 
.:.! 
1 
. 3 
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changes in thtl' .course should be made. Issue No• -
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The pos.itiv.e rating for · the course . is consistent w~th the · 
.. 
:correspondi11gly low rating (l3 percent and 35 percent respectively) 
for changes in the course • The tre~d . of . a high "N6 Opinion" 
.. 
score by the: distr'i,c't coordinators has eontinued (56 percent). 
' .... 
\ 
.. , ' ' I', TABLE 31 · 
· Rating Scale 
~ESE+Rcfi· · OUESTION N0. 15 
I 
• ! 
District 
Coo.rdinato:r:s 1 
. · . Perce11tage 
' '\'" . ' 
-Teachers 1 
P_ercentage 
~- ' . ' Strongly Agree 
Agree 
o·. 
13 
-31 
o· 
5 
30 
45 
11 
. .. 
I 
·-
, 
• , ., 
I 
. 
. ' , 
' .• 
\ . .. . . . 
: r~ . . · .. 
Disagree ~ 
Strongly Disagree 
No' Opinion 
TYPING 2102 
' . 
56· ' 9 
, I 
issue No. 14 - · over·all, the quality of the ·course is· very good. 
Table 3? indicates the opinions of the respondents corycerning _ 
. 
this issue. , 
The result~ reveal ·that both groups ra•e the -course highly 
(7.5 percent and 90 p~rceri_t respectively) •. The scoring for both 
I 
groups for this question is l approximat~ly a ~uplication as for 
' : 0 
Typing 1102. In fact, the district coordinators' scoring is 
. . . ~ . ~ . . . ' 
. 
replicated. 
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RE~RCH jsTION NO. 14 
·<::::::: . 
· · ' · · ... "'· ·nistt;-ict. . . 
Coordinators·• .. 
. Rating . Scale Percentage .· 
Strongly ·Agree 
A~ree · .. 
Disag~ee . 
Strongly pisagree 
No Opinion 
\\ ;· 
f )-
13 ' 
62 . 
6 
0 
19 
. - 't- . '1.' 
-Teach!'!rs' 
Perc;:entage · 
. 15 ; 
75 
-4 ' · ..
.· 4 .' 
2 
Issue No. is - ~ - Changes in the ·course should -be made. ~ 
.~ble 33 indicates the opinions of t~e resp~~dent'srer~lrtg 
this issue. · · · ; · · 
The affirmative rating of· the ·co.urse ·iS coz;tsist_~nt with 
the correspondinQlY low rating for chan~es (13 percent and 42 
percent;. respective~y). • Aga' in, the scoring·,.for both groups for 
this. 9uestion is ·_ approximately the same as for Typing ·1102, 
with t1le district col3rdinators' scoring replicated~. ·,· 
TABLE 33 . ~ 
.. 
RESEARCH ~UESTlQN N~. 15 
Rating Scale 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
.. Disagree · 
·strong1y DiSagree 
· No Op ~ nion 
. /. ' 
Di'stdct i 
Coordinators 'I . . 
Percentage 
0 
13 
31 
0 
56 
· . 
Teachers' 
Percent·ag~ 
4 
38 
42 · 
10 
6 . · · 
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In summary, there, ·was substant'ial agre~ment amo.ng the g_roups 
. . 
that ·the quality of.· the ·Typing 1101 ·and Typing· 2102 courses 
.• .. . 
'at 'present· is very goo·d. · There was little' agreement that·· change~ 
·'" -
s_hould be made · in these courses·. 
Sta~e~6f~the-Art 
...... 
I · 
Permission was obtained from the chairman .. of. th·~ three 
re9ional workshops to tape-rec()rd the g~~up discussions.··. T~e· 
" . 
. - ~.'prese.r:ttation of the tran~cript of tll'ese discussions may provide 
,· . . ... ~ 
an opportunity to probe beneath the brevi~y of the responses .· 
of the questionnaire. .. 
. 
· ·The respondents clearly exprel;ls their concerns, res"ource.fulness ~ 
and· humor. As a result,_ the o.nly ed.iting that .has been ·carried 
. out is to e'l iminate ·repetition of remarks. Additional comments 
by· ~he r~searcher are limited t6 p~oviding 'a capt~o~ for each 
exc~rpt to hi'ghl ight the problem being discussed. Thus, . t~e 
.... ·.· 
easy, flowing style of the conversations. is pre~erved. A script 
. . . 
format of typi~g has been chosen to identify different speakers. , 
. ' ·. 
·· The .connotation "Chairman" refers · to the Chairm(ln of the regional 
work~hops 1 "Leader" refers .. lo the leader of .the group discussions.r 
. and capital let~ers, for example •A," refer to individual BP.eakers • 
\ 
Three group discussions were held. .Eac~ group had the 
' . ,_ 
same mutual 'doricern&, primar.ily regarding instructional resources 
. ·' . ~· . ' . 
and methods for ' the business eduqat ion ·cours"es. In or~er ~o . 
.. ~ 
I 
maintain . the unity of the three gr.oups, the .. excerpts_ \tiill be . 
presented sepa~ately. II 
.. 
•. · .. 
. . . 
. I . 
• & 
. . . 
. . . 
------ . ... .... · .. ·-·· · .. .. . 
. 
, ----:·-·- .- . .... ..... '' .. r.a . · "'"'~•·1"':"'~.-._ ............ - ....... ·-·-! 
'• ·. . 
·. ,. 
,. 
0 · 
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• .. 
Group Discussions - St. John's, Newfoundland, October 1, 1984 
\ Th~ group was divided ~n~o three J3ections . to' discuss specific ·· 
concerns • . Following the initial discussion· period, the g'roups ; 
reco·nven~d. . A· brief summary wa~ presented of each gr~up ':s .·di'scu.s-
sion. Because of logistlcs, a . recording of .the · summaries on.l'y 
was ~bt~ined. J . 
. .. 
Group·.one ~·proble~s with General Bu~in~ss 1101 and ·2101 
·Group Leader~ · ~here ~re p~oblems with noti having student texts 
' a:nd problems with trying. to use classroom se.ts •. · · 
There are problems with duplicating a lot of 
,. the materials that are in the Le~rning Module 
and other places for students, but I don't think 
we came to a solution rather than it would be 
very nice if we h~~ a goo~ studen~ text that 
would suit the courses and that S·tudents could 
· take heine for studying and gett'ing ready fo.r 
class. · '· · ~ 
f; ... 
The duplicating problem realiy didn't. come up 
~ith a solution rather than asking Printing services 
to do it and s~ll them to students, but which . 
they are unwilling to do. 
. ( 
. Group Two - Problems with Typing 1102 and ~~0~ ~[ Techniques 
·Grc:>up Leader: We were talking abo~t typipg and the problem 
of getting through the keyboard. \ One of the 
recommendations we are making- is that the course 
be semesterized so that you could get one typing 
course for the first term and~-the other for the 
second te~m; 
We also looked at the prol>le~ ·)>f double periods, 
especially at the ' beginnin~ stages. 
Group Three - Problems with Typing 1102 and · 2102 - E~~ipment 
'troup Leader: We discussed the ·equipment and r~sourc.e reql!flrements. 
for th.e courses. We decided tt'lat each classroom 
should be provided with · the proper . equipmerh, . · 
the class size should be 25: stop watchesl/l typing 
desks, wall charts, and chairs are a~ integral 
.. 
··. 
• ..... . ·!·· .. 4 • • ~. ... ..... . .... ............ • • • .. 
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part -of the course: and that a ·service ·fund for . 
typewriter repai_rs be. se~· up. · 
. .. . . , . . ' 
Group Discussion- Gander, Newfoundland, ~ctober · ), 1984 
,...,, .. 
. .-
. _The group ldi~.~+ii~n • .t Ga.rider tQok,, place arOunQ .-~ la~e . · 
rect~ng~lar ta~le en~bling the participants, t?o · speak in a relax.ed·. 
atmo~~~e~e ~~d · the r~searcher . t~ r~cord . ~h~· ~nfire discussion. 
II -. . ,. ~-
. . t 
. . . . ·i · 
. An examinat.ion of ·the questi.onnaires · reveals that the majority 
of those present were typing teachers • . The transcr i pt is, therefore, 
to ' : . . . I . . 
almost ·exclusively devoted to. co~ents · on this course.. The 
: topics. are pres~nted in ord~r as th~y - ~rose during the discussion. 
·A: 
Student Inequalities 
I 
·. . . I . · . 
- ~ thin~k the ~ssage ·her~ : is · that ·. either the department 
. 1s ·gotng te"""'have to come : up with some . more moneY, 
or our typing 'program will be i n serious tro.ub~e. 
· I . happen to b~ a ~rinc ipal of the· s6hool and 
I am t~aching :typing. It . . is the only way it· 
can· be offered. Last year we had 12 students. 
This y~ar we hav~ 24. The interest is there~ 
Leader: . · •· .·The way i 'feel about · it p~rsonal!'y is that . if 
· you . are going to offer the cour~e, . you shoul~ 
.. have the materials and that is . simpl1. fying it. 
a: 
. CI 
. ; 
. . 
.. 
· If you are i~ a small school with a hundred h i gh 
school ~tudents in it and you wan~ to offer that 
option, you have to be flexi~le • . I thought the 
idea behind the reorganized high school was to 
offer lot~ of options to lots o~ students. Jif 
you are going all · of a sudden say you have /to ·. 
have .a nea't little typing desk and typewriter, 
and a proper chair, all these sort of tnings 
you are going ~o preju9ice a lot of students. 
They just won • t have t'he opportun'ities • . ~ 
.. 
Purchase ·of · Eguipment 
• ' n 
. we found. just to ,get .t .en typewriters_ very d f ff fcul t • 
The scho'ol board ,regulations - say 1ou -are not 
. . ; . . . . . . 
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' '· 
allowed to sell choeolate bars, whatever, door 
to. door. . 
We eventually raised $900 that way and bough_t 
four. 
. ' 
. . 
.we collected oeer bottles. 
. . . 
· rt·doesh't seem· ·falr. 
·. 
0 
. . 
I mean YQU can • t learn to play a 'piano with,o_ut 
a piano.· · · ' · · 
. . 
I ' 
coordination of Tyging Equipment 
' !, ,, 
O]le of the things .I ran into ~hat · I was ·at . . • • was . 
that the vocational school had.about ~0/40 typewriters 
that had been sitting in the stock room for 4/S 
years. No one was using th.em.! Now here we are 
at a h'igh school 40 miles away and when I went 
to the principal at the vocational school, he 
. quoted me several hundred re~ulations which had . 
to be gone through. I wonder if .. there is s.ome .. · · · · 
way to facilitat~ the"transfer'.df those things 
where· pos·sible out Qf the vocational schools 
into the high schools. I really "think someone 
s~ould be rooking at that .• 
One story that was told to me - as a matter of 
fact the principal told me this~- · They t~rne"d 
in these Olivettis - · I believe . they are. a beautiful ·• 
.:.~;- typewr~ ter - they turned them in on some IBMs ~1f~ · or. something thB year before and they got $35 · .....  
a ~achine. It was totally ridiculous. Better 
~ to give them to the' schools or at· least let us 
know .that we could have -them . for $35. Pay thelll 
$50. I am sure that .there should. be some coo·rdi-
nation. · · 
Doubling-Up of Classes 
. · ... 
. " . 
. . 
.. 
. . 
.· 
'• 
., ( No~te: . The two levels in ·one .classroom referred ' to in this 
.. conversation involves the teaching of two courses in 
. . J: 
, a classroom at the same time). --.. i . 
I 
' t have two levels in one _class ·ooea an~body . 
. else have that problem? I havf twenty-one in 
one class7 ten Level Ones and !even Level Twos. 
They are working all ·aver the lace and I am · 
. ' , I " 
~ ' I ' ' • 
. 1 
' • • . r" ~- {:;o......---..-,-- ' .f ' -... -·... .. ·-.. - ---·~-·T-~__:~-·-~ - _.,:., •• • ..,;.'1• . .. ... ~ .\ , ~-:r,::,;:'? w· t' .. .. · ; r ,, 
u I ' ' • ' • 
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doing'twenty-one diff~rent things. 
the class is over · I am mesmerized •. 
not me so much, it .. is . them. When I 
with. Level· Ones, .Level Twos. need me 
to something new. ! .. find it , really 
.and they f i.n~ ·'it eyeil m9re · so. 
. ..~ ' 
Lack of Information on :· Evaluation Strat·eghs 
. :. ( 
By the time 
But . it i-s 
am· workin·g . · · 
to go on 
.frustrating 
' . 
~ - probl~m~~ · bave ·is . the evaluation at the · ~eginnlng. · 
The sthool board w~nts a · mark foi the first report 
in November arid ft i~ so diffidult to mark them. 
How c~~ I give them .a . pe~cen~age? · I do ·it, bui . 
the p~rcentage I giv& them in November has no 
. bearfng at all on the final mark. . ' ' 
" . 
I wa~ frightened to death in· June· b~cause some · . 
of the ones who had 95 percent in November turned 
. out with SO pe!;'cent maybe in June 1 and .some. of 
those with 60 percent, all of a sudden got 95' 
percent.. I was · just scared · someone would come 
back and say what's going on h~re? All I can 
o . say is I gave· you a mark becaus~ you wanted one. 
!l 
Lack of Teachind Mate~ials 
I 
' . I am just wondering what other ·teachers do about 
ribbons. · Does the school buy it? Ask the students 
to buy it? · 
Leader: I kndw in the vocattonal s~stem we -supply the 
N: 
. 0: 
P: 
rlbbons and the paper. · 
·That would be· heaven. . . :: : 
Th~ only ~r~b-lem with.· that · ~s :J~ j don't .have the . 
mo11ey for it. ! ;' ' 
It is .c·razy to· have stuff ar.ound· in one institution 
and desper
1
ately .·needed in ary~ther. Maybe something 
will come out of thia ~ 
Group Discussion - Corner Brook, Newfoundland, :,october 4., 1984 
I . ; . ·. 
The group discussion · at Corner Brook involved ·a talkative 
/ 
group assembled in a small conference · room • . The r esearcher 
~:. 
- · - · -
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\ 
I 
I 
·I. 
·\ 
;was able to t ·ape-record the entire discussion. Both course~ 
I 
were considered. The transcript is arranged, th~refore, so 
that the re.marks pert~ini!'lg to the two 'business education ·courses 
. are presented separately •. Oth•rwise, ~he topi6s •ppear in ord~r 
. . . " 
. . 
as they.occurred during . t~e dis~ussion. 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
The: leader for . tne .group d.iscusslon 'open.ed with a brief : · :-
: . expi~nation of the problems sug~e~ted ' at the ~ two prio~ workshops • 
Her remarks a~e included, for clarification purposes • 
· Leader: 
. 
.. . .. 
People say it is· not suitab.le and not enough 
materials for that cours~. There are ~opying 
proble~s. . Ther~ are other problems, bu~ the 
text is one. · 
'~. • • ' 41 
Thi~ . course. is not intended .to be an emplpyment 
cours~. It is ~n introduction to giv- the ~tudents 
· an overall view of gerieral bustn~ss. They ~et 
a little bit of bo.okkeeping, filing, . .comput~rs, .. 
an~ shorthand • . It is not inten~ed as an employable 
skil.l. · therefore, : i't is :'difficult t~ get a· textbook 
that covers a little bit of t~ii and that. · 
Textbook · ApproPriateness·· 
A: 
Leader: 
A: 
-
I' 
., 
I 
·I 
I don't .firid the text all th~t bad. I mean it 
·' covers qtiite a ·few of the areas. 
It was t·h~ best one we could come up with .• 
~ ' . . . . 
I mean · if you are teac.hing ano~~r subjec,t. . 
It ·is qu'i te often you are going to use another 
t~xtbook as another resource material. I don't 
know how many teachers ·stick to just the one 
book. They probably use all the reference, material; 
.Basi¢ally that is .what we have . been d~ing. 
· I think the probletn ·is getting that material ' 
in~o the students' hands. The copying of 'it. 
) . , , . 
:~~ .... ~.-... ...., . ·;~·~ "it"""' .......... ..,.. . ,........,.._ 
I • • ' 
.. 
. . • 
() . 
\. . 
-: -
t~ 
I 
j ) . 
. . 
B: 
C: 
0: 
E: 
F: 
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If we could have a book to pass . to the students 
to . take it ho~e and study from it. 
The piggei"' pr~blem I have l's·with the telephone, 
tele~ and the data processing . • • • . I don't 'have 
the . practical .equipment. The only thing I can 
do is · t<? gi'v~ .them written information. 
'Teacher Resourcefulness 
t haven't had too much luck 'with the. telephone 
company in the la~t two or three ~ears. · I · trie~ 
.all last year to have someone' come. I phoned 
••• They. said ~hey couldn't do anything about 
it and referred~to me·st. John's. I wrote the 
company and . they said they had nothing. After 
· I was turned down ~Y the NF Telephone . company·, 
I wrote Bell Telephcme Company.·· They ··said they 
. had no longer ·anything availab-le · because people 
d~dn't return films. and· things~ · 
.Administration/Teacher Communications .. 
I have an e·valuation scheme that caine from the .. 
o Department- of Education that, teils exactly what 
you should give for what. 
That's the first knowledge I have had of that. 
I have never seen it before. 
!.. 
Chairman: They weni to the - school - ~oards, and the principals 
of the schools may n6t ne6essarily have ·g6tten 
.them.· 
Le.ader :·,. 
I ) 
r. , 
It is a commun'ica~ion gap. It got .as far as 
the coordinating principals. · It didn't get down 
to th~ working grass roots. 
Oupl.ication of Resource '1aterial. 
I .. 
(Note: The· Module refert;ed to t'n this conversation is the 175-page 
Learning M.odu.le· for Business.' Ed~ation 1-lC)l, a copy 
,of .·which is given .. to each classroom teacher only) • 
Gt 
.. 
I 
· . They present the module to 
·module, and . it ~ays at 'the 
'these pages and -give it to 
. - · - .- .·--- · --~ .. ~-......... ::-~~'!:'fl! ~l,.ilf*i'FT"", 
you; and it is a wonderful 
beginning photocopy 
your students. But 
;-.-
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TYPING . 
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I 
like in" the school I am in we are not allowed 
- ~ ! to do it bedau~e we don't have the paper and 
<:' photocopy services. so, as a r~sult, . · I haCl- to 
ge·t the board to do it, or type it on over.heads. 
I am spending all my time giving them notes, 
which . to me is wasting my time and · their time • 
J 
I app~oached a · local business office to take 
' them off andrthey _agreed . t:o do the module .' for 
somewhere be ween . $9/19 each one. · 
. . 
. . . 
... . . . -
I had (Name f Provincial Department) take it 
'off for nothing. : . 
' . .J 
I typed min~ · on ~tencils, · ran off the copies~ . 
and -kept .the ste~cils. 
.. 
The· w,'tiy tJtey pres~nt it and the way you.. have 
to do .it is anoth~r story. ) 
.· I 
I 
I 
r 
· "~umping Ground" Image i I i . 
I . L: , . j We get students poked into our classroom, .who 
can't fit where they want to go. . / ' \ 
I 
I ' 
\ 
I, 
' 
. i 
. ' I 
,. 
. M: 
. I 
I thinkJthe~ end up in typing because they got 
a . silly idea somewhere that you are going .to ~ 
~ e t ·a credit • ;i' 
Student ·Motivation 
N: 
Leader a 
'· 
You get a 16-yea~-old in your class who is really 
good with wood and, saws and hammers and what~ver • . 
He is . going to be like a bull in a chir;ta shop. . . 
How do you get him geared · up to clue on a typewriter 
and stick with it for a full year? ·You probably 
got 14 girls who are really in typing because 
they want t~ go on in ' business and ' this one guy is in there and is do~Jlg· nothing but di-sturbing 
the class. . / · 1 
If he skips th~ class you got the high school 
principal on your b~ck because be is down in 
-the mall and the· superintendent's ·office is down 
there. What do you do? 
. 
I assig~ him as an assistant to help . the teacher • . 
l'· 
' 
--- - - - .-... '""11 , .._...,.-~~,..fl (f-.- ·- w•- -
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P: 
'.,.(., - ··. J - i 
-.-Y'· 
·"' .. • ' 
! . I . . 
io~ 1: . 
I have a guy in my class who is not coordinated . 
.1 . an~ he is the only poy ~-n the classroom . .. ·He 
d idn • t want to ·be there~ · so ·I told hirri ·that· 
I : I had wo'rse girls than he was and now he fs ~rying 
to prove _me .fight •. He is trying. He hasn't - · 
given ·_'1:.1p. 
.) 
.,i 
' -- . • ~ 
I ' 
To. make · you_ feel better I am ~eaching typing . 
with studen'ts who bring their own typewri_ters 
and we work in the cafeteria without a blackboard.- ···~· 
I think you should feel good. .A 
• 
..r-~,~ 
.. :t~~:'? , . . 
-
-
The · purpose of the group discussions was 'to ·· give · bus'iness · 
·' . . ·. ,.. ·:· 
.. educ.ator~ a t 'orum 'to express/ their· concerns and prob~ems ~H.h 
the courses. While . this exchange can have a . negative effect_; 
. . 
the excerp_ts reveal . ingenious teachers ,attempt~ng· with goodwill 
to reach their students, sometimes un.der difficuit wo~king condi-
. . . " . . 
·The answer to what keeps them trying may be fo~nd in I . : ; . . . . 
·a. statement- made ·by a teacher in discussing ~Omml.;lnity support 
! • 
. o .f the typing cour.se: 
. ~ . • (f) 
One . parent cut • two cords of .wood after his I • 
~egu~ar day so that his daughter could have 
a typewriter. He thought· she should practice 
at home. ' · · 
·. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
·• SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary· 
·st~tement-of· the Problem .. 
- . ,-_ 
·.This ~'study was · l.thd_er·t~ke~ to iden.t.i~y anq select · c.~rrent :- "' 
. . . . ' ~ ", ' ... 
. is~ues· in' .business ed~catio.n: to : obta'in th~ - :opinions :o{- di~tt'ict 
. . ' . . .- . . . 
. _ _ coo~~;:ina.tor·s . ~nd . teachers. in the · ~~~Qvin_c1 o.t _N'~w,foundland · aricr · 
Labrc\dor at the sen-ior high ,school ·.~ con~erning select~.C! ·. · 
general · issu~s of bu~Jiness educa.tio~ · in · the Jlreas -·of ( 1) "curr icul urn 
. .~ . . . . 
· structure, , (2} currl.cul~- conte~t~ · -(3) lnstr:u~~ioh.al materials . 
and methods, (4) teach~r prep~ration, ~nd (5) evaluation of _. 
~ .. . . 
specific business educat'i.on cou.rses: to. qiscover the areas .of 
- ... · . 
agreement arid dfsagreemen,t ~ong the ,professional .g~oups; ·. arid . 
. . :. . . ~ ... 
to develo~ _ an awar~ness o~ the ' s~~ilariti~s aQd differences 
r -
of opinion regarding _bus.iness education am~ng qi.stri~t coordinators, 
. . . \ 
' ;, I 
. . 
teachers_,. teacher· educato-rs, ~and curriculum· specialists. · The 
. ~ . . 
- . . 
stud_y -is a~ attempt · ~o :· iilum_inate some discussion w~ich- · tnaY _ 
- . . 
be weighed when plan~i~g, implementing, and monitoring t~e - business 
education progr~ at the senior high sc~ool level. 
Mor~ specifically, "the study attempted to· determine the-
. . . • G ~ · 
opinions -of business educators concerning the follo~ing areas 
and iSsues: _ i 
v '·. I. 
" 
I I ' . 
' . 
I . 
I 
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·- , . 
c : 
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' I 
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·' 
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,. ' 
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'. •1 
" ' ~ .......... ~ .... .... " ... . 
. ~~' '""'"""' ' 
.Area 
, 
·curriculum · structure 
I 
. \ 
. . ' 
. 1·1 curriculum Co tent 
. . ! 
• . ~ ' . . . • ,. . !' 
• I 
. .~ . '
.. 
~. 
Iristructional Mat~r1als 
and Methods 
·) , ', 
I ' 
· Teacher. Preparation 
J .· 
: ·· . . 
I . 
. · 
... ·· 
.. 
. , .. . - ;>~ 1'11 . -
Issue 
. ' . 
. 1. · Should the . course ·servi ce the educa-
tional needs of all students? 
2. Should the · course ·contribute to ~ the 
, gerieral education ·Of students?· 
3 ~ 
.4. 
•• • J • 
5 • 
Should t -he course be required of ~1"1 
students.? · 
. ' 
Shquld "Daily Sur~i~al Skill~~ (e~g., 
writing a chegue, ·~nswedng · the telephone) ·· 
b& included in the general business ·· 
cou.rses?. . - : . - ' ' •.1 
. . 
strould the . emphasis be on the education 
·Of ~tud~nts as consumers, workers, arid 
·citizens ' rather than on t he dev~lopment 
of basic .consumer skills (e.g., budgeting, 
purchasin~ insurance)? · · · 
6. Should the · course 'be restrtictured to 
eliminate overlappi ng.· content ( e .• g., money 
managemen~) being taught in~o~her courses? 
.. · 
7. · s hduld l anguage· and communication sk1lls 
·. b.e evaluated as .. part of the course? 
. . . . ' . 
8 • . Should a textbo6k be the primaty 
instructional ·resource? · 
9.. Shduld .a student workbook · be-- the prim~~ 
'' source of class act·ivities and assignme ·t ·s? 
• J 
10. ·Should short -answer t ests (e .·g., _mul · pl e 
.choice,. true-f'alse) . receive greater .. ·) 
emphasis i n as~igning grades than 6t . r 
evaluation (e.g~, essay questions, · re earch 
projects)? 
t . :. 
- ' 
· 11. Are cours·e materials · (e.g., reference 
·materials) a~propriate? 
12~ Does non-teaching ~ork ~xperience in 
business· increase t~acher effective~ 
ness? , I 
13~ Should un i versity methods courses in · 
the field be made available? 
, --· -· ··-· - -· ·-· .. . . ,. -"7-.-- ·--:-r -............; , f l'{tPi::;a q ,~~--,...,..---
. I 
. . 
· ' 
·' 
' . 
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Conc-lusion 14. Is the quality of the course at present 
very good overall? 
15. ·Should changes in the course be· made?. 
'Procedures ., . 
. ' 
A questionnaire -was developed to.determine the opinions 
of · district coordinatC?rs and tea..chers o'f the b·u~'i~ess· education 
' . 
-courses at tthe·· s~nior hig~ sc'h~dl le~el on the .foregoing. questions~ .. 
. ±he .design of the . ~ues~io~nair~ re~Olte~ f~om a r~v~e* o~p~ofes-
. . -. . . ) . . . . ~ . . : . . . . . . ·' . :, . . ' 
sional literature and research-findings _ to identify current · 
issues in business education; a selection of fifteen issues 
consid~ied· ~pplicable to the Newfoundland and .Labrad6r educational 
. . . ' 
'• ... 
setting, · ·and a choice of a f6rmat .to incorporate t~o compo-nents: -
I . . . . . • 
Characteristics of the Respo~dents and·Current Issues in Business· 
Education. , ~---/ : 
A pilot study -was conducted in an att~mpt to ensure that 
the specif-ic i terns on .-the questionnaire 'were un~mb.iguous , ?nd 
.t~e instructions were clear. ~~nor .modifications w~re s~bsequently · 
made to improve face validity. : \.../ ·.-. .. · ."; 
• •i . 
The questionnai-re was personally administered during· three 
·Regional Business Education .. Workshops at .st. John's, October 
. ·~ 
·: · 1 ~ 1984 ~ Gand.er, october 3: ' 1984 ;- .and .cp'rner Broo,k ,' oc~obe'r 
'-'· 
. , . __ 4, f984. ,A 97~0 .percet:~tage return rate was realized. 
I , 
Statistical procedures were undertaken fol~owing · t_he collec:..tion 
of. data. The first component, Characteristics of Respondents, 
, . . . , . . ·. ' 
~as.arialyzed to determine the percentage·r~te . of the qu~stionnaire 
' ' ' 
·" and the teaching background of th~ respondents. 
•, 
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I ' .. 
··The · second compone~t, Currerit Issues in B~~iness Education, 
was analyzed to d~termine the. opinio.ns of the group~ ~oncerning 
the selected issues. · An· agree-disagree arrangeme,nt 1was uti! ized · 
wher.ein respondents were asked .to circl·e a number from 1 (strongly . 
_agre~) to 4 (strong!~ disagree) that represented their opinion 
: for each issue I The ; raw data w.e:J;e converted to per.centages 
. . . 
fOr reporting . si~pli~ity. Tables were developed to show the 
.. • . • • J 
) 
., . 
. ~· rating _assign~~ ·t~ e~oh item~ 
I , 
c• 
.An araitrar9" decision "was maae by · the ·researcher ' to use 
a conclusion . c'riteria rating scaJ,e for drawing . . conclusions . concer.ning' 
the a·reas of agreement. and- disagreemeJ1t among the re;;pondents • 
'The findings were presented in tabular form accomp_anied by a 
• <>. 
·descriptive interpr~-t·ation of the more sali.ent points. 
. I 
. , I 
. Major Findings General Business 
I 
·. The a~firm~tiv~ . petc~~t~ge l scores for Ehe dist~ict coordinators 
rariged from 100 percent (No. 4 inclusion of 6surviva~ . skills) 
. to . 31 percent (No. 10-:- typ~t>f test item). District coordinators 
. ' 
• dis.played·greatest agreement in the areas of curriculum structure, 
' . ., 
\ ~ 
curricul~m confent, and teacher - preparation. They had least· . · 
()o ' 
.agreement ir the areas of . instructional 
and evalua~ion of the specific courses • 
. . . . ' . . . 
m~terials and methods; 
~ The affirm~ti~e percentag~ scores for the teach~rs ranged 
from 92 pe~;:cen.t (No. 4 - inclusion of survival sk ~ills) to 37 · 
percent (~o~· 4 - type of test item). Teachers, llkewise, displayed · 
greatest agreement in t-he -areas of' .curriculum. stru~ture,_ curriculum 
.I 
.. 
,_,..,...,,..-----::-- ----·- ------~---- 1 "t ' kQ ... .P- ';~.ro~- ... -
. I 
. . i . 
. ~ 
. .,r . . 
-· 
,·· .. 
. , o 
.. 
0. 
t 
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.. content, and teacher preparation. ·They, also, had ·least agreement · 
in the are~s of instructional materials arid m~thods and :evaluation 
.of the spec~fic · courses. 
. 
. . 
. . ~~ . · ..
The majority o~ the tea~hers of the general . business courses 
had· an academic background and limited ~xperi~nce ·in teaching 
these courses. 
. . 
The analysis of the opinions .of· the· aistrict coordinator.s 
I 
and teachers revealed the following specifi.c findings: . . 
·I 
Curric·ulum Structure 1. h b
. , . 1 - I 
T ere was .. su stantla agreement . among 
. ~ : . 
/' . 
~urriculum Content 
. ·
• . . I . a 
' ' • .. 
. . ·~ 
.. 
the groups that the cours·e · should. service . · 
the educatiohal needs of all students: • . 
2 ~ . There · was .·subs tant:ial agreement among . . 
· th~ gto~ps t~at the course should contribute 
to the general ed~cation of students. 
3. There was .·ctefinite agre~ment among the 
g~oups that the course should not be 
.required .of all .students. 
'· 
.· 4 •· ··There was substantial !'lgreement. among 
the · gro.ups that daily survival ,,skills 
, shou~d be .included in .the general business · 
~curses. 
· .5. 'There ·was defini.te agreement· among the 
groups that the emphasis should be on 
the education of students as consumers, 
workers,- and citizens rather than on 
the d~velopment of basic consumer skills • 
... 
· 6. There was· substantial agreement among 
the groups that the course content should 
be restructured to eliminate overlapping 
content. · · · 
·J. There was substantial ~gr~emeh~ among · 
the groups· that · language and communication 
skills should be eval'uated as part of 
the cqu;se. · 
, · 
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Instructional Mat~ria1s 
and Methods 
., 
8. 
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/ 
There was d.efini te agreement among the 
groups that a . -textbook should be the 
· primary in~~~uctional resource. 
. . 
·' 
..... _ ... 9 • . There was some agreeme~t among the dist~ict · 
; 
, .. 
.. ~I 
.. 
. . .. 
, coordinators and definite agreement . 
among the teachers that a student workbook· 
should be the primary source of class 
activities and ~ssignments. 
10. There was so·me agreement all!:ong the groups 
that. short-answer tests should _ re~eive 
greater emphasis in ass ignin'g- grades 
than other evaluation. · 
11. There was definite · agreement among the 
groups tha~ : ~he course materi~ls are . 
appropriate. ,. · ~o . 
. , .. -
. -
:·.Teach+r Preparation There was substantial agreement amo·ng 
th~ group~ that non-busine~i ' work exper i ence 
increases teacher ef~e~tiveness. · ... 
.. 
13 • There was substantial · .agr~ement among · 
the groups that · univer~ity method$ courses 
in the field should be available. 
c~nclus ion· 14. 
-. 
There was def i nite .agreement among the 
g~oups that ~he ov~rall quality of the 
General ·s 'us'in'es's 1101 .and Gerie-ral ·aus i nes s 
2101 courses wa's very good • . 
·· .. ·· 
-· 
. . .. ·' t 
15. 
' · 
MajQr F'indings Typing 
There was some agreement among ~h~ district 
coordinators and definite agreement 
among the teachers that . . changes should · 
be made in the General Busiriess 1101 
and General Busi'ness 210l .cour,ses. 
The a·ffi,rmative percentage scores · for the district coordinators 
.. 
ranged from 94 percent (No. 11 - unive'rsi:ty inethods courses) I 
~ -
to 13 percent (No, 15. - desirability o.f .course changes). Excep't 
f'Qr issues No. 7 - role of language and· communication skill~ 
i . - l 
. and No •. 14 - desirabil ,ity o£ · course c_hanges, the pe_J:"centage. · 
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•. ' 
ratfngs of the district coordinators were :J,.ower than were the 
i i . 
teache·rs •·• A consensus of dpinion ·was not revealed among the · .i., 
district coordinat-Ors for any of the specific areas of . the ~tudy. 
l 
The affirmative percentage scores for the teachers· ranQed 
from 91 percent (No. 14 -·rating for the ·Typing 1101 course) 
to_ 31 percent (No. 3 - ·desirability of course being required). 
. . 
Teac;:hers d~splayed greatest agreement in the areas of cl,iri::iculum 
structure a~d teachet: preparation. They had least ag_reement 
·with the des i rabi 1 i ty of course ·changes • 
. 
The inaj ority of the teachers of the typing courses had· 
:.: 
an academic background and limited experience in t~aching the_s.~ 
courses. 
The anC:\ lysi_s of the opinions of the district coord iriators 
~ 
and teachers revealed the following specific findings: 
. ' ' . 
.curr iculurn Structure 1. · There was definite· .agreement . among the 
district coordinators and spbstantial 
agreement among the teachers that the 
course :;Hould ·service the . educational 
rieeds of all students • . 
' · 
; 
.. 
Curriculum Content 
,J 
·. 
I 
2. There was d·e f i:ni te agre~ment. among. -the .. . 
dis.trict doordinators and substantial 
a_greem~nt amo~g the teacher$ that the · 
course should contribute to the general 
education of students. · 
.. 
-3. - There was some agreement among the g'roups 
that the ·course should not be required 
of all . stud~nts. . 
7. The.re was definite agreement among 'the 
district coordinators and some agreement 
among the teachers that language and 
communication skills should be evaluated 
as - p~rt of the course ·. .. ... --
,. 
' 
.. ~ . 
. ' 
. I . 
·. 
. . ' \ 
; 
•'· i .. 
.. , i · 
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·Instructional Materials 
.and Methods 
. . I 
\ 
a. . Th~re was some agreement among the ·district 
· coor ~nators and definite agreement 
amo the . teachers that a textbook should 
be . the prlmary instructional·· resource, ' 
~ . . . 
11. . There was some agreeme'nt among tl')e distrfc·t · 
coordinators and definite agreement .. 
Teacher Preparation 
.. , ! . ' 
: • 
• 
con'clus ion 
.I 
)3. 
. 14 • 
among the - teachers that course mater ials 
.. ar~ appr_opriate. · · 
There was· definite ·agreement aniong the . 
district coordinators and substant icil. 
agreement· among ·. the. teachers that non-
teaching work experience in' 'buslnes·s 
increases teacher effectiveness • 
) . 
. . 
. There wa~ substantial agreement among 
the groups· 'that university methods courses 
in the field should ·be. av,ai lable. . 
.~ ~ . . 
Th.ere was substanti al·: agree~ent . among · 
· .. -,, · the groups that the · quality of .. the Typing 
0 
· 1102 and Typ i ng· 210~ courses ~t pr~sent. 
is very good, . . ." ·. 
• . • 1 
15. There was little agreement among the · • 
groups that changes- in .the Typing 1102 
and Typing 2102 courses should be. made '. 
' . 
"The research reviewed i .n Chapter· Two . of . this th~sis report:ed 
on the areas of curriculum structure, currlcu'lum c'ontent, instruc-
tional materials ·and methods·, and teacher ·prepar.at~on· that . busine~s· . 
education authorities believe for[ an integral pa~t of .tti~ general 
· bus:i.ness and typing courses at ·thL senior high s.chool level. 
Included was information abou.t 'these courses · as ·<?ffered by other 
provinces. This section will, . wrere possible. compare the mos·t 
n~t iceable ·differences ,a~d s 1~~-~tri ti.es ~f the · research wi-th : 
the f.indings of this ·study. " 
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Findings Related 
In the area 
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. I . ·t ,~ ... -· . I 
to oth~r Re~earch Gen~tal Busl~ess 
. . . · . ' 
. . . I . . . .. 
of curriculum structure,· the Dlabay (1980) 
.---:--study found that business educato-rs thougl)t . the general busin·ess · 
. ' ,, 
course shou).d ·service ' the educatio.J')al needs of all- students 
d ' 
and contribute to the objectives of general education. The 
Graz (~972) study found that business education leaders beli~~ed 
this cours~ · ~hould . not be tequi~~d of .all students. An ~xamination 
. . . . . . .. I · . 
of · the program of st'udies fo~ the other provinces ·r~veal~d~that 
the genera). business course . is offered ~s .J.n elective in ·f. ve 
' ' \ ~ro~~nces • . The finding~ of thi~ study 6oncur with ·t~ese findings. 
"' 
· In th~ area of ,cuEr.iculum content;· Daughrey . (198.2) str~ssed . 
the content ' sho~i~ e~able studerits to base their personal and 
economic d~cislo)ls on·· sound reasoning. Duff (198)2) in a study 
. . . 
of the cqntent ·of general bus_iness · textbooks found the emphasis· 
was on socio-e'conomic concepts. The theoretical aspect promoted 
ih. the li'terature . was· no.t substantiated to such 'a degre~ .bY 
. -~. 
· the findings of this'study. 
'· . 
· ,· 
In the olabay (1980) study teach'ers ' · rather than administrators, 
"' 
' , ' 
were in most agreement with the role .'of language and· communic'ation . 
skills as part of the course. In this stuqy both groups appear 
. .. -::..·, .. 
to have a commitment to develop these skills. 
The Jones (1973) study. of c·ontent fOr .the c'o~only offered 
.. 
· basic busine~s 6ourses found there was an .extensive overlap 
~ . 
amo·ng the courses, ''\It would appear this.· problem ~till ex_ists 
because there was agreement in this study· that ~he course .content 
... 
'·· 
sh6uld be restructured to elimin•te o~erlapping content. 
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, • '. 
. . 
· In the' area of . instru'ctional materials and methods, M~lsbary 
. ~ .. 
( 1974_) concluded from an examination of resea~ch findings that 
' .1. · . 
' . 
· . a textbook should · not be .used. t;o the exclusion of other education.al 
. i . . 
. ·~aterials .7nd th~t in~Jru~ti.on · should be . enriched t .hrough· the 
use of ~ultimedla and rupplementary instructib~al mater~al~~ 
This study found .that bhe more traditional textbook approac~ 
. ., . . . . , . . . 
to instructi~~ ~as favoured. · ... •, 
In the area of teacher preparat.ion, the .Task Force •t;n· the • · 
,, ~ . \ .. ~ . 
I'ntegration .of Academic ··and Vo.catlonal . Education o97s) r.~.comnle,~ded·. · . 
· the _establishme'nt of a teacher tra:lning program ~o prepare teachers. · 
... 
. >-. 
~ . 
. . . . . . . · . . , · .. · .. . ·. . . ~ .. . . · ... . .. . 
·of prevocatlonal · subjects. The vaughan. (19~0) study .foun<J :that '-. ' ! .. .. -. ' 
business work· experienc~ was rated . highest by ~uperv'isor·s and 
. . . . 
~eachers 'as the competency de·emed most necessary for secondary 
.business teachers. The findinQS of this :study concur w~th these 
research st-udies. 
,.. 
..  
Findings Related to Other Research . Ty~ing . 
~-; ' 
In ti)e area · of c:urriculum structure, _the Featheringham . 
· ( 1965.) sYudy on the validity of . the persor:t~l-use typing cours~· 
concluded that the cour~e held a prominent position. in the field 
of business education and that there was . a definite need for 
it in ·the ' school curric.ulum • . The fLndings of· ttiis , ~tudy concur 
with the research results. 
In the · area of curriculum content.,., composit l on.- skills ·.at ,, f 
. . . . . . 
· the typewt:i ter are an int'egral · p,art;. of the content of · eight 
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.. 
provinces. · The role of language in the typing course_ was ·n9t 
' p~rceived to the same degree by the respondents of this study. 
. . 
In ·the ins-tructional ma'terials arid methods area; the Ford · 
( 19~~) study fo~nd that th~~ major fact_or in . determining .the-
! meth~~-s ·used ,fpr introducing the numeric keyboard were jhos~ 
I sug~~sted by typi~g ~extbooks. · This result was supported by .· 
., ' 
an examination of the ·current typing textboo~~ by the r~sear~her, 
who found that the r~c~mmended methods of teaching ~yping were . 
similar. However, t~e purrent materials and me~hods for. typing 
. ~·nstructi~n were not recognize~- b~ some of ~he · r~spondents of 
. . ' 
.this study .to .. th~ extent suggested by t~xtbook.authors • . 
~~ - the. ~~ea·· of --t~acher : p~~~aration, a·s ~revious1y- noted, · · 
l I. 
the Task Force (1975) felt that there was a•need ' for training 
I. 
_· o.f teachers i~r p~evocational subjects~ · The respondents of · 
' ' I 
this study expressed. a similar need for this type of tr~ining~ 
Conclusions .,. 
In keeping with the limitati~ns and .del iml tations of this . 
study, the following conclusi~ns can be made. 
1. 
2. 
The ~ajori~y of the teachers of the .business. education 
courses at the senior high school level have an academ~c 
. ' 
background and limited experience in teaching these courses. 
While there was definite agreement among district coordinators 
· ~~d tea~h~r~ that the ov~rall ~~uality of the ~eneral bu•iness 
. ,. . . 
. '• \ . 
courses was · ':lery good, there was a consensus that . changes 
rould be mad~ in these ciburses. 
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3~ · There was .substantial agreement among the district coordinators 
. 
.and teachers that the overall quality of the typing courses 
. ' 
~as very good -a.n~ , that t~ere was little need E'or changes 
to be made in these · co1,1rses. ·, 
4~ ·-.There .was agreement among . the district coordinators .and 
I , 
.~ · teachers· tbat ··problems·: .~r4. bei~g encountered in the areas 
' · ' ' . . ' 
of ..'curricui·uni content ·arid . instructional materials and methods 
..,.. " fo~ the general bus·lness course a·nd in the area,of -instructionai 
~ • • ' • '• I ' • ' ' ' • ' ' (. 
.. 
·materials. and methods for the typing course~ 
5· •. . · ·There is a need to develop an increased ·awareness of· curriculum 
.. ·, :.1' . 
.. ·!-
. l 
structure, · cu~ticuhun content·, 'ins'tructional materia-ls 
and methods,_' and 'eva.lua'ti.on technique's in 'busin.ess 'education 
' ·~ . 
cou~ses not only ·among district coordinators and teachers 
. · · ~ut· also the educational community at large. 
6. There is .a need for improved· preparation of teachers of 
busine~s. ed~cat~·~n .courses at· the senior high school level .• 
.. \ · .. . "' 
7. . ·There was interest and support • among district coordinators 
_: and teach~rs for the past implementation, present ·continuation, · 
. . ' 
and future development of business .edu~ation ·courses at 
· the ·.senior high school level. 
. I 
Recom.menda t ions 
,, . 
· ·. Fr9m the findings and c9ri·c1usions of this ·study, the. foliowing 
recommendations ~;ire made. 
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Recommendations fo·r · Implementation· 
1. 
J 
·• 
.. 
Based on the opinions of th~ district cockdin·ators and 
teachers of this st~dy, a cons, nsus of agreeme.nt ·existed 
on the majority of issues concerning the business education 
.. 
courses. The Departmen~ of Education, vocational. Education 
. Consultant, and Provincial Curricul.um Committee for ·Business 
Education .. shoUld be complimented an· the implementation 
.of the. business. education courses in.to the reorganized 
. high school program. 
2. To the extent possible, high schools in t~e Province of 
,: ~ewfoundl~nd. ·~nd Labrador shou~d. offe~ as many o.f the .bus ines·s 
education cours_es as possible to meet the general. educational 
needs of students. · 
3. · Oepart~ent ot Education off lcials, . district . coordinators, 
/ 
and t;eachers are encouraged to establish a unified direction 
for: ' the b~~in~ss. education . c9u~ses .- rn.~eract ion _among 
. . . . . . ' 
the groups is 'pa~ticularly . important in resol vi.ng the problems· 
of the ·general bus.iness courses. The problems for .the 
··General Business 1101 course are: duplication of resource 
material, particularly the learning module, overemphasis 
~ . . 
on skills development content, ' insufficient development 
of s _<?cio- ecopomic content, lack of individual. student textbook 
for study and assignme~t pu'rposes, lacft . of sufficient supple-
' 
mentary : instructional . res'o.u:r;:ce material_r ~nd lack of a 
• . . J 
· listing of print- ·and 'non-print iJ1structional ')resource ·· · 
.. material~ .• · The prob~ems of the General Business 2l<H cou1;se 
., 
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' . 
are: ·duplicati.on of r ·esource material, overlap'.of course 
,. 
content, lack 'of individual student textbook for ~tudy 
. a~d assignment ' purposes, •'1ac'k. ~f sufficient s~pple~entary 
I .. ' , I 
instructional ~esource matiri~i; ·an~ lack of a listing 
~ .- '• . 
. of print- ·and non-print in~tructional r~source mate_rials •. 
Inte'r~ct ion among the g-roups is aiso part icu'larly important 
in resolving the following probr~{rris of the typing course: 
coordination and purchase of typing equipment and furniture, 
, I . / •, . · , · . 
doubl ing7"up of typ~in~--c'lass~s, lack of teaching mat~rials 
considered an integral part of the .·course, and inadequate . 
. . . 
. fac_ilities. to. teach th_e· course. 
4. To the extent possible, all business. education coti'rses 
should be taught · by a teac~er who .has non-teaching work 
expa"rhmce · arid/or a· business education background. 
5. The Division bf . Special Programmes, Memori~l Un i vers fty 
of Newfoundland, ~hould give consideration to · the creation 
' I J • • : , • . ' , . ' • '• o ' • ' • , ..,., ,f ': : 
of a· methods cour:se in the field. for the pr,ep,aration of 
teachers of business eduQ~tion courses at the senior high 
· school l eve}. 
6. The Department of Education, vocational· Education Consultant, 
and Provincial Curriculum committee for Business Education -
should provide a v_ehic~e for dissemination of ittforination 
on . developm~nts in curriculum content and. instructj..ona l 
materials and methods to educators with an interest . in· 
the . f ie'ld • 
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·_The ~p rt';"en't. of · Educa t iop . .;ljould; .c~t l r:ue to- provide 
t~ac~.r. inser.vic~ ' educa ~.ion ~~ ~elp im~zove teacher effe.~t;i ve~. 
ness· 1'~ the field._of b~sin~_s~ _ education ' The pres.ervice __ 
.cur~; iculum'~ should invo1 ve depth, of. co?. ·.en t and pr;act i.,cal 
8. 
_ exp~riences. · · / ·. 
.I 
Reat:ti'on, 'interaction, and action --sh:ould be e.ncouraged 
.·. . , 
· ~ ~mong · those . fn· the field of business education. Those 
. 
interested ·in this ·field mu.st continue t<;>. reac-t ' t.o c~.n::rent 
.issues 'in -b\,lsin~ss education, interact . to coord fnate and I . 
... influence course offeri~gs, and act to promote · buSiness 
'- .. 
education co~rses at. the senior hi_gh · school level. These 
efforts shou_ld result ' in' a bu~iness education program that 
wiil assist students in _ learning about· business-. 
Recommendation's for Further · Study 
The• following are· suggested areas that · the researcher· feels 
, .. 
need furthe.r st:udy .· . 
1. 
2. 
. I . 
A study' to determine ·the extent a methods course ·iri the 
field is requ'ired by teachers ·' the extent to which teachers 
would ele<7t to take the course, and the· ways and means 
· of delivering the ' course, 
."·' 
A study of schools not offeri~g business education courses 
to determine the specific ~easons f _or the non-availability · 
.. ' 
of these :courses and to ~uggest procedures for their im_ple-
mentati6n. 
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A 'st4dy of business education .. courses 
to determin~. new. offerings and topics 
. . I 
i'n oe~ provinces 
that could be introduced 
J . 
into Newfoundland and Labrador schools • 
. ' 
4. A study to determine the specific changes .tha.t district 
. ' .. ' .. 
coordinators and teachers feel should be made fn the ge.ner~l 
. .  
business ·. courses. 
5. A - study to determine students' qpinions · a~d : leve·i · of ·sa11ais-
' 
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Subject: 
-.' To: 
l'roin: 
. Date: 
OUESTIO' N A I R E 
Current issues in ~usin ss ' Educa~ion 
Par'ticipants . I 
Business· Education Regi ' .nal Work&hops· 
Barbara C. Fitzgerald 
Master's Candidate, Mem rial University 
October, 1984 
- .. ' . . 
. .. 
Yotir he)pfulness in answ~ring ; this stionn~ire i~ appr~ciat~d. 
The questions ar~ gene~al and are r~l ted to the Typing and 
General Business courses at the high school program .. 
-I 
/ -
Directions: Please. answer _the quest~ons. by . chec.k ing or completing 
the blank .space provide?~ 
Occupation: 
Experience: 
. t 
. .. 
District coordinator 
Teacher 
Typing .1102 
Typing 2102 . . 
General Business 1101 
General .Business 2101 
Major Subject Area 
Business Wo~k Experience 
Post-Secondary Business 
· Education Teaching . 
·. ' 
! 
No. of Y ·ars 
.. ,. . 
. I 
. ... 
':"' . 
· ..... 
.. .. 
' .. 
. ... ~- . . - ' . ·;..· .... ...... . .. 
·' 
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1 
I 
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CURRENT ISSUES QUESTIONNAIRE 
I 
2 
. I 
Directions: 
... .. • . I . 
·Below. are sta.tements about •the Business Education . Courses. · 
Please indic~te . the extent ;to ~hie~ you ag~ee or disagree 
by circling the number . YOU ;believe to be appropriate 
for both the Typing Courses ~rid General Business Cours~s. 
R A T I N G S C A L E: 4 Strongly Agree 
3 Agree 
2 Disag.i-ee 
l Strongly Disagree 
------~----------------------------------~--------~G~E~N~E~R~A~L~ 
CURRICULUM STRUCTURE 
1. The course shou'!d service the 
'educational needs of all students. 
.. 
2. The course .should contribute to the 
·general education of students. 
3. The course should be required of · 
. all · students. 
CURRLCULUM CONTENT 
4. · "Daily Survival Skil~s" (e.g., 
writing a cheque, answering the 
telephone) should be included in 
·the General Business courses. 
5. Empha~is shou~d .be on the education 
of .students as consumets, workers, 
and ~iti~ens, rather than as consumers 
in the General Business Cours·es. 
6. Language and · communicat;ion skills 
sh6uld be evaluated . as part of the 
course, ·' 
7. The course should be re_structured 
to eliminate overlapping content 
(e.g., money management) being 
taught in other courses. 
. .. • • 4 - · - •• _. - - , - - - - ... -- ,.__ ~.,. _,,~F.fi*.....,..,W~-~, ~-,...~!0&.,..,..,..,._ -. ~~ 
TYPING BUSINESS 
l 2 3 .4 
. 
1 2 3 4 l '2 .: 3 ' 4 
l 2 3 - 4 . l 2 3 4 
GENERAL 
TYPING ' · BUSINESS 
. N/A . l 2 3 4 
' J 
N/A 1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
" 
.. 
:: N/A 1 2 3 4 · 
.. 
[ 
·I 
·\ 
CURRENT ISSUES -QUESTIONNAIRE' RATING 
SCALE: 
INSTRUCTIONAL -MATERIALS AND METHODS 
8. A textbo6~ should be t~e prl~ary 
instrutitional resource. 
9. A student w6rkbook should be .the 
primary source of class activities 
and -assignments. 
10. Short answer tests _(e.g.; multiple 
choice, true~false) should receive 
greater empha~is in as~ignirig grades 
. 
. 
•than other · evaltiaticin (e.g., ~ss~y 
que~tions, rese~rch projects}~ 
'11 .- Course Materials (e.g., reference 
materials) - are appropriate. 
. TEACHER PREPARATION 
12. Non-t~eaching work experience in 
business increases teacher 
effectiveness. 
... 
13. University methods courses in the 
field should be available. 
.CONCLUSION 
14. ove·rall, the 
quality of the 
course at 
present is 
Very Good. 
15. Changes in 
the course 
should be . 
made. 
Typing · 1102 
Typing ~102 . 
General Business 
General Business 
Typing 1102 
_ Typing 2102 
. 
1101 
2101 
General Business . llOl 
· General Business 2101 
1. " 
4 Stongly Agree 
3 'Agree · 
2 Disagree 
1 ~~rongly Di~a~re~ -
TYPING 
1 2 3 4 
N/A 
.... ~ .. 
N/A 
1 ''2 3 4 
TYPING 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
'TYPING 
1 2 3 4 
1· 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 
1 -2 j .. 4 
. 1. 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
GEN~RAL 
BUSINESS 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 
1 2 3 4 · 
_1 2 3 4 
' 1 2 3 4 
t 2 3 4 
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Subject: ~ ' Current !~sues in Business Education 
Participants 
.Business Educati~n Regional Workshop 
To: 
From: : Barbara c. · Fitz~eraid 
Master's Candidate, Memorial Univ~rsit~ 
Date.: October,· 1984 
Your helpful_Qess · in answering this ' questionnaire is · appreciated. · 
The questions are gener~l and are related to the TYPING and 
. ' ( GENE~L BUSINESS COURSES at the Senior High School Program. 
I 
.\ . . 
Directions: Please answer 'the questions ·by checking or co~pleting 
the blank space provided. 
Occupation: District Coordinator 
Teacher 
Experience: Subject · 
•· 
, . ' I 
Typing 1102 
Typing 2102 
General Business 1101 
General Business 2101 
Major Subject Area: 
I • 
r 
__ __, ___ - i --------.-. ~------_,.,?!!<or:.:-:> .. ---. ..,. ..,., ..... ,.~ .... - ... : -: .~ · ·-
No. of Years 
.. 
;. 
. ·. 
I ·: J 
I )· 
C.URRENT ISSUES QUESTIONNAIRE 2 
Direceions: Below are statements about the Busi~ess Education Courses.~ 
Please indicate the extent · t6 which you agree or disagree 
~ by circling the number you believe to be appropriate 
for both tne Typing Courses a~d/or the' General Business 
Cours.es. 
' 
.R lA 'I' I N G S C A L E: 
I 
I 
• _<> 
.. 
CURRICULUM STRUCTURE 
1~ The course should servi~e the 
educational needs of all students. 
2. The course should contribute to the 
·general education of students • 
. . 3~ : The course should be required of 
all students. 
I 
4. _"Daily Survi.va·l Skills" (e.g., 
writing a cheque, answering the 
telephone) should be included in 
the General Business Courses. 
5. _ Emphasis should be on the education 
of students as consumers, workers, 
and ~iti:zens, r -ather than on the· -
development of basic corisu~er skills 
(e.g., budgeting, purchasing insur-
ance). · · 
6. The 'course should be restructfred 
to eliminate overlapping cant nt 
(e.g., .money management) bein . 
taught in other ·courses. 
1. Language and communication skills 
should be evaluated as part of the 
course. 
4 Strongly 
3 Agree 
2 Disagree 
1 .· strongly 
TYPING 
. 1 2 3 4 
' 1 2- 3 . 4 
l 2•3 4 
TYPING 
•• I' "' .· 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
] 2 3. 4 
Agree 
Disagree 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 l 4 
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- - . ·~ - ~-· - ·:· -:·~:~· •• ».. .. .. ... 
• ' 
..... 
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. ,, " '-' · 
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CURRENT ISSUES QUESTIONNAIRE RATING 
$CALE: 
. . 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 
8. A textbook should b'e the· primary 
instructional resource. 
9. A student workbook should~be the 
primary sour~e of class - activities 
and assignments. 
10. · sh6rt answer tests (e.g., multiple 
choice, true-false) should receive 
greater emphasis in assigning grades 
-than other evaluation (e.g., essay 
.~uestions, research projects). 
. . 
11. Course Materials '(e.g~, ·re·ference 
materials) ar~ approp~i~te. 
TEACHER PREPARATION 
, 
12. Non-teaching work experience in 
business increases teacher 
effect i veriess ~ 
13. University methods courses in the 
field ·should be avail~ble. 
CONCLUSION 
.. , 
14. ·.overall, the 
. . -
4 stongly Agree 
3 . Agree 
2 Disagree 
1 Strongly Disagree 
TYPING 
1 2 3 4 
N/A 
N/A 
TYPING 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
. TYPING 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 .4·. 
r 2 3 -4 
1 2~ 3 4 
GENERAL 
· BUSINESS 
1 2 1 4 
1 2 3-4 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 
·quality of the 
course at 
present . is 
Very Good. 
Typing 1102 1' 2 3. 4 
15. Changes in 
the course , 
should be 
made. 
Typing 2102 1 2 3 -4· 
General Busi"ess 1101 1 2 3 4 
General Business -2101 - 1 2 3 4 
Typing 1102 
Typing 2102 
General Business 1101 
. General Business 2101 
.· 
. . , 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
' . 
-
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
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